3.2
Core of the report for the period: Project objectives, work progress and
achievements, project management
3.2.1 Project objectives for the period
REPHRAME addresses the requirements of the Call KBBE.2010.1.4-09 (Analysis of the
potential of the pine wood nematode (Bursaphelenchus xylophilus) to spread, survive and
cause pine wilt in European coniferous forests in support of EU plant health policy). It does
this through the structured approach below, which covers the principal topics highlighted in
the call text:
PWN/tree
interactions
Vector phenology &
dispersal
International Knowledge
network:
Stakeholder Group
Science Advisory Panel

Extend the
science base

Vector & PWN
monitoring and
control

Build & deliver
PWN Tool Kit

Policy &
management
Implications and
advice

Quantify non-vector
risk pathways
Assess host tree
resistance to PWN

Dissemination, demonstration and
exploitation

Models to predict wilt
across Europe

As summarised in Annex I to the Grant Agreement, the objectives of REPHRAME are
being addressed through 9 Work Packages whose progress is described in Section 3.2.2
(although WP1 is designated for Management & Coordination and is dealt with in Section
3.2.3). Within the designated period for this Periodic Report (commencing 1 March 2011),
the main expected Deliverables are shown in the Table below:
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Deliverable
number
D1.2
D4.2

D5.5

D6.2

D6.6

D8.1
D9.1
D10.1
D10.2
D10.3

Deliverable
Title

WP
number

Lead
beneficiary
number

Consortium
Agreement
signed
Development
of traps for
monitoring &
control
Microsatellite
markers for
PWN
identification
Construction of
cDNA libraries
from sensitive
and resistant
genotypes of
Pinus
Hybrid
progenies with
different
tolerance/
resistance to
the PWN
Knowledge
from previous
EU projects
PTK interface
REPHRAME
website launch
& maintenance
Project leaflet
SOG minutes

1

Nature

Dissemination
level

Delivery
date

1

Estimated
indicative
person
months
2.00

R

PP

2

4

9

24.00

R

PU

12

5

5

11.00

R

PU

12

6

6

5.00

R

PU

12

6

6

5.00

R

PU

18

8

7

6.00

R

PU

12

9
10

1
1

30.00
7.00

R
O

PU
PU

12
2

10
10

1
1

4.00
3.00

O
R

PU
PU

4
12

As indicated in Section 3.2.2, progress on some of these deliverables has been
significantly affected by problems in setting up the Grant Agreement (which was not
finalised until July 2011, even though the project start date was 1 March 2011) and being
able to receive and distribute funds. For the Coordinator Institute there were delays in
overcoming problems in setting up an interest-bearing bank account, which required
special permission to overturn UK Government normal practice which does not allow such
accounts. Consequently, it was not possible to distribute funds until the final quarter of
2011 which had a severe effect on some beneficiaries which were not able to release
funds in advance of receiving them from the Coordinator. These issues have, therefore,
affected progress in some of the Work Packages and these are detailed in each WP, as
appropriate.
Overall, however, there has been significant progress towards the aims of the project and
work is now accelerating to overcome some of the issues mentioned above. However, the
Consortium has requested the Coordinator to apply for an extension in time to enable a full
field season to be accomplished in the final year of the project, which will offset the field
work that was not possible during 2011 due to the slow start of the project.
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3.2.2 Work progress and achievements during the period
WP2 -Behaviour and dynamics of PWN in infested trees
Objectives
The objectives of this WP are:
• to determine factors governing association of the nematode with the vector;
• to determine factors governing transfer of the nematode from the vector to the tree;
• to understand the behaviour of the nematode as it progresses inside the tree vascular
system, and factors governing expression or latency of wilt expression, including
clarification of the role of potentially pathogenic bacteria associated with PWN.
• to develop better sampling methods for the nematode in trees.
• to synthesise the above into optimised, statistically reliable survey and early detection
regimes for inclusion in the PWN Tool Kit.
Deliverables
D2.1: Factors governing association of PWN with vector beetles: Collation of research
describing links between and its vector beetles in the genus Monochamus especially
specificity of links. Month 24
D2.2: Factors affecting departure of PWN from vector beetles: Determination of factors
governing departure open from vector beetle established in relation to different host tree
species. Month 24
D2.3: Pathogenicity of PWN in host tree species: Factors governing movement of PWN in
different host tree species and relationship to expression of wilt established, as well as
clarification of the role of bacterial associates in pathogenesis. Month 36
D2.4: Methods to detect PWN in trees: At least one new method for detecting PWN in
European pine species validated. This will include work on the Chinese techniques for
rapid PWN detection in standing trees. Month 36
Work carried out by B4, B5, B6, B7, B10
Progress
Foreword: A significant amount of work was only initiated late in 2011 or even in 2012 due
to issues in finalising the Grant Agreement and, especially, to the late distribution of funds
to beneficiaries. This resulted in partners only being able to hire research assistants after
the contract and consortium agreement was signed and funds distributed. Adding to this,
some institutions and national legislation require a lengthy period for application
announcement, selection and hiring. This had practical consequences for some
beneficiaries involved in field work: several observations for the first seasonal year were
simply lost due mainly to missing the most active part of the insect vector´s life cycle. One
partner (B7) also suggests removal of 4 person-months, compensated by the addition of 4
p-m in WP5.
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Task 2.1: Determination of factors governing association of the nematode with the
vector
In spring, B. xylophilus third stage dispersal juveniles (JIII) begin to aggregate near the larval galleries and
pupal chambers of the vector and then moult into dispersal JIV larvae (dauer larvae). Subsequently, these
dispersal stages associate with the M. galloprovincialis callow adults inside the pupal chamber, just a few
days before the emergence from the wood. The stimuli promoting the attraction, moulting and entry of the
nematodes into this specific development stage of the Monochamus vector insect will be studied in tests
under controlled conditions in the laboratory.
Pine bolts will be cut from healthy pine trees and inoculated with a suspension of PWN. Artificial pupal
chambers will be made in the bolts and late-instar M. galloprovincialis pupae or callow adults will be placed
individually in these. These procedures will be repeated with other Cerambycidae species also found in
wilted pines, such as Arhopalus syriacus, Acanthocinus griseus and Spondylis buprestoides, but which are
not recorded as vectors of PWN. Pupal chambers containing M. galloprovincialis + another Cerambycid will
also be created. At intervals treatments will be opened and the pupae/callow adult of the various species
analysed for nematode presence outside and inside the body. The wood adjacent to the chamber will also be
sampled to quantify PWN numbers.
A sample of the bolts will also be kept at 25°C in the dark and checked daily for 60 days for emergence of
adult beetles, which will be sampled for nematode infestation.
Cytological studies of PWN migration to the pupal chamber will be performed and chemical analysis of
volatile sand of other secondary and primary metabolites will be carried out to determine how the nematodes
find the vector and whether species of beetle other than M. galloprovincialis might become infested under
these conditions. B6 to lead.

It was first expected to rely on the attractive blends defined by the Chinese team B10 for
the related species Monochamus alternatus. The 2012 preliminary tests using these
blends led to consider that these blends are not fully adapted to the European situation.
Thus, new experiments have to be designed in order to identify the attractive blends in
Portugal. Headspace samplings using SPME fibers will be carried out by B4 in spring 2013
in pupal chambers of M. galloprovincialis in PWN- infested trees in Portugal and the
trapped compounds analyzed by GC-MS. To confirm these results obtained in the wild,
pine bolts will be cut from healthy pine trees and inoculated with a suspension of PWN.
Artificial pupal chambers will be made in the bolts and late-instar M. galloprovincialis
pupae or callow adults will be placed individually in these, and the volatiles emitted by the
chambers trapped similarly as above. The delay in getting the blends for M.
galloprovincialis will not allow to test the same procedure in other Cerambycidae species
also found in wilted pines, such as Arhopalus syriacus, Acanthocinus griseus and
Spondylis buprestoides, but which are not recorded as vectors of PWN. Furthermore,
major organizational changes in the former INRB (now INIAV) have taken place in 2011/
2012 with consequences related to the delay in hiring personnel, thus shifting the field
work one further year.
Task 2.2:Determination of factors governing departure of PWN from the vector
The fourth-stage dispersal larva of PWN (also known as JIV or dauer larvae) is the developmental stage
carried by the insect vector into a new tree host, either by maturation feeding or oviposition activity. The
stimuli that mediate and regulate the exiting of the nematodes from the vector’s body into the new pine host
are not known, and may partially explain why some pines are attacked by the nematode and may suffer from
wilt disease while others do not.
The responses of the JIV larvae to stimuli from host plants volatiles will be studied under controlled
conditions in the laboratory. The influence of plant materials from host trees on the mobility and
attractiveness to PWN will be studied by exposing recently-cut branches with small artificial wounds in the
bark simulating the vector’s maturation feeding to Petri dishes with pure nematode suspensions. Some of the
branches will be analysed immediately to detect nematodes on the bark surface or inside the tissues, while
the remaining material will be kept at 25ºC 70%RH for one week to incubate and increase the populations of
colonising nematodes, which will later be extracted from the wood and counted. Resistant and non-resistant
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pines (relating to the species used in the WP4 experiments) will be tested, along with other non hosts such
as broadleaf trees.
Selected chemical substances from host pines will also be tested similarly.
B6 to lead

As a result of the delays justified in Task 2.1., Task 2.2 will also be moved ahead for
another 12 months, and therefore, experiments will begin in spring 2013.
Task 2.3: Investigation of movement of PWN inside the host
Movement of PWN within the host tree will be studied under greenhouse conditions with 2-3 year-old trees
by B7 and in the field in Portugal by B6. In the greenhouse, selected healthy pines 2-3 year-old pines
(P. pinaster, P. pinea and P. sylvestris) will be artificially inoculated, both at the base of the plant as well as
at the top, at specified time intervals. Three pine seedlings inoculated with nematodes and one pine seedling
inoculated with distilled water will be sampled from each pine species 1, 2, 3, 7, 15 and 21 days after
inoculation, time-points previously determined by B7 as being the most representative of the histological
changes induced by PWN in P. pinaster stems. Stem samples collected 1,5cm above the inoculation point
will be fixed and critical point-dried or embedded in Historesin or in epoxy resins for SEM, general histology
or TEM respectively to observe the broad spectrum of changes induced in tissues and cells in the course of
the infestation. The main classes of metabolites produced by pine tissues, in response to infestation, will be
localized in situ by conventional histochemical tests. Histo- and cytochemical studies will be also performed
to localise cellulase and pectinase activities in infested stems in an attempt to gain insight into the migration
process of PWN through the tissues. In order to examine whether histological characteristics are related to
resistance, the anatomical structure of the non-resistant, resistant and tolerant pines will be compared and
the lumen area, number and pattern of distribution of the resin canals evaluated. Enough replicates will be
used in order to provide material for nematode counts as well as for sectioning for histopathological
observations, to understand the nematode trajectory and locate its presence at different time intervals. With
this task we expect to elucidate the step-specific anatomical and cellular changes induced by PWN in the
host tissues and contribute to the knowledge of the invasion and migration processes of nematodes through
the trunks during infestation. We also hope to gain some evidence about the relationship between pine
resistance, tolerance and susceptibility and their anatomical structure.
In the field, selected healthy pines of a range of species will be artificially inoculated with the PWN at
different times of the year on the roots; on the trunk or on lower canopy branches. Periodically, the sanitary
condition of the trees will be followed and some pines from each sub-set will be felled and thoroughly
sampled at different heights for the presence of the PWN, regardless of symptoms. If the pine proves to be
infested, wood samples will be collected to identify the exact location and distribution of the nematodes
within the woody tissues, by sectioning and selective staining for microscopic examination. B7 to lead.
Based on the experience of B5 in PHRAME with population dynamics of PWN in seedlings as well as of
PWN and B. mucronatus in freshly cut pine logs (EUPRESCO sub project PEKID), inoculation trials with
B. mucronatus in P. sylvestris plants (15 to 20 years old) will be carried out by B5. 10 trees will be inoculated
in the crown (simulating maturation feeding of M. galloprovincialis.) and the population dynamics of this
population of PWN will be assessed by detailed analysis of nematode distribution through the trunk and
branches. Periodically one tree will be cut and wood discs will be cut along the tree and nematode
occurrence will be assessed in the sap- and heartwood as well as in the bark based on gram dry weight. In
addition different sampling techniques (chainsaw, different drill sizes, chips etc.) as well as processing
techniques will be assessed concerning the influence of the methods on survival of the nematodes. B5 to
coordinate.
Similar studies will be done by B7 and using field trees already being analyzed for a national project. The
aim of this subtask is to gather information on most suitable conventional sampling techniques.
Recent observations by Chinese colleagues have indicated a possible role for bacteria associated with PWN
and B. mucronatus in the pathogenic process of PWN. The bacteria which are acquired during the nematode
migration into the insect pupal chamber and carried inside the tree will be investigated together with the
natural endophytic bacterial flora inside pine trees. A national project investigating this issue will provide
partial support for this task. This work will address key issues such as: (1) Isolation and characterization of
bacteria associated with the nematode in different stages of the B. xylophilus life-cycle, in vector pupae and
within infested trees. (2)Taxonomic identification of bacterial isolates using routine molecular biology
methods, such as 16S rRNA gene sequencing. (3) In vitro and In vivo pathogenicity tests of bacteria in Pinus
pinaster. B7 to lead.
Duration: Y1, 2 & 3
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Work in this sub-task has begun as planned, results are presented below and work will
proceed in 2012-2013 as planned.
B5 (JKI)
D2.3 Pathogenicity of PWN in host tree species
Objectives: Can differences of pathogenicity and population dynamics of PWN be found
in 11 older Pinus sylvestris trees (equivalent to mature trees) compared to 3-4 years old
seedlings? Experiments concerning pathogenicity and population dynamics of PWN had
already been carried out in the EU FP5 PHRAME project with pine seedlings. In the
autumn of 2011, 2.25-2.50 m high pines (Figure 2.1) with an estimated age of 11 years
were ordered to test older trees.

Figure 2.1: 11 year old Pinus sylvestris
For the quarantine pest PWN, which will be used for these tests, a greenhouse chamber is
necessary for containment and to ensure no possible spread to the external environment,
so the height and consequently the age of the trees are limited. Nematodes will be
inoculated in the crown part of the trees. Half of the trees serve as samples for population
dynamics, whereby periodically one tree will be cut into segments (different tree parts and
tissues) and studied for nematode densities. The residual tress will be used for the
pathogenicity tests. Time until symptoms of wilt or other changes in appearance are
manifested will be assessed. According to the rating scheme used in PHRAME, needle
discolouration and wilting will be evaluated using 6 classes from healthy to dead. Finally all
trees will be tested for PWN at the end of the experiment. Results are not yet available at
this stage in the project (reasons see below).
Objective: Do different sampling and processing techniques influence the survival rate of
PWN?
No investigations have been carried out so far.
Work in 2013 will be done jointly between B5 and B7; a visit from B5 to Portugal is
expected for March 2013 to visit field plots (Mortágua, Coimbra) follow the cutting of trees
and the laboratory work of nematode extraction with different methods.
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Project objectives for the period
Objectives of D2.3:
(a) Can differences of pathogenicity and population dynamics of PWN be found in 11 older
Pinus sylvestris trees (appr. mature trees) compared to 3-4 years old seedlings?
(b) Do different sampling and processing techniques influence the survival rate of PWN?
Work progress and achievements during the period
The planned working time by B5 for D2.3 was from May 2012 until symptom development
by the trees. In spring 2012 it was detected that most of the 31 test trees prepared for the
experiments were frozen to death. The cold winter 2011/ 2012 led also to many mishaps in
tree nurseries in Germany as well, so this unexpected and impossible to avoid. In addition,
as this happened also in nurseries, it was not possible to obtain substitute plants.
Additional high costs will be necessary to order such mature plants for a second time. D2.3
is connected with T4.1 (Testing of volatiles with antennae of Monochamus
galloprovincialis, the vector beetle of PWN). New trees will be ordered to conduct this
experiment in 2013.
B5 will test different sampling and processing techniques for the survival of PWN also in
2013.
D2.3 was scheduled for month 36, so the investigation is still on time, although the
planned starting date in year 1 (growing season 2011) was not possible, because of the
issues in commencing work described above. Therefore it was not possible for B5 to
employ staff before mid of September 2011 which caused the loss of the vegetation period
2011. For purchasing the almost mature trees, maintaining them in autumn, replanting and
watering etc. as well as preparing the investigations for the vegetation period 2012 already
2 PM were necessary. To complete the task as proposed in 2013, the total of 6 PM will be
exceeded. This will be by both using personnel paid in the framework of REPHRAME and
permanent staff of B5.
B6 (INRB)
As result of administrative constraints inherent to the Institute reorganisation, Tasks 2.1,
2.2 and 2.3 initially scheduled for 1st and 2nd year will be performed in the 2nd and 3rd years
of REPHRAME.
2.3 - Movement of PWN inside host-tree
Movement of PWN within the host tree will be studied in the field, in affected regions in
Portugal. In the field, on trees showing symptoms of PWDX wood samples will be
collected to identify the exact location and distribution of the nematodes within the woody
tissues, by sectioning and selective staining for microscopic examination. The same study
will be performed in artificially inoculated healthy pines Y at different times of the year on
the roots, trunk and on lower crown branches. The scheme of sampling collection, defined
in the current year, is showed in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3 Sample collection for counting and locating nematodes in tree stem and crown
XInfected trees showing symptoms
Tree location

YTrees recently infected

Sampling scheme

Tree location

Sampling scheme

Stem - 50% of
total tree height

Live crown basis

5 locations

3 locations

Live crown basis

3 locations

Live crown
centre

3 locations

Live crown - 2

2 locations

branches

in each branch

Live crown - 2
branches

2 locations
in each branch

Highlights: This study to be implemented next year will contribute to deliverable D2.1 and
MS4.
B7 (UE)
Studies on movement of the PWN inside the tree, which are coupled with histopathological
observations, are still in the preliminary stages, mostly with regard to the dynamics and
movement of the nematode itself. This has been as a result of some technical difficulties
regarding access to greenhouses in Évora. However in July 2012, an agreement has been
made with the institution of B6 (INIAV, ex-INRB) which will now allow our team to have
access to greenhouses in Oeiras. From the histopathological studies, some interesting
results, obtained in collaboration with a top plant anatomist from Lisbon University (Prof.
Lia Ascensão), are showing up and have been presented at a meeting in 2010. These
preliminary results are the basis for a more refined study, now taking place.
Bacterial work:
a) Since the early 1980’s, the notion that another pathogenic agent involved, namely
bacteria, may play a role in PWD has been gaining traction; however, the role of bacteria
in PWD is still unknown. The present work suggests the intriguing possibility that some B.
xylophilus-associated bacteria may play a significant role in the development of this
disease. This is inferred as a consequence of: (i) the phenotypic characterization, of a
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collection of 35 isolates of B. xylophilus-associated bacteria, in different tests broadly used
to test plant pathogenic and plant growth promoting bacteria, and (ii) greenhouse
experiments that infer pathogenicity of these bacteria in maritime pine, Pinus pinaster. The
results illustrate the presence of a heterogeneous microbial community associated with B.
xylophilus and the traits exhibited by at least some of these bacteria appear to be related
to PWD symptoms. The inoculation of four specific B. xylophilus-associated bacteria in P.
pinaster seedlings resulted in the development of some PWD symptoms suggesting that
these bacteria likely play an active role with B. xylophilus in PWD. These results are being
presented at a meeting of the European Society of Nematologists, Sep. 22-27 2012, in
Adana, Turkey. A manuscript has also been submitted to PLoS One, and has now been
accepted:
Vicente, C., F. Nascimento, M. Espada, P. Barbosa, M. Mota, B. Glick and S. Oliveira.
2012. Characterization of bacteria associated with pinewood nematode Bursaphelenchus
xylophilus. PLoS One (accepted for publication, Sep. 15, 2012).
Detailed description of work:
The aims to be accomplished were: to study the role of plant pathogenic bacteria in the
development of pine wilt disease by:
1. Characterization of bacterial communities associated with
a. Bursaphelenchus xylophilus
b. insect-vector Monochamus galloprovincialis;
2. Evaluation of bacteria associated with pinewood nematode phenotype;
3. Evaluation of pathogenicity of bacteria associated with pinewood nematode, in in vitro
and in vivo conditions in Pinus pinaster.
1.A
b) The present study intends to contribute to the understanding of the bacteria-nematode
relationship by comparing the bacterial communities from long-term preserved B.
xylophilus maintained in laboratory conditions, with bacterial communities isolated from B.
xylophilus recently collected from symptomatic pine trees. Two main sampling sources of
B. xylophilus were screened for associated-bacteria: 21 lab cultures of B. xylophilus
isolated from different PWD areas in Portugal between 2005 and 2008 (Figure 2.2,
locations 1-11) and five symptomatic trees collected in a single recent PWD focus (Figure
2.2, location 12). B. xylophilus from long-term preserved cultures are maintained in
Erlenmeyer flasks with Botrytis cinerea grown on barley seeds, at 4ºC. Routine transfers
are conducted every two months to ensure B. xylophilus viability. Nematode surfacedisinfection (3 minute duration) and bacterial isolation procedures were performed
according to Han et al. (Han et al. 2003) and Zhao et al. (Zhao et al. 2003). Nematode
disinfection prevents isolation of bacteria from the nematode surface i.e. those with no
close association. Colonies in the PWN trial with different morphological characteristics
were selected from four different culture media (TSA, trypticase soy agar; NA, nutrient
agar; LA, Luria agar; PSDm, Pseudomonas complex medium).
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Figure 2.2. - Map location of pine wilt disease foci in Portugal. The first report of PWD is
marked dark-grey. Most recent PWD locations are marked light-grey. (1. Góis, Coimbra; 2.
Penacova, Coimbra; 3. Lourosa, Coimbra; 4. Cabanas de Viriato, Viseu; 5. Setúbal
Peninsula; 6. Porto Mós, Leiria; 7. Oleiros, Castelo Branco; 8. Miranda do Corvo, Coimbra;
9. Arganil, Coimbra; 10. Tábua, Coimbra; 11. Valado de Frades, Leiria; 12. Avô, Coimbra.)
Extraction of genomic DNA was performed using a Purelink Genomic DNA kit following the
manufacturer instructions (Invitrogen, USA). Amplification of 16S rRNA genes was
conducted using primers Y1-Y3 (Laranjo et al. 2004) and 63F-1389R (Hongoh et al. 2003).
PCR products were purified using a GFX kit (GE Healthcare, UK) and Exonuclease I plus
FastAPTM Thermosensitive Alkaline Phosphate (Fermentas, Canada). The 16S rRNA
gene sequences were analysed using Staden Package software version 1.5 (Staden
1996). ClustalW multiple alignment was conducted in BioEdit version 5.0.9 (Hall 1999).
Phylogenetic trees were constructed from evolutionary distances using the NeighborJoining method and Kimura's two-parameter model, using the Mega 4.0 programme
(Tamura et al. 2007). Phylogenetic robustness was inferred by bootstrap analysis using
1000 iterations. Bacillus subtilis (GenBank accession number AJ276351) was selected as
out-group in the phylogenetic analysis. All 16S rRNA gene sequences were checked for
chimeras and other anomalies using the Pintail version 1.0 software (Ashelford et al. 2005)
and submitted to GenBank, National Centre of Biotechnology and Information,
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/. The GenBank accession numbers for the 16S rRNA gene
sequences for bacteria from laboratory pinewood nematode cultures (LCN) and pinewood
nematode from diseased trees (PWN) were designated, respectively, JF431252-JF431280
and JF494810-JF494830.
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1.B (Ongoing task)
Using a metagenomic approach, the characterization of bacterial community associated
with the insect-vector Monochamus galloprovincialis is being determined.
2
In order to study the phenotype of thirty-five bacterial isolates, representative of the main
bacterial genera isolated from Bursaphelenchus xylophilus (Vicente et al., 2011), were
tested in terms of antibiotic resistance, cellulase and ACC deaminase activity, phosphate
solubilization, and biofilm, EPS, IAA and siderosphore production; gnotobiotic root
elongation in Brassica campestris; and hypersensitive reaction in Nicotiana tabacum. For
the evaluation of bacterial sensitivity/resistance to antibiotics, five different antibiotics were
tested, namely ampicillin (Amp) (50 µg/ml), erythromycin (Ery) (50 µg/ml), kanamycin
(Kan) (50 µg/ml), rifampicin (Rif) (50 µg/ml) and tetracycline (Tet) (15 µg/ml). Cellulase
activity was conducted according to Kasana et al. (2008). The production of ACC (1aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate) deaminase was tested following Penrose and Glick
(2003). Qualitative evaluation of biofilm formation was conducted according to Koczan et
al. (2009). Bacterial phosphate solubilization activity was screened according to Freitas et
al. (1997) in PDYA-CaP medium (potato-dextrose yeast extract agar supplemented with
calcium phosphate CaHPO4). Siderophore production was qualitatively measured based
on the method described by Schwyn and Neilands (1987). Screening and quantitative
evaluation of exopolysaccharides (EPS) production was performed as described by van
Geel-Schutten et al. (1998) using glucose as a carbon source. Bacterial IAA production
ability was measured following a minor variant of the method described by Glickmann and
Dessaux (1995), Patten and Glick (2002) and Rashid et al. (2012). The modified
gnotobiotic root elongation assay was based upon the procedure described by Penrose
and Glick (2003). The hypersensitive tests in Nicotiana tabacum were based on the
procedure described by Umesha et al. (2007).
3
Four bacterial isolates from Bursaphelenchus xylophilus (Serratia sp. LCN-4, Enterobacter
sp. LCN-25, Pantoea sp. PWN-128 and Serratia sp. PWN-146) were selected to evaluate
their pathogenicity in 1 year old maritime pine. The B. xylophilus isolate HF, collected in
Setúbal region (SW Portugal) and maintained in the Nematology laboratory (University of
Évora, Évora, Portugal), was employed in pathogenicity tests. Existing individuals were
placed in Erlenmeyer flasks with Botrytis cinerea, cultured for a week in autoclaved
barley/water medium and reared during 7 days at 25º C in darkness (Evans, 1970).
Nematodes were separated from the culture after 24h in a Baermann tray, followed by
Baermann funnel during 6h. A suspension of about 750 nematodes (mixed-stages) was
prepared in distilled water for inoculation.
The pathogenicity tests in cloned seedlings of one-year-old Pinus pinaster were carried out
in glasshouse conditions (average temperature of 23º ± 2ºC, 70-80% humidity) at the
Instituto Nacional de Recursos Biológicos (Oeiras, Portugal). The inoculation procedure
was conducted using the method of Futai and Furuno (1979). Bacterial isolates were
prepared in a concentration of 107-108 CFU/ml. In addition, two control treatments were
established: (i) a positive control with B. xylophilus inoculation; and (ii) a negative control
using sterile PBS. The experimental design consisted of 6 pine seedlings for each
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treatment randomly distributed. The trial was maintained for 45 days. At harvest time, for
each tree seedling, a symptom score (Li, 2007) was given.
Results
1.A
In total, 162 bacterial isolates were obtained by culture-dependent methods, of which 63
were isolated from B. xylophilus from long-term preserved culture collections (laboratory
cultured nematodes, LCN) and 99 from B. xylophilus extracted from symptomatic Pinus
pinaster (PWN symptomatic trees, PWN). The rich medium TSA supported the growth of
the highest number of bacteria and with more distinct morphologies. The 16S rRNA gene
sequencing of bacteria analysed revealed the presence of bacteria from two phyla,
Proteobacteria and Firmicutes, this last accounting only for 9% of the total number of
isolates recovered. For representatives of the phylum Proteobacteria, two main classes
were found (Betaproteobacteria and Gammaproteobacteria), with respectively, the orders
Burkholderiales and Pseudomonadales, and Enterobacteriales and Xanthomonadales.
For representatives of the phylum Firmicutes, only two orders were found, namely
Lactobacillales and Bacilalles. In detail, LCN bacterial isolates were predominantly from
the genus Enterobacter (27% of isolates), namely Enterobacter aerogenes, Enterobacter
ludwigii and Enterobacter hormaechei; and from the genus Serratia (22% of isolates),
namely Serratia proteamaculans. Representatives of the genera Acinetobacter,
Comamonas, Ewingella, Herbaspirillum, Klebsiella, Pseudomonas, Rahnella were also
found in low percentages (around 1-3% of isolates respectively). The genus Enterococcus
(19% of isolates) was the main representative of Firmicutes, followed by Staphylococcus
(less than 2% of LCN bacteria isolates).
As far as we know, this is the first report of bacteria found in close association with B.
xylophilus, after successive generations grown in the laboratory. Of the PWN bacterial
isolates, the majority belonged to the genus Serratia (38% of isolates), with Serratia
marcescens and S. proteamaculans as the main species; Erwinia (23% of isolates), with
Erwinia cypripedii and Erwinia billingiae present; and Rahnella (16% of isolates), identified
as Rahnella aquatillis. Representatives of other genera were also collected in lower
percentages, such as Pantoea (9% of isolates; Pantoea agglomerans and Pantoea
cedenensis); Enterobacter (7% of isolates; Enterobacter aerogenes); Ewingella (2% of
isolates; Ewingella americana); Pseudomonas (2% of isolates; Pseudomonas fluorescens)
and Burkholderia (1% of isolates; Burkholderia phytofirmans). The genus Staphylococcus
(1% of isolates) was the only representative of Firmicutes recovered from PWN. These
results are in accordance with those presented by Proença et al. (Proença et al. 2010),
who reported that the major phylogenetic groups of bacteria associated with B. xylophilus
and other nematodes identified in three different PWD foci in Portugal, were
Enterobacteriaeceae (genera Yersinia, Serratia, Pantoea, Erwinia and Ewingella),
Burkholderiaceae (genus Burkholderia) and Pseudomonadaceae (genus Pseudomonas).
The phylogenetic relationships of 26 representative LCN and PWN bacterial isolates with
related species that interact with plants are shown in Figure 2.3. Several LCN and PWN
bacteria are closely related to bacteria known as plant-growth promoting bacteria (PGPB)
and to plant pathogens. For example, the two species of the genus Serratia herein
reported to be in association with B. xylophilus, S. proteamaculans and S. marcescens,
have been described as either PGPB (Bai et al. 2002; Mohamed & El-wahab 2009) or
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plant pathogens (International Society of Plant Pathology (http://www.isppweb.org/). This
dual potential is also known for the genera Pseudomonas (Zhao et al. 2005), Pantoea
(Barash Manulis-Sasson 2009) and others. The investigation of the phenotypes of the LCN
and PWN bacteria towards pine trees will be an important next step for future work since it
should help in inferring the most important plant pathogenic bacteria closely associated
with B. xylophilus and that consequently may contribute to the development of PWD.

Figure 2.3. - Neighbor-Joining phylogeny of bacteria collected from PWN laboratory
cultures (LCN bacteria) and bacteria isolated from PWN from symptomatic trees (PWN
bacteria) based on 16S-rRNA gene sequences (alignment length 1150bp). Accession
numbers from GenBank NCBI for related species are underlined. Percentage bootstrap
support is indicated on internal branches; scale bar indicates 0.01 substitutions per site.
Figure 2.4 summarises the main bacterial genera, and their frequency, found in both
sampling sources, LCN and PWN. The most predominant genera were Serratia (S.
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proteamaculans) and Enterobacter (E. aerogenes), followed by Ewingella (E. americana),
and Pseudomonas (P. fluorescens). The fact that these species remain in association with
B. xylophilus, even after successive nematode generations in the laboratory, suggests a
strong specific bacteria-nematode relationship. To reinforce this hypothesis, it has already
been reported that the pathogenicity of laboratory cultured B. xylophilus is maintained for
at least three years (i.e. for multiple generations); Moreover, a decrease in PWD
development was observed when the inoculated B. xylophilus were previously surfacesterilized, suggesting superficially associated bacteria can also be significant (Li 2007).

Figure 2.4. - Summary of the isolation frequency of the main genera of bacteria associated
with LCN cultures and PWN recently sampled from symptomatic trees in Portugal.
The present study shows that there are bacteria closely associated to Bursaphelenchus
xylophilus. Nevertheless, more studies are still needed to prove the so-called symbiotic
relationship bacteria-nematode.
1.B
Under analysis.
2
The characterization of the 35 bacterial isolates obtained from a different nematode source
(nematode from symptomatic Pinus pinaster, PWN; and laboratory cultured nematode,
LCN) (Vicente et al., 2011) were tested in terms of antibiotic resistance, cellulase and ACC
deaminase activity, phosphate solubilization, and biofilm, EPS, IAA and siderosphore
production (Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.5a and 2.5b). Five different antibiotics (Amp, Ery, Kan,
Tet, and Rif) were tested at concentrations of 15 and 50 µg/ml. With the exception of Ery,
to which all of the isolates were resistant, isolates were generally more sensitive, in a rank
order, to Kan<Tet<Rif<Amp. Moreover, six isolates (Erwinia sp. PWN-196, Rahnella sp.
PWN-212, Serratia sp. PWN-142, Rahnella sp. PWN-144, Serratia sp. PWN-98, and
Serratia sp. PWN-146) obtained from nematodes of symptomatic trees, were resistant to
all five antibiotics. Nearly 46% of bacterial isolates tested were positive for cellulase
activity, with Kocuria sp. PWN-228A and Serratia sp. PWN-99 demonstrating a moderate
to high level of activity (Table 2.2). In contrast, ACC deaminase activity was not detected
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in any of the isolates. All bacteria produced IAA (Fig. 4a) in a range of 1.41 to 17.47 µg/ml.
The highest production was recorded for Kocuria sp. PWN-228A with 33.96 µg/ml of IAA.
Table 2.2 – Traits of various bacteria associated with Bursaphelenchus xylophilus.
Qualitative scale: (-), no production/activity; (+), poor-production/activity; (++), moderateproduction/activity; and (+++) high-production/activity. For antibiotic resistance: (-)
indicates non-resistant and (+) resistant.
Isolate
identifier
LCN-4
LCN-5
LCN-16
LCN-23
LCN-25
LCN-27
LCN-36
LCN-37
LCN-45
LCN-46
LCN-49
LCN-56
LCN-58
LCN-69
LCN-71
LCN-72
LCN-87
PWN-89
PWN-98
PWN-99
PWN-116
PWN-119
PWN-120
PWN-128
PWN-129
PWN-136
PWN-142
PWN-144
PWN-146
PWN-153
PWN-183
PWN-186
PWN-196
PWN-212
PWN-

16S rRNA
identification
Amp
Serratia sp.
+
Stenotrophomonas
+
Serratia sp.
+
Serratia sp.
Enterobacter sp.
+
Enterobacter sp.
+
Enterobacter sp.
+
Enterobacter sp.
+
Serratia sp.
+
Klebsiella sp.
+
Enterobacter sp.
Stenotrophomonas
+
Stenotrophomonas
+
Pseudomonas sp.
+
Acinetobacter sp.
+
Acinetobacter sp.
+
Pseudomonas sp.
+
Rahnella sp.
+
Serratia sp.
+
Serratia sp.
+
Ewingella sp.
Erwinia sp.
+
Ewingella sp.
+
Serratia sp.
+
Serratia sp.
+
Burkholderia sp.
+
Serratia sp.
+
Rahnella sp.
+
Serratia sp.
+
Rahnella sp.
+
Pantoea sp.
+
Serratia sp.
+
Erwinia sp.
+
Rahnella sp.
+
Kocuria sp.
+

Antibiotic
Ery Kan Tet
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
++
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Rif
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+-

Cellulase
ACC
Biofilm
Phosphate Siderophore Hypersensitive
activity deaminase formation solubilization production
Reaction
+
+++
+
+
+
++
++
+
++
++
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
++
++
+
+
+
+
+
+
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5. – Production of IAA (µg/ml) (a) and EPS (mg/l) (b) by bacteria associated with
Bursaphelenchus xylophilus.
In terms of EPS production (Figure 2.5 (b)), Enterobacter sp. LCN-23 displayed the
highest level (35.4 mg/l), followed by Serratia sp. PWN-142 (31.0 mg/l) and Burkholderia
sp. PWN-136 (26.5 mg/l). Nearly 40% of the isolates were moderate EPS-producers,
ranging from 10.0 to 20.0 mg/ml of soluble sugars, and 49% of isolates were poor
producers, yielding less than 10.0 mg/ml of soluble sugars on this test. Approximately 85%
of the bacterial isolates were positive for biofilm formation on an inert surface. Phosphate
solubilization was only detected in Stenotrophomonas sp. LCN-56, with an index of 1.40,
and Rahnella sp. PWN-144 and Rahnella sp. PWN-153, both with an index of 1.17. Almost
all the isolates were positive for the production of siderophores. A wide range of different
levels of siderophore production was observed. Serratia sp. PWN-99 and Rahnella sp.
PWN-89 were found to be substantial producers and, by contrast, Enterobacter sp. LCN36 and Klebsiella sp. LCN-46 were poor siderophore producers. Approximately one third of
the isolates had no significant effect on gnotobiotic root elongation in canola (Figure 2.6).
Significant inhibition of canola root growth in canola was observed with 11 bacterial
isolates. For example, Acinetobacter sp. PWN-72 and Serratia sp. LCN-4 decreased
canola root growth by 56 and 61%, respectively in comparison with the control treatment.
Only four isolates (Burkholderiasp. PWN-136, Serratia sp. PWN-142, Rahnellasp. PWN144 and Erwinia sp. PWN-196) induced a significant increase in canola root growth. Of the
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35 isolates, only nine bacterial isolates, and the plant pathogenic bacteria Pseudomonas
syringae pv. syringae CPBR314, induced visible HR responses in tobacco leaves (typically
cell necrosis around the inoculation point); these strains were Ewingella sp. PWN-120,
Enterobacter sp. LCN-25, Erwinia sp. PWN-119, Serratia sp. PWN-128, Klebsiella sp.
LCN-46, Serratia sp. PWN-146, Pseudomonas sp. LCN-69, Serratia sp. LCN-4 and
Rahnella sp. PWN-89 (Table 2.2).

Figure 2.6. – Gnotobiotic root elongation of Brassica campestris L. after inoculation of
bacteria associated with Bursaphelenchus xylophilus. Statistical differences between B.
xylophilus associated bacteria and the control treatment are noted by an asterisk (*P<0.05,
**P<0.01, Tukey’s test).
3
The selection of four bacterial isolates for the pathogenicity tests was based mostly on the
results of canola root elongation and HR trials. The selected isolates were HR positive.
Among laboratory culture nematodes, Serratia sp. LCN-4 and Enterobacter sp. LCN-25
were selected. Serratia sp. LCN-4 is a copious siderophore producer and significantly
decreased canola root growth. Serratia LCN-25 produced severe HR in tobacco plants, is
a moderate siderophore producer and did not affect canola root elongation. Among B.
xylophilus from symptomatic pines, Pantoea sp. PWN-128 and Serratia sp. PWN-146 were
selected. Pantoea sp. PWN-128 is resistant to four different antibiotics (Amp/Ery/Tet/Rif), a
cellulase producer, forms biofilms on inert surfaces, is a moderate siderophore producer,
is a relatively high IAA producer, and did not affect canola root elongation. Serratia sp.
PWN-146 is resistant to all five antibiotics tested (Amp/Ery/Kan/Tet/Rif), a cellulase
producer, forms biofilms, and did not affect canola root elongation. Figure 2.7 presents the
disease incidence values for single inoculation of the isolates in one-year-old P. pinaster.
The inoculation with the selected isolates resulted in the development of PWD symptoms,
though with less severity than seedlings inoculated with B. xylophilus. The average
symptom recorded was needle discoloration in the upper part of the inoculation spot. The
disease incidence of Serratia sp. LCN-4 and Enterobacter sp. LCN-25 were the highest,
followed by Serratia sp. PWN-146 and Pantoea sp. PWN-128. No disease symptoms were
recorded in negative control P. pinaster seedlings.
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Figure 2.7 – Disease incidence in Pinus pinaster after inoculation with B. xylophilus
associated bacteria. NC, negative control treatment. Bx, B. xylophilus.
Summarised results
• Different bacterial communities are associated with Bursaphelenchus xylophilus,
mainly
belonging
from
Enterobacteriaceae,
Burkholderiaceae
and
Pseudomonadaceae family;
• Similar bacterial species were found associated with B. xylophilus from lab culture and
symptomatic trees, suggesting that even after successive nematode generations in the
laboratory, a strong specific bacteria-nematode relationship;
• Presence of a diverse microbial community associated with B. xylophilus , including
some strains with traits that may be related with wilting symptoms;
• B. xylophilus associated bacteria are moderate to high EPS and siderophores
producers, with detectable cellulolytic activity and antibiotic resistance features;
• Bacterial communities associated with B. xylophilus may represent a structured and
cooperative multi-species consortium which, depending on the migration stage of the
nematode within host tree, may express niche-specific traits that facilitate their growth
and also augment the deleterious effects of B. xylophilus.

Scientific contributions
1.A
Publication:
Vicente, C. S. L., Nascimento, F., Espada, M., Mota, M., and Oliveira, S. (2011) “Bacteria
associated with the pinewood nematode Bursaphelenchus xylophilus collected in Portugal”
Antonie van Leeuwenhoek Journal of Microbiology (DOI10.10077s10482-011-9602-1)
Meeting congress:
Vicente, C., Nascimento, F., Espada, M., Mota, M., Oliveira, S. (2011) “Dual role of
bacteria in Pine Wilt Disease” 63rd International Symposium in Crop Protection, 24th May,
Ghent, Belgium. (Oral presentation)
2&3
Publication:
Vicente, C., Nascimento, F., Espada, M., Barbosa, P., Mota, M., Glick, B., and Oliveira, S.
(2012) “The role of Bursaphelenchus xylophilus associated bacteria” ONTA, México (2-5
September)
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Meeting congress:
Vicente, C., Nascimento, F., Espada, M., Barbosa, P., Mota, M., Glick, B., and Oliveira, S.
(2012) “Characterization of bacteria associated with pinewood nematode Bursaphelenchus
xylophilus”. PLOS one (in press)
Ongoing Investigations
•
•

Metagenomic analysis of bacterial community associated with the insect vector
Monochamus galloprovincialis;
Whole-genome sequencing of bacteria associated to Bursaphelenchus xylophilus.

(b) The use of ACC deaminase-producing plant growth promoting bacteria has been
shown to be a useful strategy to reduce the damage due to biotic and abiotic stresses.
Pinus pinaster seedlings inoculated with the ACC deaminase-producing bacterium
Pseudomonas putida UW4 strain showed an increased root and shoot development and
reduction of B. xylophilus induced symptoms. In contrast, P. putida UW4 ACC deaminase
mutant was unable to promote pine seedling growth or to decrease B. xylophilus induced
symptoms. This is the first report of the use of ACC deaminase-producing bacteria as a
potential biological control agent for tree diseases, thus, suggesting that the inoculation of
pine seedlings grown in a tree nursery might constitute a novel strategy to obtain B.
xylophilus resistant pine trees. These results were presented in a meeting in Sweden:
Nascimento, F.X., Vicente, C. S. L., Barbosa, P., Espada, M., Glick, B.R, Mota, M.,
Oliveira, S. (2012) “Perspectives on the use of plant growth promoting bacteria as
biocontrol agents for the pine wilt disease”. Symposium and Inauguration of the Centre for
Biological Control, 19-20 April, Uppsala, Sweden.
and are being presented at a meeting of the European Society of Nematologists, Sep. 2227, in Adana, Turkey. A manuscript has also been submitted to BioControl and is under
evaluation:
Nascimento, F., C. Vicente, P. Barbosa, M. Espada, B. Glick, M. Mota, and S. Oliveira.
2012. The ACC deaminase-producing bacterium Pseudomonas putida UW4 as a
biocontrol agent for pine wilt disease. BioControl (submitted, Sep. 10, 2012).

Detailed description of work:
It has been previously demonstrated that ethylene production is increased in pine trees
during PWN invasion, and, in fact, it has been suggested that increased ethylene levels
are at least partially responsible for the development of PWD symptoms (Mori & Inoue,
1986; Fukuda et al., 1994; Fukuda, 1997). One potentially unique way of limiting the
damage caused to trees by PWD might include the inoculation of the trees with plant
growth-promoting bacteria (PGPB). In this regard, one of the bacterial traits responsible for
plant growth promotion, especially under stressful conditions (Glick, 2005), is the activity of
the enzyme 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate (ACC) deaminase (encoded by the acdS
gene). This enzyme cleaves the ethylene precursor, ACC, into ammonia and αketobutyrate (Honma and Shimomura, 1978) and thereby prevents ethylene levels in
plants from rising to deleterious levels (Glick et al., 1998; Glick et al., 2007) that can lead
to plant death (Hyodo, 1991). The ACC deaminase-producing bacterium Pseudomonas
putida UW4 has been shown to be an effective PGPB protecting several different plant
hosts from a variety of stress conditions including flooding, salt, pathogens and metals
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(Glick et al., 2007).
Three-month-old Pinus pinaster (maritime pine) seedlings, growing on non-sterilized soil,
obtained from a nursery in Porto, Portugal (Alfredo Moreira da Silva e Filhos, Lda.), were
inoculated with the wild-type P. putida UW4 or P. putida UW4 (acdS–) strains. Each
seedling was inoculated with 5 ml of a bacterial suspension (approximately 108 CFU/ml)
applied directly to the soil. One week after bacterial inoculation, pine seedlings were
inoculated with the Portuguese PWN virulent isolate “HF”. One ml of a nematode
suspension (approximately 500 nematodes, mixed stages, in distilled water) was
inoculated in the stem of the pine seedlings following the method of Futai and Furuno
(1979). In addition to the bacterial treatments, two controls were established: a negative
control (no bacteria inoculation on roots; stem inoculation with sterile water); and a positive
control (no bacteria inoculation on roots; stem inoculation with PWN suspension).
The experimental trial was conducted in a growth chamber under controlled conditions
(average temperature of 24º ± 2ºC; 80% humidity; 14 h photoperiod). The seedlings were
watered once per week with 100 ml sterilized water. A total of 15 pine seedlings were used
per each treatment. The assay was conducted as a randomized block design. One month
after nematode inoculation, pine seedlings were harvested and the disease
symptomatology was assessed and categorized as described by Li (2007). Disease
incidence was calculated according to Fang (1998). Pine seedlings shoots were
separated from the roots and shoot fresh weight was immediately measured. Posteriorly,
the shoot was divided in smaller parts for the extraction of living nematodes following the
method described by Whitehead & Hemming (1965). The number of living nematodes was
estimated according to the methodology described by Penas et al. (2002). The pine
seedlings roots were vigorously washed and posteriorly dried for 24 hours at 60ºC in order
to remove all the soil substrate. After removing the soil remains, root dry weight was
recorded.
Results
The results obtained show that the inoculation of Pinus pinaster seedlings with wild-type P.
putida UW4 (Figure 2.8 D) leads to a significant reduction of PWD symptom development
(Table 2.3) (Figure 2.8). Interestingly, pine seedlings inoculated with P. putida UW4 (acdS–
) (Figure 2.8 C) were affected by the disease to the same extent as seedlings inoculated
with only PWN (Figure 2.8 B) (Table 2.3). That is, the ACC deaminase minus mutant did
not protect pine seedlings against PWD. No disease symptoms were observed with the
negative control (Figure 2.8 A). The shoot fresh weight of pine seedlings inoculated with P.
putida UW4 was significantly higher (P<0,05) when compared to the positive control or P.
putida UW4 (acdS–) inoculated plants (Figure 2.9). Regardless of the nematode
inoculation, P. putida UW4 inoculated seedlings show approximately the same shoot fresh
weight as the negative control seedlings. No significant differences were found between
seedlings inoculated with P. putida UW4 (acdS–) and seedlings inoculated only with the
PWN (Figure 2.9). The inoculation of pine seedlings with P. putida UW4 lead to an
increased level of seedling root development (Figure 2.8 D). The root dry weight of wildtype P. putida UW4 inoculated seedlings is also significantly higher, when compared to all
other treatments (Figure 2.10). There were no significant differences between the root dry
weight of the positive control or P. putida UW4 (acdS–) inoculated seedlings although, as
expected, the negative control seedlings had a higher dry weight than the positive control
seedlings. Interestingly, the number of living nematodes recovered was lower in seedlings
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inoculated with wild-type P. putida UW4 (Table 2.3) compared to the high number of living
nematodes recovered from the positive control or from P. putida UW4 (acdS–) inoculated
seedlings.
Nevertheless, in vitro assays indicated that P. putida UW4 has no nematicidal effects
towards Bursaphelenchus xylophilus (data not shown), suggesting that P. putida UW4 has
no direct effect on the observed decrease of the nematode population. The results
obtained indicate that, by producing ACC deaminase, wild-type P. putida UW4 acts
indirectly as a biological control agent, decreasing pine wilt disease development. The
inoculation of pine seedlings with ACC deaminase producing plant growth-promoting
bacteria in a nursery system may be used as part of a strategy to obtain PWN resistant
pine trees. Moreover, since temperature and water availability stresses also play a role in
disease development and expression, the use of these bacteria may prove useful to
reduce both abiotic and PWN induced stress, leading to an increased level of plant
protection.
This is the first report describing the use of an ACC deaminase-producing bacterium as a
biological control agent for PWD.
Table 2.3- Disease symptomatology following the inoculation of Pinus pinaster seedlings
with the nematode Bursaphelenchus xylophilus and with either wild-type P. putida UW4 or
the mutant P. putida UW4 (acdS–).
Treatment

Average
symptom
stage

Disease
incidence
index

Average
shoot
growth*

Average
root
growth*

Negative control
PWN (positive control)
PWN + P. putida UW4 (acdS–)
PWN + P. putida UW4

1
3
3
2

0.111
0.815
0.759
0.556

0%
-41%
-43%
7%

0%
-35%
-17%
61%

Estimated
number of
living
nematodes#
0
702
570
160

Disease stage symptoms (Li, 2007): 0, no needle discoloration; 1, only needles around the
inoculated place are yellowish, needles in the other part are green; 2: needles in the upper
and lower part of the inoculation spot are brown yellowish, and needles in the top of the
tree are greyish green; 3: needles in the upper and lower part of the inoculation spot are
brown yellowish, and needles in the top are yellowish green; 4: all needles of the plant are
yellowish brown; 5: all needles are brown.
*Compared to the negative control
# Total number of living nematodes extracted from all pine seedlings belonging to each
treatment
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Figure 2.8 Shoot and root development of Pinus pinaster seedlings. (A) Negative control
(inoculation without PWN); (B) Positive control (inoculation with PWN); (C) inoculation with
PWN + P. putida UW4 (acdS–); (D) inoculation with PWN + wild-type P. putida UW4.

Figure 2.9 Shoot fresh weight of Pinus pinaster seedlings, one month after PWN
inoculation. Data correspond to the mean and standard error values of 15 seedlings per
treatment. Different letters (a,b) correspond to statistical significant differences (P< 0,05).
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Figure 2.10 Root dry weight of Pinus pinaster seedlings, one month after PWN inoculation.
Data correspond to the mean and standard error values of 15 seedlings per treatment.
Different letters (a,b,c) correspond to statistical significant differences (P< 0,05 ).
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Work in this sub-task has been conducted within the programmed dates and results have
been published (Vicente, 2011; Vicente, 2012; Nascimento, 2012). Publications are sent in
annex.

Task 2.4: Development of early detection methods for PWN in trees
2.4.1. Trapping methods for PWN
Beneficiary 10 in China has developed a sampling method involving attraction of the different stages of PWN
in infested trees, symptomatic or asymptomatic, by specific blends of host volatiles for either juvenile or
dispersive nematodes. They allow rapid detection of PWN within two hours. However, these methods have
been validated for only two species of pines in China, and their applicability to the European species of
conifers susceptible to infestation by PWN will be assessed in Portugal by B6.
In two PWN-infested stands, the trees will be classified into categories based on the wilt symptoms they
express. Ten trees from each category will be randomly felled for sampling. Tubes containing the standard
Chinese attractive blend will be inserted into sampling holes at intervals between crown and root and their
effectiveness at attracting PWN assessed. If these results are positive, experiments on boles artificially
loaded with known population densities of PWN will be carried out to define relationships between PWN
density and trapping results, and to optimize the attractive blend. If the results are negative, it will be
necessary to identify the specific chemical blends with potential to attract the different stages of PWN from
P. pinaster trees. The experimental approach used by B10 for identifying the attractive blends will be used,
including the sampling of volatiles from both larvae/pupae of Monochamus galloprovincialis and pupal
chambers, and behavioural bioassays with these volatiles. Data gained in Task 2.1.will be relevant here.
Similar experiments will be carried out to test the method the other species of conifers, especially
P. sylvestris, P. nigra, P. pinea and P. halepensis, and other species of Monochamus to design attractive
blends. When the experiments are carried out in non PWN-infested regions, B. mucronatus will be used as a
substitute. B3 and B6to lead.

B3 (BFW)
2.4.1. Trapping methods for PWN. A survey for occurrence of nematodes has been carried
out in July and August 2012. Samples are currently being examined. This will provide
information on the presence of Bursaphelenchus spp. in Austria and enable identification
of potential study plots for testing the PWN trapping method for detection.
B4 (INRA)
As planned, the PWN rapid detection method developed by the Chinese partner, the
Institute of Zoology of the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Beijing, has been tested in
Europe. A. Yart (URZF INRA Orléans) visited the Institute of Zoology in Beijing from 11 to
24 August 2011 in order to be trained in this PWN trapping method. She carried out tests
on PWN- infested pines (PInus massoniana) highly attacked by Monochamus alternatus
near Hangzhou in the Zhejiang province in China. Infested trees were cut and drilled
ready to insert trap tubes blended with alpha-pinene, beta-pinene and longifolen whose
mixture at a given ratio is the known attractant for the nematode. The tubes were collected
either at 12 or 24 hours and inspected in the laboratory using a microscope. Only the
propagative stages of PWN are attracted using the blend but another blend is known to
attract the juveniles.
Preliminary tests of the method were then carried out in Europe during May 2012 in a
Maritime pine forest of Portugal highly infested by PWN (mission G. Roux and A. Yart, 2124 May 2012). The attractive blend used on Pinus pinaster trees that were recently killed
by PWN indeed trapped Bursaphelenchus xylophilus but other nematode species too.
Thus, the method has to be improved by performing laboratory tests on artificially-infested
logs in order to determine the attractive ratios which may differentiate PWN from other
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nematode species on Pinus pinaster. Field tests at various periods of the year
corresponding to different nematode development stages have also to be designed.
The 2012 preliminary tests using the Chinese blends were not as positive as expected. It
is probably due to the fact that both vector insect and pine host species largely differ
between Portugal and China (Monochamus galloprovincialis vs. M. alternatus; Pinus
pinaster vs. P. massonianna). It therefore implied the definition of new, specific attractive
blends by Task 2.1. in spring 2013. The consequences are to postpone the in situ tests of
PWN attraction from living trees in spring 2014. Due to these necessary changes in
methodology, it will not be possible to carry out the planned experiments on other species
of conifers, namely P. sylvestris, P. nigra, P. pinea and P. halepensis, and other species of
Monochamus to design specific attractive blends. When the experiments are carried out in
non PWN-infested regions, B. mucronatus will be used as a substitute. Furthermore, major
organizational changes in the former INRB (now INIAV) have taken place in 2011/ 2012
with consequences related to the delay in hiring personnel, thus shifting the field work one
further year.
B10 (IOZ)
Annual death of newly infested trees and the corresponding nematode and vector beetle
abundance were surveyed in six different PWN-infested regions in China. We found a
positive correlation between the number of infested trees and the population densities of
nematodes and vector beetles. Furthermore, the community compositions of the PWNassociated fungi were characterized, which indicated the abundance of the dominating
fungi S. sp1 varied between the six surveyed regions: the more severe the region was
infested, the higher the frequency of S. sp1 occurrence (Figure 2.11).
Moreover, a chemical compound was identified specifically in S. sp1 other than the other
two fungal species, which promotes growth and reproduction of both nematodes and
vector beetles. The above findings agree with our hypothesis that the PWN-associated
fungi play a great role in the successful invasion of the nematode-vector beetle symbiotic
complex.
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Figure 2.11 Incidence of PWN-associated fungal species in relation to severity of pine wilt
disease in China
In addition, the mechanism of dispersal dauer formation of the PWN was also highlighted
in our laboratory. We have already found four chemical compounds released specifically
through the late pupae to newly emerged adults of the vector sawyer. Bioassays showed
that all the chemicals were capable of inducing dispersal fourth stage larva formation of B.
xylophilus, as well as transcriptional changes in dauer formation related genes. This model
of developmental regulation of B. xylophilus by its vector beetle M. alternatus plays a
critical role in the massive invasion of the pinewood nematode, and is important in the
evolution of parasitic nematodes.

Figure 2.12 GC traces of active chemical compounds associated with pupal and adult
Monochamus alternatus in China
Deliverable:
A manuscript has been prepared on PWN-fungi interaction and currently is under revision.
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2.4.2. Investigation of DNA detection
Several methods regarding detection of PWN DNA have already been developed, mainly by Japanese and
Chinese colleagues. One method in particular, using the “nested-PCR” technique appears to be
promising(Takeuchi et al., 2006) and is based on finely crushing a wood sample, utilizing a specific probe to
detect the presence of the nematode DNA, amongst the wood material, with no need to isolate the
nematodes from the wood. B7 will conduct testing of this method to samples obtained either from PROLUNP
(annual survey) or using healthy wood artificially inoculated with PWN. Other similar DNA detecting methods
will be tested in parallel byB4. Novel methods for detecting gene products, resulting from the pathogenic
action of the nematode will also be investigated by B7.
A second method will also be tested in Portugal by B6. This new method was developed in Japan and is
available as a kit. It is based on an enzymatic reaction that can extract nematode DNA from the wood tissue
followed by Loop-mediated Isothermal Amplification (LAMP), targeting a specific DNA region of the PWN
gene. It requires no expertise in microscopic/morphological techniques and is a time and labour-saving way
to identify the nematode.
In each year adult pine trees with no wilting symptoms and with variable wilting symptoms will be selected,
characterised and geo-referenced. In the spring and summer the oleoresin flow of the various selected trees
will be assessed by making small punch holes in the bark and examining the subsequent resin flow, as the
decrease of resin flow is a very early indication of wilt disease in maritime pines. All trees failing to produce
oleoresin will be tested with the Japanese kit at breast height. To validate the results of the Kit, segments of
wood will be collected from all the trees tested and analysed under laboratory conditions, in order to detect
and quantify the presence of PWN. The sanitary condition of all the selected trees will be evaluated monthly,
and periodically tested using the Kit. In winter the same procedures will be conducted in both nonsymptomatic trees and in pines with isolated wilted branches which may result from late or reduced
nematode infestations. Subsequently, these trees will be felled and the wood sampled quantitatively for the
presence of PWN at different heights, in order to validate the results of the Japanese Kit.
At the B6 laboratories in Portugal, three-year old seedlings of P. pinaster) will be inoculated with one of two
concentrations (“low” or “high”) of PWN diluted in sterile water. Following the inoculations, the sanitary
conditions of the pines will be assessed periodically, and the presence of PWN verified using the Japanese
detection kit. After a few months the trees will be subjected to a final sample to detect and quantify PWN
using classical morphological methods, in order to validate the results obtained with the Kit. These
procedures will also be conducted in other pine seedlings inoculated either with B. xylophilus or with similar
related Bursaphelenchus species found in Portugal, such as B. mucronatus. This experiment will test and
confirm the specificity of the Japanese Kit to B. xylophilus, in order to avoid false-positives when related
nematodes of the same genus are found in the wood.

B7 (UE)
With a large number of samples coming into the laboratory (from several Portuguese
affected areas) it is essential to have accurate detection methods in order to identify the
presence or absence of the nematode in woody and insect samples and provide quick and
reliable answers. We optimized extraction and molecular identification methods, using the
ITS region and DNA satellite of the genome of the nematode.
The extraction processes developed from woody and insect tissues do not need the use of
the Baermann funnel method, which is time consuming and relies on the mobility of the
nematodes, i.e., the nematodes must be alive. For woody tissues we developed, in
cooperation with Partner 6 (INRB), a direct method using ground woody tissues to extract
DNA followed by an accurate molecular identification of the nematode (Figure 2.13). For
the molecular identification we used a species-specific set of primers for B. xylophilus
(PCR-ITS), based on the nested PCR described by Takeuchi et al., (2005) providing an
accurate, precise and quick answer to the presence of the pinewood nematode in wood
(Figure 2.14). In parallel, we carried out morphological identification of the PWN in all of
the samples used in the molecular method. The results show that 82.5% of the samples
were positive for the presence of the nematode (corresponding to 47 of the 57 trees used
in the study). The ten remaining trees that show negative results for the presence of the
nematode were confirmed positive for the presence of PWN, using the PCR-ITS method
(mentioned above). The results showed that the efficiency of the molecular method to
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detect the pathogen provided more rapid and accurate results, comparing to the standard
morphological identification method.
The developed method has three main advantages: it does not depend on the nematode
being alive; morphological expertise in nematode morphology is not needed, and it is less
time consuming than conventional extraction of nematodes. This method is described in
the manuscript: B. Ribeiro, M. Espada, T. Vu, F. Nóbrega, M. Mota, I. Carrasquinho. Pine
wilt disease: detection of the pinewood nematode (Bursaphelenchus xylophilus) as a tool
for a pine breeding program. (Submitted to Forest Pathology).

Figure 2.13 Wood slices and blade used for grounded wood in liquid nitrogen.

Figure 2.14 PCR-ITS positive results for the identification of the PWN in 9 woody tissues
samples, using species-specific primers (based in Takeuchi et al., 2005). Samples 1 and 7
are negative for the presence of PWN.
A national survey from an affected area (Penacova, near Coimbra) provided a large
number of samples of the insect vector. We used some of these samples to optimize a
molecular method to detect the presence of the nematode in the insect tissues. The
insects were frozen and then homogenized and ground with a mortar and pestle (Figure
2.15). Ten mg of the insect tissue was used to extract total genomic DNA. After total DNA
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purification, a set of species-specific primers was used to amplify the ITS region of the
nematode, based on Takeuchi et al., 2005. To confirm the efficiency and reliably of our
method we used control samples (DNA of PWN previously extracted and confirmed and
insect tissue+PWN DNA). The results confirmed that some of the samples were positive
for the nematode, as shown in Figure 2.16. As well as the direct detection method from
woody tissues, the use of insect tissue provides a reliable method to detect the nematode
without the need of Baermann funnel extraction procedures. Although these methods are
more expensive than the classical morphological procedures, the advantages point to a
much more consistent, precise and accurate process for diagnosis.

Figure 2.15 Homogenization of the insect vector, M. galloprovincialis, using a mortar and
pestle.

Figure 2.16 PCR-ITS results for the detection of PWN in insect tissues. Samples 1 to 4 are
positive for PWN. Samples 5 to 11 are negative for PWN. M- DNA ladder 100bp; C1 and
C2 are the positive controls.
One of the most difficult morphological tasks is to distinguish B. xylophilus (PWN) from B.
mucronatus, two very similar species, especially when the samples have juvenile stages of
the nematodes. We analyzed 43 single-nematode DNA samples using a PCR based
method with the species-specific primers previously described in Takeuchi et al., 2005.
The results show that 40 of the 43 samples were positive for the PWN and the remaining
three were possibly B. mucronatus, indicating an efficacy of approximately 92.5%. Once
more the molecular analysis proved that it is suitable for diagnostics and detection,
because of its efficacy in resolving uncertainty in morphological diagnosis. In parallel,
ongoing work is using samples from the same survey and different sets of species-specific
primers, for PWN and B. mucronatus, in order to study other possible PCR-based methods
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to distinguish the two species (Table 2.4). The results showed that the J10-1/J10-2Rc set
of primers are a more reproducible method than the First F/First R set of primers. The
PCR using the two sets of primers XF/XR and MF/MR has shown some interesting results
by distinguishing PWN from B. mucronatus.
Table 2.4 Species-specific PCR primers used.
Reference
Castagnone et al.,
2005
Matsunaga and
Togashi, 2004

Takeuchi et al., 2005

DNA
region
DNA
satellite
ITS

ITS

Set of primers
For PWN: Primers J10-1 and
J10-2Rc
For PWN: Primers XF and
XR
For B. mucronatus: Primers
MF and MR
For PWN: First F and First R

However, this ongoing work has only recently started, and more samples are needed to
verify the efficiency of each method.
Research developed within this sub-task has begun on time as planned in the GANTT
chart (Year 2). One publication has already been produced (Ribeiro, 2012).
DNA detection (LAMP method).
Major organizational changes in the former INRB (now INIAV) have taken place in
2011/2012 with consequences related to the delay in hiring personnel, thus extending the
fieldwork by one further year. However, an arrangement is being prepared for the purpose
of this sub-task and contacts are now being made, via a post-doctoral researcher working
under B7 in Japan, with the Japanese colleagues who have developed this new kit to
assess the possibilities for application to the Portuguese situation. However, the kit is
patented in Japan only, and therefore virtually impossible to obtain either in Europe or by
importing from Japan. This was not anticipated at the time of the project application. B7
will conduct these actions and provide the necessary know-how to B6.
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WP3 – Assessing phenology and dispersal capacities of PWN vectors
Objectives
The objectives of this WP are:
•
•
•
•

To establish the influence of climatic conditions on vector emergence in order to define
flight periods at different geographic locations across Europe.
To establish vector physiological and behavioural parameters related to flight capacity
To determine mean and maximum vector dispersal in the different phases of the adult
life span
To determine vector dispersal capacity in different forest environments, using
behavioural land molecular techniques

Deliverables
D3.1: Vector flight capacity related to physiology: Determination of flight capacity of
Monochamus vectors, particularly M. galloprovincialis, in relation to physiological status
over the lifetime of the adult vector. Month 24
D3.2: Vector dispersal related to forest condition: Determination of vector field dispersion
related to forest condition and structure, especially within closed canopies and open
spaces. Month 24
D3.3: Vector dispersal related to population genetics: Determination of vector dispersal in
relation to genetic diversity and population barriers. Month 36
D3.4: Climate influences on vector dispersal: Determination of climatic influences on
phenology and dispersal of vectors. Month 24
Progress
Work carried out by B2, B3, B4, B6, B9 and B11
Task 3.1 Vector flight phenology under different climate conditions (Delivery date:
24 months).
The emergence period of the vector in central and northern Portugal will be studied by keeping pine wood
containing M. galloprovincialis in meshed boxes at ambient temperatures in both completely shaded and
sun-exposed situations, recording the air temperatures and the solar radiation of the wood. B6 to coordinate.
The study will use: a) wood with different development instars (eggs and larvae) sourced from local dead
pines in the field; and b) branches cut from healthy trees and taken to the laboratory to be submitted to
oviposition the female beetles (monthly from May to October), and then maintained under outdoors
conditions until emergence.
The flight period of the vector in central and northern Portugal will also be studied by placing traps baited
with attractants in selected pine forests from March to November, correlating local climatic parameters
(temperature and precipitation) with the captures.
Similar studies, extending to different Monochamus species (e.g. M. sartor, M. sutor, M. urossovi) will be
conducted in Austria (B3), France (B4), Spain (B9) and Northern Europe (B11), i.e., along a latitudinal
gradient, allowing direct comparisons of emergence and flight periods under various climatic conditions.
The developmental thresholds and thermal requirements of M. galloprovincialis larvae have already been
studied in Portugal, resulting in a simple linear method (the modified sine wave) driven by air temperatures
used to predict the emergence in southern Portugal. The model can be a useful tool to predict insect
emergence in other European regions after refinement. Thus, refinement and adjustment of the existing
model with the emergence patterns from other locations of central and northern Portugal and Europe will be
carried out. In addition, a validated map of annual M. galloprovincialis emergence patterns for the Iberian
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peninsula based on degree-day accumulations in the different climatic regions will be developed. Similar
studies will be made for other Monochamus species, as indicated above. B6 to coordinate.
Years 1 and 2: Evaluation of emergence at different climatic locations;
Years 2 and 3: Refinement and adjustment of the emergence model; creation of a validated map of annual
emergence patterns for M. galloprovincialis.

Studies were initiated on the biology and phenology of the vector insects
M. galloprovincialis, M. sutor and M. sartor in each of the countries for the listed
beneficiaries namely on:
a) Emergence pattern and flight curve under different climatic conditions;
b) Larval development under constant and variable temperatures;
Studies by all partners are still ongoing, so preliminary results are presented.
a) Emergence pattern and flight curve under different climatic conditions
Studies were done in parallel by Beneficiaries 2, 3, 4, 6 and 9.
Studies done by B3:
Studies in Austria concentrate on pine wood containing M. sutor and M. sartor
Constraints
Emergence patterns of M. sartor and M. sutor adults have been studied. Infested spruce
logs (20 to 35 cm diameter, 90 cm length) were sampled at two field sites in mountainous
spruce forests in Austria in May 2012. The logs were placed under outdoor conditions,
temperature was recorded and the emergence observed. Beetles emerged only in a short
period between June 7 and 18. Up to now, a total of eleven M. sartor emerged. The onset
of hatch coincided with the first days when average daily temperature reached 20°C.
Continuous discharge of boring material from some logs and sounds of feeding larvae
indicate that development is not yet completed. Therefore, observation of the logs is
continued.
Traps on one of our study sites where different lures were tested against M. sartor and
M. sutor were checked at three to four day intervals over a 40 days period in July and
August 2012. A pattern of flight activity depending on weather conditions became
apparent. Temperature, precipitation and sunshine data will be made available from a
weather station adjacent to the study plot and will allow identifying conditions suitable for
flight.
Study of flight period has not been done, yet. We had the first complete field season in
2012. Before setting up the whole-season survey, different lures had to be tested for
attractiveness to M. sartor and M. sutor (see WP 4). These experiments showed that the
standard lure G2D + α-pinene works for the two species. We will set up traps to monitor
flight in spring 2013.
Moreover, infested wood will be brought in from the field in spring 2013 to repeat the
observation of emergence patterns.
This will provide the parameters necessary for the emergence model. The development
and adjustment of emergence model will require the remaining time of the project.
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Studies done by B4:
Studies in France concentrate on pine wood containing M. sutor and M. galloprovincialis
Constraints
It will be necessary to change the work to be carried out by B4 to build and validate an
emergence model for M. sutor and M. galloprovincialis because of constraints in obtaining
succifient insect material of the target species (those two species appear to be absent
from our region (SW France). B4 will therefore provide data about the seasonal trapping of
M. sutor during two consecutive years at different elevations in the Alps, that will enable
day-degree information to be obtained for modelling purposes.
Studies done by B6:
The emergence pattern and flight curve are being studied in locations with different
climatic conditions in mainland Portugal (Penha Garcia) and on Madeira Island. Penha
Garcia is located in central Portugal near the border with Spain, in a location where the
PWN is absent, and has a Mediterranean climate with continental influences with a mean
annual temperature of 15.7ºC. In Madeira there is large mortality in pine forests due to
PWN attacks, and the Island has a sub-tropical climate with an average annual
temperature of 20ºC at sea level. Studies in Madeira are being conducted with the local
collaboration of staff from the Direcção regional de Florestas.
In Penha Garcia 20 multi-funnel traps baited with Galloprotect 2D have been placed in a
large maritime pine forest to follow up the flight curve of the insect vector (monthly
samplings).
In Madeira, studies are being done on several locations in the Island covering different
climatic conditions, to study:
• The emergence pattern of insects in trap-trees (created in March, June, September and
November 2011, with P. pinaster and P. radiata as hosts) and dead trees (P. pinaster);
• The flight curve using traps baited with attractants (placed in February 2012, to stay all
year round, with weekly samplings);
Results:
Until now, only 8 M. galloprovincialis emerged from the wood kept in Madeira Island,
during two occasions in late July/early August (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1 – Emergence of adult M. galloprovincialis in Madeira Island during 2012.
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Concerning the flight curve of the insects, a total of 178 beetles have been caught in the
traps until the last sampling made in the end of August. The first insects were captured in
early May, with a peak of captures in late June/July, as it can be seen in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 – Flight curve of adult M. galloprovincialis in Madeira Island during 2012.
In Penha Garcia (continental Portugal) a similar pattern has been found, with abundant
captures matching to a flight peak in June and July (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3 – Flight curve of adult M. galloprovincialis in Penha Garcia (continental
Portugal) during 2012.
Studies will continue throughout 2012, namely to determine if there is a partial or complete
second annual generation of this insect in Madeira Island, and to clarify previous reports of
beetles flying in abundance during the months of November and December. Results will
be subsequently analysed considering locations and climatic conditions.
Studies done by B9:
In 2011, P. pinaster and P. sylvestris baited logs were left in the field in June-July for M.
galloprovincialis field colonization (n= 10 each; 120cm long, 8-15 cm Ø). Logs were left
under field conditions until mid November, and then transferred to outdoor cages.
Temperature was monitored (outdoor, within the cage, within the wood) from January 1st
to end of adult emergence in August 2012.
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Results: there was a lower than expected emergence of adults from logs in 2012 (Figure
3.4); data on temperature are being processed.

Figure 3.4 - Adult M. galloprovincialis emergences in outdoor cages from P. pinaster logs
In 2012 the above experiment is being repeated in the same place, this time only with P.
sylvestris logs. M. galloprovincialis colonized logs (n= 15; 120cm long, 8-15 cm Ø), which
are currently under field conditions and will be transferred to outdoors cages next autumn.

b) Comparison of development under constant and variable temperatures
Studies were done by B6.
Recently-cut pine logs (approximately 50-60cm length, 5-10cm diameter, cut from living
trees and left to dry for one week) were placed in large wood boxes containing adult M.
galloprovincialis breeding couples (minimum of 10 couples on each occasion). These
procedures were replicated on five occasions during the last weeks of May, June, July,
August and September 2011, using 15 logs.
Female beetles were allowed to freely lay eggs on the logs for seven days, after which the
material was removed. Logs were distributed for 3 temperature regimes: constant 25ºC in
rearing chambers, and at ambient temperatures exposed to direct sunlight or in shaded
conditions. The wood was checked periodically during 2011 and 2012, in order to record
insect emergence, and dissected after 360 days.
Results:
13 insects (corresponding to 6% of the total of larvae) emerged from the wood
continuously kept at 25ºC, with the earliest insect emerging at 112 days. When the wood
was dissected at the end of the experiment, after 360 days, a large number of larvae were
found alive but moribund inside the wood, failing to have emerged.
As for the wood kept at ambient temperatures, insects only emerged one year after the
eggs were laid. A summary of the emergence success and development time is presented
in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Emergence success, larvae not emerged and dead (in %) and mean
development time (in days, mean ± SD).
Larvae after 360 days
Emergence
Development time
dead
Rearing conditions (%)
(days)
not emerged (%)
(%)
Constant 25ºC
Ambient
temperature

6

130 ± 16

65

29

59

317 ± 48

2

39

Studies done by B9:
Studies in Spain concentrate on pine wood containing M. sutor and M. galloprovincialis
Constraints
Our results will allow, together with those of other participants, to achieve “objective 1. To
establish the influence of climatic conditions on vector emergence in order to define flight
periods at different geographic locations across Europe”, as proposed. Thus, these
experiments will allow to build a validated model of annual M. galloprovincialis and
M. sutor emergence patterns for Spain based on degree-day accumulations in the different
climatic regions.
As funding of the project was suffering an important delay, the University of Valladolid
advanced the funding for the project activities during the key months of spring and summer
of 2011. Thanks to this support from the University, proposed activities could be carried
out on schedule and thus there has not been any significant deviation from planned
objectives by B9 on WP3.

Highlights: Overall, results from the experiments of the various beneficiaries are very
consistent and are in agreement with previous studies, suggesting that in natural
conditions M. galloprovincialis has only one annual generation, with adults emerging from
May onwards throughout the summer. Although under controlled conditions the life cycle
can be shortened for several months if the larvae are kept at constant temperatures, other
unknown factors which condition the larval development result in very low emergence
rates in such conditions.
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Task 3.2 life time audit of vector flight behaviour and physiology (Delivery date: 24
months).
Flight capabilities and flight behaviour of Monochamus galloprovincialis will be tested using sophisticated
flight mills adapted from those designed for insects of the same size and weight, and including electronic
recording of both single and multiple, successive flights. The tested insects will be reared under controlled
conditions.
Populations originating from different geographic areas and host trees will be compared in order to assess
possible variability in flight capabilities within and between populations. Performances will be compared with
regard to sex, size, age after emergence, and density of nematodes per beetle (using artificial infestation,
B. mucronatus being used as a substitute to B. xylophilus if necessary), and under different temperature
conditions.
A key target will be to assess whether the flight capabilities vary over the duration of the life cycle in relation
to inoculation of PWN. Thus, the same individuals will be tested at emergence, before maturation feeding
and after maturation feeding during searching for mating and oviposition.
B4 to coordinate, with input from B6 and B9. The study will be extended to M. sartor and M. sutor in a
second step by B3.
Half of the pre-mature beetles used in the above experiments will be killed to compare physiological
parameters (lipid content, carbohydrates) and development of flight muscles with flight performances. All the
remaining beetles will be analyzed in the same way after the maturation feeding.
Years 1 and 2: Evaluation of flight capacities of M. galloprovincialis using adapted flight mills;
Year 2: comparison of physiological parameters and flight muscles;
Years 2 and 3: Evaluation of flight capacities of other Monochamus species from Europe.

Studies were initiated on the vector insect flight behaviour and physiology, namely on:
a) Flight dispersal capacities of Monochamus galloprovincialis;
b) Development of adult physiological parameter from emergence of immature through
shoot feeding;
Studies by all partners are still ongoing, so preliminary results are presented.
Studies were done by Beneficiaries 4 and 9.
Constraints
It has not been possible to develop a reliable method for artificial inoculation of B.
mucronatus. It is, therefore, proposed to perform the flight mill trials at INIAV using
Portuguese beetles with no, few or a lot of B. xylophilus present in the adults. G. David
(from B4) is ready to stay at INIAV next year in summer to carry out this experiment in
close collaboration with B6. The flight capacities and flight behaviour work was not started
in year 1 because it was decided to carry out the tests with the same equipment
(sophisticated flight mill) tested by B4. Tests will, therefore, start in Summer 2013.
a) Flight dispersal capacities of Monochamus galloprovincialis
Studies done by B3:
No flight mill experiments have been carried out, yet. Partner B4 has developed and used
flight mills for M. galloprovincialis in 2012. B4 will provide us with flight mills in 2013, which
we will use to evaluate lifetime flight potential of M. sartor and M. sutor. Based on the
limited number of beetles that will be available (based on this year's experience) and are
also required for various other tasks it will not be possible to carry out comparison between
B. mucronatus infested and uninfested beetles in the next year.
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[Comment: Nothing is known about flight physiology of M. sartor and M. sutor so far;
hence, we are starting at a very different level than for M. galloprovincialis. Consequently,
it will not be possible to gather the same level of detailed results as for the latter species.]
Studies done by B4:
In order to better predict the spread rate of the pine wood nematode in Europe it is of great
interest to better estimate the dispersal capacities of its insect vector, the beetle
Monochamus galloprovincialis. Using automatically recording flight mills we studied the
influence of the physiological status (immature vs. mature), body size and sex on the flight
performance of M. galloprovincialis adults.
First we tested the effect of the physiological status. 10 males and 10 females of 0, 5, 10,
20, 30 days old (after emergence) were tested for flight performance. Adults of 0 day were
not fed whereas the others were fed ad libitum on maritime pine shoots before the flight
test. Each insect was attached to the flight mill over a period of 10 minutes. The flight was
initiated by an air flow in front of the beetle. The insect was classified as non-flyer if it did
not fly after 5 stimuli. All the insects were weighed before and after the test, and measured
for body size (the length of the right elytra). We then compared the influence of sex, age,
size (elytra length) on several variables: presence/absence of flight, flight speed, distance
and duration, loss of weight during the flight.
After the flight tests, all the insects were frozen at -20°C in order to allow assessing their
reproductive and wing muscles development stage. Wing muscles development will be
determined by measuring the width of 4 randomly chosen muscle fibres from the dorsal
longitudinal muscles after dissection. Ovaries were dissected from the abdomen and the
presence or absence of developing eggs will be checked.
In a second experiment, we measured the total flight capacities of 35 males and 25
females over their complete lifetimes. We only tested mature insects (30 days after
emergence) and insects were fed ad libitum throughout the test. Each insect was attached
to a flight mill for 2 hours once a week until it died. The flight was initiated by an air flow in
front of the beetle. All the insects were weighed before and after each flight test, and
measured for body size (elytra length) at the time of first flight. Some insects are still alive
so the results are not yet available. We will compare the influence of age, sex, elytra
length, on the following response variables: number of flights, flight duration, distance and
speed, loss of weight during the flights.
b) Development of adult physiological parameter from emergence of immature
through shoot feeding;
Studies done by B9:
Several experiments have been carried out to study the development of adult physiological
parameter from emergence of immature through shoot feeding.
Experiment 1: Fat content
M. galloprovincialis adults were measured for fat content at 0, 4, 9, 14, 18 and 45 days of
feeding after emergence. Fifty five adults (32 females and 23 males) were analyzed in
total.
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Results: Fed adults increased their fat content after emergence to a maximum of approx.
55% more after two weeks of feeding, after which fat content declined by day 45 to levels
similar to those at emergence.
Experiment 2: Survival and weight loss without feeding
Ten recently emerged adults were kept in the growth chamber without feeding until death.
Weight loss was monitored daily.
Results: Survival of unfed adults was higher than expected, averaging 12 days (range: 5
to 19). Weight loss was higher the second day after emergence. Total weight loss to death
averaged 29.5 % of initial weight (range 17.6-37.6).
Experiment 3: Flight muscle content
M. galloprovincialis adults were dissected and measured for fight muscle content at 0, 4, 8,
14, and 40 days of feeding after emergence. Thirty adults (21 females and 9 males) were
analyzed in total.
Results: the experiment is still being carried out.
Constraints
These results already obtained, together with those of other beneficiaries will enable the
objective to be achieved - “To establish vector physiological and behavioural parameters
related to flight capacity “(deliverable D3.1 “Vector flight capacity related to physiology”
due m 24).
As funding of the project suffered an important delay, the University of Valladolid advanced
the funding for the project activities during the key months of spring and summer of 2011.
Thank to it, proposed activities could be carried out on schedule and thus there has not
been any significant deviation from planned objectives by B9 on WP3.
Studies done by B4:
Experiment 1: Effect of temperature and sex on the longevity and gain in body weight.
The sensitivity of short-lived species to climate change can have important implications for
ecosystem processes and services. For example the number of generations per year
(voltinism) and the longevity of poikilothermic organisms like insect herbivores may
increase with increasing temperatures, leading to higher risk of plant damage (Morris et al.
Ecology 2008).
In the case of Monochamus galloprovincialis, we hypothesized that
1. The longevity of Monochamus adults improves with increasing mean temperatures,
thus increasing the probability of pine infestation by Bursaphelenchus xylophilus during
the insect lifetime.
2. Young newly-emerged adults gain higher body weight during the first 10-20 days of life
under higher temperature conditions, which may enhance their flight capacities.
The longevity of M. galloprovincialis males and females has been estimated in Portugal
(Naves et al. 2006) as 61.2 ± 6.5 days for males and 64.0 ± 6.3 days for females under
controlled conditions, i.e., constant temperature of 25°C, 70–75% RH and 12 : 12 L:D.
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We developed a new experiment to test the effect of temperature and sex on the longevity
and gain in body weight of M. galloprovincialis emerging adults.
72 insects (2 sexes x 3 temperature ranges x 12 replicates) were reared in three different
experimental conditions:
1. "Natural conditions": rearing boxes placed outdoor in the shade (daily temperatures
monitored with Hobo sensor)
2. “Climatic chamber - current conditions": insects reared in a climatic chamber under
controlled daily temperature cycles that followed intra annual variation, on a monthly basis
(based on minimum and maximum temperatures averaged monthly over the 2000-2010
period in south-western France)
3. “Climatic chamber - warmer conditions": same as above but with min and max
temperatures raised by 2.5°C (cf. IPCC climate change scenarios)
In the 2 climatic chambers, the photoperiod was fitted to daylight in summer in Southwestern France (ca. 15h light / day). Neon lights with natural spectrum were used. Insects
were fed with Pinus pinaster branches twice a week ad libitum.
All insects are measured (elytra length, fresh total body weight) twice a week at the
beginning of the experiment (insects less than 30 days old) and then three times a month
when they were older. 85% of insects are still alive so the results of the experiment will be
available later in 2012.
Experiment 2: Behavioural tests with young adults
In order to better understand the dispersal and host selection behaviour of
M. galloprovincialis after emergence, which may determine the risk of nematode
inoculation, it is important to know whether immature beetles are able to actively select
trees where they feed on shoots. Based on behavioural tests, this study aimed to
understand if M. galloprovincialis young adults use olfactory and/or visual cues to select
pine trees.
First we tested in a large chamber if young beetles can discriminate real potted maritime
pine from dummy potted pine (of the same shape but in plastic). Sexes and maturation
status, i.e. juvenile (just after emergence) vs. mature (about 30 days of life) beetles, were
compared to assess the effect of age and sex in host recognition.
Each insect was placed individually in the centre of the chamber with the dummy and real
pines randomly placed at the left or the right corner of the chamber (ca. 4 m far from the
centre). An area was demarcated on the soil of the chamber around each pine (square of
80cm) and insects that managed to reach this area were considered having made a
choice. Each insect movement and flight was recorded over a 30 minute period. Response
variables were: the number of insects that entered each area, the time passed in each
area, the number of flights and individual insect characteristics (maturation status, sex and
elytra length). 60 insects (2 sexes x 2 maturation status x 15 replicates) were tested. All
mature insects were left one day without food before the test, while juvenile insects were
not fed at all (tested at the emergence day or the next day).
Second, we tested in the same chamber if young adults can discriminate dummy pine from
dummy pine baited with natural host tree odours. In the first dummy pine, we put a real
branch of maritime pine, freshly cut and hidden in a mesh bag while in the second dummy
pine we put a branch of dummy pine (in plastic) also hidden in a mesh bag (to avoid a
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potential visual effect of bags). The behaviour of 60 insects (2 sexes x 2 maturation status
x 15 replicates) was recorded as in the previous test.
Third, the 60 insects used in the second behavioural test were placed individually during
30 minutes in a 4-way olfactometer to test if they actively respond to odours released by
maritime pine branches placed in two air flows (vs. two control flows with no odour). The
position of air flows was randomly changed after each individual test. The number of
insects entering olfactometer branches with pine odours was recorded together with the
time spent within the branches.
All tests are now finished and data are being processed. They will be presented at the next
meeting in Lisbon in October 2012.
Highlights: Adult insects can survive for several days without feeding, for up to 19 days
under laboratory conditions.
These results will contribute to the models developed for predicting the pinewood
nematode spread and development in Europe under new climate conditions.
This work was originally scheduled to be delivered by Month 24. Due to the constraints
highlighted above, this will need to be extended to month 36, because additional
collaborative studies will be made by B3, B4, B6 and B9.

Task 3.3 Assessment of flight capacity in nature (Delivery date: 36 months).
There are several approaches to estimate dispersal of animals, including the mark and recapture of released
individuals, which is frequently used for insect population studies. The efficiency of this method is dependent
on the effectiveness of the recapture method, and systems based on effective traps and attractants are
usually suitable. The kairomone-pheromone attractant recently developed for M. galloprovincialis and other
potential attractants as developed in WP4, will represent convenient tools to assess flight distance for this
species. B3,
B4, B6 and B9 in collaboration.
3.3.1 Mark-release-recapture experiments within and between forests.
Dispersal of Monochamus adults will be tested under different forest conditions: contiguous forest at
commercial stocking densities, open forest/woodland with low density, scattered host trees, mixed forest of
host and non host tree species, open field (with no host trees). Freshly emerged Monochamus spp. adults
will be obtained from field collected colonized host material or from laboratory mass rearing. They will be
kept without feeding and tagged individually, measured and weighed then field released in the centre of
concentric circles of baited traps set at increasing distances. Released beetles will be captured by multiple
funnel or cross-vane traps baited with kairomone-pheromone attractants, geo-referenced and weighed
again. The adults will then be re-released from traps. Adults found dead in the traps and a proportion of the
living captured adults will be analyzed for determination of muscle development and physiological
parameters. In areas where PWD disease is present, some of the live captured adults will be dissected to
determine nematode load and others tested for their ability to transmit nematodes to host plants. Models will
be applied to analyse natural dispersal (e.g., diffusion models). Ratios of marked/wild captured specimens
will also provide data on population density (assessed using appropriate mark-capture models) and on rates
at which beetle populations can be affected by the trapping system (connection to WP3.4)
In another experiment, marked insects will be released at the entrance of a small cross-section (about
50cmheight and width) tunnel-like greenhouse structure (about one kilometre length). At regular distances
from the entrance, fresh pine branches and logs will be placed to provide flight stimuli and assess their
effects on adult flight interruption. Both nematode-free beetles and beetles with the PWN B. xylophilus will be
used, and their flight distance evaluated and compared.
Additionally, to investigate the dispersal of the wilt disease in the new nematode focus in the centre of
Portugal,50m wide transects of about 7,000m length will be made to locate symptomatic pine trees. Wood
samples will be collected to confirm the infections, and traps will be placed to collect dispersing insects. B6
and B9 to carry out, with input on other Monochamus spp by B3.
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Years 1 and 2: Mark-release-recapture experiments in the field;
Year 2: Study of insect movement in a tunnel-like greenhouse structure in the field;
Years 1 to 3: Implementation of transects to study the dispersal of the PWN in the centre of Portugal.

3.3.1 Mark-release-recapture experiments within and between forests
Studies were done in parallel by B3, 6 and 9.
Studies done by B6:
Dead pine trees from Herdade da Comporta were felled during 2011 late winter early
spring, and M. galloprovincialis colonized parts (trunk and branches) were brought to
Oeiras INRB laboratory, where last instar larvae were extracted from pupation chambers.
This procedure produced nematode free adult insects. Recently formed insects were
measured and tagged individually. Some of the insects were placed in large wooden
boxes and allowed to feed on fresh pine branches, periodically replaced, for a period from
15 to 19 days. Other insects were kept without feeding and released still immature (2 to 8
days age).
Before release, insects were marked using colored nail-polish with individual codes
(Figure3.5).

Figure 3.5 – Codes for marking Monochamus galloprovincialis adults for releaserecapture assay.
A total of 63 multi-funnel traps baited with kairomone-pheromone attractants (Galloprotect
2D, by SEDQ) were placed in a low density maritime pine forest at Herdade da Comporta,
hanging on the lower canopy of adult pines at 6 meters average height, forming a
200x200m grid design (Figure 3.6).
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a

Figure 3.6 – Multi-funnel trap with kairomone-pheromone attractants (Galloprotect-2D)
used in the experimental design to assess Monochamus galloprovincialis dispersal.
Central blue mark assigns the insects release location.
Adult beetles were released in the centre of the grid on 12th August 2011, with both
immature (total 110 = 68 ♀ and 42 ♂) and mature (total 105 = 50 ♀ + 55 ♂) beetles. Traps
were visited every Monday, Wednesday and Friday until the 4th November. Beetles
recaptured still alive were again released on the centre of the trap grid. Distances of
recapture ranged from 141,2 m to 989,96 m. The experiment was sampled weekly during
15 weeks. Live recaptured insect were released again.
Results:
From the 105 mature beetles released we were able to recapture 28 mature beetles
(16.4% recapture rate if we consider beetles captured more than once). The first insect
was caught in the second visit (5 days after being released) and the last after 42 days, so
the ages of recaptured insects were between 20 and 57 days. The first recaptured
immature insect was a male caught after 14 days in the field, when it was already 16 days
old, no longer immature. Although immature insects recapture rate was higher (33.3%)
than released mature insects, they only respond to lures (Galloprotect-2D) after
maturation. The oldest insect was also an immature 5 days old when released that stayed
in the field at least 58 days (when it was over 2 months old).
Insects were caught in all traps and flew 141m to 990m from release; they tend to stay
near to release although able to fly longer distances (three insects were caught in the traps
most distant from release). Distributions of distances covered are presented in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 – Distances of covered by recaptured marked Monochamus
galloprovincialis in different physiological stages, sexually immature and mature.
No significant statistical difference was found between distance covered by immature
(average distance and standard deviation: 392.8m ± 284.8m) and mature beetles (462.6m
± 231.0m) F(1.75)= 1.3380; p= 0.2511. There was also no significant correlation between
flight distance and the insect age (r2= 0.03) or the number of days that the insects
remained in the field being captured (r2= 0.09).
Studies done by B9:
During 2011, a study of dispersal behavior of sexually immature and mature beetles in a
low density forest was carried out using the method of mark, release and recapture. The
site was a flat P. pinaster, low density, healthy stand.
A sampling network grid of 200mx200m containing 64 multi-funnel traps (live trapping
collector cup; ECONEX, Spain), baited with GALLOPROTECT 2D + G. plus (SEDQ), over
an area of 256 ha was set up. 111 immature and 112 mature beetles were released from
the centre of the grid from June 22nd to July 6th. 137 native insects caught were also
marked and released. The experiment was sampled weekly over 15 weeks. Live
recaptured insects were released again.
Results:
Distances of recapture ranged from 141.2 m to 989.96 m. 26% of Immature beetles and
32.1% of Mature beetles were re-captured, with an average of 29.15%
Immature beetles have to feed for 1-2 weeks before responding to the pheromonekairomone lures (Figure 3.8). There were no differences between mature and immature
beetles. There were some differences between males and females in dispersed distance.
Most beetles remained near the release point (<150 m), but a significant proportion were
able to disperse further and some reached the edge of the experiment (1 km).
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Figure 3.8 - Distance of recapture of mature and immature insects in Experiment1 (2011)
In 2012, a new experiment was carried out to determine flight dispersal capacity of
emerged, unfed, adults in open areas without host pines for feeding. Site: an open area
consisting of agricultural crops, free from any host pine, except for two small (ca 2 ha
each) 50 year old P. pinaster stands, 150 m apart.
Thirty freshly emerged; unfed, immature beetles were released downwind at each of
100m, 250m, 500m, 750m, 1000m and 1500m distance of the closest pine from these
stands.
A network of 26 Teflon coated multi-funnel traps (ECONEX, Spain) baited with
GALLOPROTECT 2D + G. plus (SEDQ, Spain) was deployed within this stand to
recapture those beetles that were able to reach the stand.
Since results so far have demonstrated that immature adults do not respond to the lures
until they have fed for two weeks (see WP4), the pines in the stand allowed feeding of the
beetles reaching the stands before responding to the baits and being recaptured in the
traps.
Mature insects, 16 for each distance, were also released as controls of the recapture
method. In total, 180 immature and 66 mature beetles were released from June 20th to
August 24th. Sampling was performed every 3/4 days and it still being carried out
Results:
Although the experiment is not yet finished, it has already produced very interesting
results. So far, 16% of released immature and 30% of released mature beetles have been
recaptured, showing that the experimental approach is successful. Obtained results clearly
show that recently emerged, immature, unfed insects are able to fly and disperse for at
least 1.5 km through an area deprived of any food (Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.9 - Distance of recapture on immature beetles in Experiment 2 (2012)
Studies done by B3:
One study plot on a mountain slope for testing lures against M. sartor and M. sutor was
used to assess flight of beetles. Living beetles captured in the traps were marked
individually and released in the centre of the plot throughout the study period. Four
M. sartor and five M. sutor were recaptured (out of 317 and 92, respectively that had been
released). They dispersed in all directions, uphill as well as downhill and also crossed
mature spruce stands; one M. sutor male was recaptured in the most distant trap at 380 m.
Median time between release and recapture was 7 days (maximum 14 d).
Highlights: Results from the various experiments suggest that immature beetles do not
respond well to the pheromone-kairomone lures, and that although most of the mature
beetles remain near their release point, some are able to disperse further (for at least
990m and 1,5 km), especially if they are in an area deprived of any food sources (living
pine trees).
3.3.2 Monitoring of flight behaviour with remote detection techniques
Investigations on two approaches for remote tracking of Monochamus beetles were
initiated. The first involves attaching a small radio transmitter to the insect. A sample of
the smallest transmitter available – the PicoPip from Biotrack – was obtained by B2 and
evaluated in the laboratory of B9. The transmitter weighed 170 mg compared to the
weight of a beetle of 590 mg, i.e. 29% of the beetle weight. The beetle could walk carrying
the transmitter (Figure 3.10), but not fly, and so this does not seem to be a viable
approach at the moment.
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Figure 3.10. PicoPip radio transmitter attached to adult Monochamus galloprovincialis
beetle
The alternative approach is use of harmonic radar in which the insect is only required to
carry a light aerial. This has been used on bees and moths in the past by scientists at the
laboratory of B2, although in those cases a military-scale transmitter/receiver was used.
Harmonic radar is used in the Recco system to track victims of avalanches, using a handheld transceiver. Attempts were made to contact the manufacturers, without success.
The system is only licensed for use by official Rescue Services. Further possibilities will
be investigated by B2, B6 and B9.
Constraints
Both experiments, together with those from other beneficiaries, represent a steady
progress towards “objective 4. To determine vector dispersal capacity in different forest
environments, using behavioural techniques (deliverable D 3.2 2 Vector dispersal related
to forest condition”, due m. 24). Dispersal models are in being worked on.
For B3, due to the late start of the project, no laboratory reared beetles were available for
these experiments in 2012. Therefore, a preliminary mark-recapture has been carried out
at one study plot where we tested lures against M. sartor and M. sutor. Traps for live
capture were used and all beetles in good condition were marked and released in the
centre of the plot. Results are described in the respective paragraph in the report.
The first complete field season 2012 showed that it is extremely difficult to get high
numbers of M. sartor and M. sutor for the release. It will not be possible to perform
experiments for both species under the various conditions as described in 3.3.1.The
recapture experiment in 2013 will have to focus on one study site.
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For B6, work on vector flight and dispersal was scheduled for completion by month 24.
This work has been extended to month 36 as some studies could not be initiated due to
internal process of reorganization within the partner B6 Institute, which experienced
constraints to acquire the products and materials necessary to perform some of the
experiments scheduled.
For B9, as funding of the project was delayed, the University of Valladolid advanced the
funding for the project activities during the key months of spring and summer of 2011.
Thank to it, proposed activities could be carried out on schedule and thus there has not
been any significant deviation from planned objectives by B9 on WP3.

Task 3.4 Development of molecular techniques to assess vector dispersal and
dispersal routes. (Delivery date: 36 months).
Studies were done in parallel by B4, 6 and 9.
3.4.1 Analysis of vector dispersal in the field by estimation of ongoing gene flow.
Dispersal of the vector depends on both its population density and on host availability. While Monochamus
spp. are generally rare in healthy forests, their population densities and ranges have greatly expanded in
infested areas. Highly polymorphic genetic markers have proved to be effective in studying the genetic
structure of populations and in detecting movement of individuals within expanding and dispersing
populations.
In order to conduct a fine-scale genetic analysis of the vector dispersal, the study will be developed in areas
of 30 km- radius in PWN- infested zones in the Iberian Peninsula, and non-infested zones in Portugal, Spain
and southern France, using 2 areas per country. Adult beetles will be captured in baited traps and genetically
compared with large systematic grid sampling of larvae carried out in the selected study areas. B4 to
coordinate with input from the other Beneficiaries contributing to this WP.
Year 1: Development of microsatellite DNA markers (18 polymorphic loci) and first collections of adult/larvae
(10 sampling areas, 10 sites per area, 5 individuals per site)

Constraints: The development of microsatellite markers has been delayed due to the
necessity to get accurate sampling on both fine and large scales (in order to cover the
insect polymorphism on both regional and European level). Because the sampling will be
achieved in 2013, the subsequent genetic analysis could be carried out only in 2014.
Year 2: Genetic analysis of the year 1 samples, new sampling
Year 3: Genetic analysis of the year 2 samples; comparison with year 1

Studies done by B4:
The objective of this task was to conduct a fine-scale genetic analysis of the vector
dispersal using highly polymorphic molecular markers (microsatellites), which have proved
to be effective in detecting movement of individuals within expanding and dispersing
populations.
B4, 6 and 9 cooperated fully in providing samples for this study.
Intensive Monochamus trapping was planned not only where the nematode was detected
but also in areas potentially at risk:
- Forest plots in PWN- infested and non-infested zones in Portugal (B6)
- Forest plots in PWN- infested and non-infested zones in Spain (B9)
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Forest plots in non-infested zone in southern France, with a focus on
altitudinal/latitudinal zonation (the Pyrenean barrier, but also altitudinal transect in the
Alps and Massif Central) (B4)

Work in progress: Monochamus sampling: During summer 2011, adults of Monochamus
were captured in baited traps in 32 sites in Portugal (1 to 4 individuals per site,) and 87
sites in Spain in 2011 (1 to >10 individuals per site) in both infested and non infested
areas.
During the summer 2012, all data were not available, but French populations were
sampled from two altitudinal transects in the Alps and Massif Central (4 and 9 sites
respectively).
Considering genetic analysis, next generation sequencing yielded 20423 sequences with
an average read length of 193bp. The assembled sequences contained 3359 simple
sequence repeats with primers designed for 386 microsatellite loci. The definition of the
microsatellite loci retained for the analysis (18 required) is still being carried out due to a
significant delay in obtaining specimens from target areas. Finally 14 individuals were
chosen according to Monochamus samples available in the lab, with a particular focus
within areas at risk (4 from Portugal, 2 from Spain, 3 from France, 5 from other countries).
This work is still progressing and will be continued in autumn 2012 by a PhD student.
This task will be part of a PhD thesis starting in the laboratory of B4 in October 2012, with
Julien Haran from Orleans University, titled “Multidisciplinary approach of the dispersal of
an invasive: application of the PWN (Bursaphelenchus xylophilus) and its insect-vector
(Monochamus galloprovincialis).” This thesis will be directed by Alain Roques, with the codirection of Géraldine Roux (genetics) and Christelle Robinet (modelling).
Deviations and work planned: In order to respond to the objectives of this sub-task, a
sampling effort should be planned with a particular focus on collecting Monochamus
samples in infested- and non-infested areas (especially for populations with less than 10
individuals in Portugal) as well as in areas potentially at risk (we plan to survey the
Pyrenean barrier during the summer 2013). Landscape heterogeneity should also be
considered while performing sampling design.
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Studies done by B6:
B6 collaborated in the collection of M. galloprovincialis larvae and adults from different
locations in continental Portugal and Madeira Island, for molecular analysis coordinated by
the other Beneficiaries. Grid sampling covered both PWN-infested locations and buffer and
non-infested zones, throughout the pine distribution area in Portugal, with a total of 74
insects collected.

Figure 3.10 - Locations in continental Portugal and Madeira Island (marked in yellow in the
maps) and number of adults and larvae of M. galloprovincialis collected for molecular
analysis.
Adult insects were captured in multi-funnel traps baited with attractants, and stored in
alcohol. Larvae were hand-collected from dead maritime pine trees on Madeira Island.
Locations from where the adults and larvae were collected are presented in Figure 3.10.
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3.4.2 Analysis of dispersal routes by molecular determination of population
structure and variation
Historical events and movements of M. galloprovincialis through a phylo-geographic study would provide
effective information on the future expansion of the range of the nematode in Europe. Different populations
and geographic sub-sets of M. galloprovincialis in Europe will be studied using mitochondrial genes and
microsatellite loci. Both intensive (in Iberian peninsula) and extensive (rest of Europe) studies will be
conducted, using traps baited with pheromone-kairomone attractants: Intensively, specimens will be
collected from 70 sites selected in a 10x10 Km grid; Extensively, adults from 40 populations from a 100x100
Km grid of 10 European countries will be sampled. Sequencing of the target mitochondrial genes and
genotyping of microsatellites will be performed by standard procedures. B4 to coordinate with input from
other Beneficiaries in this WP.
Year 1: Collection of adults through the study area. mtDNA extraction and sequencing 10 individuals per
population). Performance of phylo-geographic study and definition of the genetic variation of populations and
their geographic variation.
Year 2: Collection of adults in miss-sampled populations for mtDNA and collection in specific geographic
areas, defining population variation and gene flow using microsatellites (12 loci, 30 individuals per
population). Definition of putative barriers to individual dispersal.
Year 3: Collection of adults and validation of results by collecting adults in random selected areas.

Constraints: As in task 3.4.1, the delay in sampling has resulted in postponement of
detailed microsatellite analysis to 2014.
Studies done by B4:
The objective of this task was to gather phylogeographic data in order to provide effective
information on the future expansion of the range of the nematode in Europe. Two
molecular markers were considered, i.e. mitochondrial gene and microsatellite loci.
Work in progress: During 2011 and 2012 several populations have been collected in
Europe. We still have to define populations that will be considered in this study with B9,
since genetic structure will be analysed in parallel considering both mitochondrial
(sequencing) and microsatellite (genotyping) markers.
Genotyping (12 loci within the previously defined) of the studied populations will start in
autumn 2012, through a total of 30 individuals per population whenever possible. Such
large samplings are already available for only 10 populations in 4 countries. In that sense,
Monochamus sampling should be reinforced in order to respond to the deliverable
previously defined (40 populations).
Studies done by B9:
Sampling of 663 M. galloprovincialis live adults from 80 localities of 23 provinces in Spain
(Iberian Peninsula and Balearics) was carried out during 2011.
Sampling, DNA extraction and sequencing was carried out following standard protocols.
Currently, 184 samples from ten localities had been sequenced in one direction and within
them 132 sequences presented the length and quality necessary to be used in further
analysis. Sequences were translated into proteins with the aim to find Numts. These
sequences will be re-sequenced to confirm the obtained result.
With the objective of analyzing the genetic structure of the population, a haplotype network
was implemented using the “median-joining” algorithm.
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Results:
The haplotype network obtained is showed in Figure 3.11, each locality is represented by
one colour. Initially, the haplotypes do not show a pattern of genetic structure that would
be consistent with geographic origin or distribution.
During 2012, sampling of areas missing or not well covered in during 2011 is currently
underway in Spain.

Figure 3.11 - Initial haplotype network obtained. Circles are proportional to the frequency
of haplotype. Each line is proportional to mutational steps. M. sutor haplotypes are
coloured in white.
Highlights: Insects have been extensively collected both in Portugal, Spain, France and
other locations to perform analysis of population variation and gene flow and for definition
of putative barriers to individual dispersal. Analyses are still taking place, and preliminary
studies did not find a pattern of genetic structure that would be consistent with geography
concerning the haplotypes, although further studies are required.
Reasons for deviations from Annex I and their impact on other tasks as well as available
resources and planning:
- no deviation to be reported
Constraints
Reasons for failing to achieve critical objectives and/or not being on schedule and
explain the impact on other tasks as well as on available resources and planning (the
explanations should be coherent with the declaration by the project coordinator):
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As funding of the project suffered an important delay, the University of Valladolid advanced
the funding for the project activities during the key months of spring and summer of 2011.
Thanks to this, proposed activities could be carried out on schedule and thus there has not
been any significant deviation from planned objectives by B9 on WP3.
Due to an internal process of reorganization within the Institute, the partner B6
experienced constraints to acquire the products and materials necessary to perform some
of the experiments scheduled, resulting in some delays which have not compromised the
success of the project.
As the studies on the phenology and life cycle of the vector insect are still underway,
Deliverables D3.1 and D3.4 will be achieved at 36 months.
Use of resources, in particular highlighting and explaining deviations between actual and
planned person-months per work package and per beneficiary in Annex 1 (Description of
Work):
Resources have been used for the carrying out of WP3 objectives by B6 and B9 as
planned.
Participation in international congress:
Geraldine Roux was invited to the International Congress of Entomology ICE in Korea
(August 19-25, 2012) to give a talk in “Invasive Species and Quarantine”.
Monochamus Species As Potential Vectors Of The Pine Wood Nematode In Europe: What
Can Be Learnt From The Asian Situation?
Geraldine ROUX, Edmundo SOUSA, Juan Alberto PAJARES ALONSO and Alain
ROQUES
Abstract: The worldwide genus of long-horned beetles, Monochamus, has drawn a
particular attention because several species are known to be a vector of the Pine Wood
Nematode (PWN), Bursaphelenchus xylophilus, carrying and transferring the nematode to
conifer host trees. Although not a pest in its native North American range, PWN has
devastated forests in Asia, and more recently in Europe. The five Monochamus species
recorded in Europe, i.e. M. galloprovincialis, M. sutor, M. sartor, M. urussovi and
M. saltuarius, may represent potential vectors for PWN. However, only M. galloprovincialis
has been proved so far to be associated with PWN invasion of Portugal and Spain. This
talk will review the European Monochamus species, with a special focus on their
geographic distribution range and ecological requirements. A state-of-the-art of the present
situation of pine wilt disease in Europe will be presented, and the potential vectoring role of
the different Monochamus species throughout Europe will be evaluated with regard to the
situation in Asia. Finally, we will present the ongoing European project REPHRAME that is
bringing together Europe’s leading experts on PWN, together with colleagues from around
the world, to address the key gaps in current knowledge of pine wilt disease and its
associated organisms.
Keyword: Monochamus species, Pine Wood Nematode, Europe, REPHRAME
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WP4: Development of new methods for monitoring and control of Monochamus spp
and PWN based on vector trapping
Work carried out by B2, B3, B4, B5, B6 and B9
Objectives
• to optimise trapping systems for M. galloprovincialis to capture all life stages
• to develop traps for detecting the presence of beetles infested with PWN
• to determine whether trapping can be used to reduce populations of the vector
• to develop traps and lures for other European Monochamus species
Deliverables
D 4.1: Lure for M. galloprovincialis. Month 24
D 4.4: Development of traps for monitoring & control. Month 12
D 4.3: Effectiveness of mass trapping for vector control. Month 36
D 4.4: Development of lures for other Monochamus spp. Month 36
Progress
Foreword: Delay in distribution of funding affected the planned activities of several
partners during the field season of 2011. Thus, some of the activities scheduled for that
year were carried out in 2012. Consequently, few other subsequent activities had to be
further delayed. However, most of projected work for the time being has been done.

Task 4.1 Testing and improvement of synthetic lures for M. galloprovincialis
Partners involved: B2, B3, B4, B5, B6 and B9
Attractants recently discovered for M. galloprovincialis by Beneficiaries 9 and 2 are based on a blend of
kairomone compounds from hosts and bark beetle competitors with a male-emitted aggregation pheromone
that is strongly synergized by the kairomones. New variations on the kairomone-pheromone blends and
dispensers will be tested against M. galloprovincialis in different forests in Austria, (B3), France (B4),
Germany (B5), Portugal (B6), Spain (B9); and other countries as appropriate, deployed in multiple-funnel
traps in a randomized block design. Captured adults will be analyzed for physiological and physical
parameters and for the presence of Bursaphelenchus spp. Overall coordination of this work will be by B9.
It is likely that the sensitivity of adult Monochamus spp to host or sex attractants will vary significantly over
the lifetime of the adult beetles. Recently emerged M. galloprovincialis adults are sexually immature and they
may not respond so well to the kairomone-pheromone blend that might be attractive to more mature adults.
Thus development of age-specific attractants based on host pine volatiles will be investigated (B2, B3, B6
and B9), particularly in the post-emergence phase, when PWN inoculum is at its highest. Host species found
to be highly preferred for maturation feeding and oviposition in previous experiments (WP3) will be selected.
Host odours emitted at shoot level during the feeding phase of insect vectors will be captured by head space
collection from intact plants (B5). Electrophysiological tests (GC-EAD) (B2) and olfactory bioassays in a
wind-tunnel (B6) will be used to detect semiochemical cues of host selection for feeding (B2). Potential
attractants will be identified and field tested by Beneficiaries as above, comparing different compounds
mixtures and doses linked to the ages of the adult beetles.
Volatiles emitted from P. sylvestris trees with different physiological condition (healthy trees, dying from
drought stress and dying because of PWN infestation) will be assessed and compared. Experiments will be
carried out under quarantine conditions. Volatiles will be collected and processed by B5 and GC-MS-EAD
analysis will be carried out by B2. Olfactometer bioassays to test the response of M. galloprovincialis will be
carried out if differences between dying and PWN infested trees are shown.
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Research on M. galloprovincialis by B9 has also shown that unidentified sex contact pheromones in the
cuticles of females are present and they might further improve the power of the lure. Cuticular compounds of
M. galloprovincialis will be analysed for sex contact pheromone determination. Cuticular compounds of
males and females will be obtained by solvent extraction and by solid-phase microextraction (SPME),
analyzed by GC-MS and identified on the basis of mass spectra, GC retention times and comparison with
synthetic standards by B2.
Candidate compounds will be tested in contact recognition and short range olfaction bioassays and then on
their ability to improve catches in traps baited with the optimised kairomone/pheromone lure.

•

Testing the developed pheromone-kairomone blend and new variations in different
countries. Checking the physiological stage of captured adults and the carrying of
nematodes. Search for age specific attractants (mature and immature adults)

Activities in 2011:
Experiment 1/11:
Host pine volatiles were investigated for development of age-specific attractants that could
lead to the trapping also of immature beetles. Several pine terpenes were screened for M.
galloprovincialis antennal response by B2, and 6 terpene candidate compounds were
selected among those eliciting higher response: α-pinene, β-pinene, 3carene, myrcene,
camphene, p-cymene. Limonene was also selected to test its potential repellent effect.
This experiment was replicated in Spain by B9 and in France by B4.

Experiment 1A/11 (B2 and B9)
The field experiment was carried out in a naturalized P. halepensis stand, located in Sierra
Espuña (Murcia; SE Spain) from June 8th to July 16th, testing in a complete randomized
design of 7 blocks if the terpenes would increase response to the standard lure G2D
(Galloprotect 2D) (control).
All dispensers were provided by SEDQ (Barcelona, Spain). Treatments were deployed in
multiple funnel traps (12 funnels) (ECONEX, Murcia, Spain), provided with DDVP
insecticide in the collection cup to avoid escape of trapped beetles.
Results:
Addition of α-pinene, followed by 3carene and camphene, resulted in highest mean
catches compared with the standard lure (G2D), but differences were not significant
(Figure 4.1). Limonene reduced response, compared to standard lure, by 60%, and
significantly differed from α-pinene.
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Figure 4.1: Results of experiment 1A on pine terpenes in Spain (20111)
Determination of the physiological stage of trapped insects:
A sub-sample of several live trapped females in each treatment was dissected for sexual
maturation of trapped individuals.
Results:
All analyzed females were sexually mature and had developed eggs, indicating that
responding beetles had already fed on pines. No freshly emerged beetles seemed to have
responded to any of the terpenes.
B. xylophilus nematodes carried out within the trapped beetles:
Beetles that were still alive in the traps at the time of sampling were dissected for pine
wood nematode analysis
Results:
No B. xylophilus nematodes were found in any of the beetles
Exp 1B/11 (B2 and B4)
The above experiment was replicated in France, using the same treatments and
methodology.
Results:
As in Spain, α-pinene was resulted the best host kairomone and significantly synergized
the attraction to the standard lure (Figure 4.2). Again, limonene reduced response, by
40%, compared to standard lure, and significantly differed from α-pinene.
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Figure 4.2: Results of experiment 1B/11 on pine terpenes in France (2011)

Experiment 2/11 (B2 and B9)
M. galloprovincialis is known to usually colonize fire damaged trees. There is the possibility
that this beetle uses smoke compounds as cues to locate these hosts. Screening of
several smoke volatiles by B2 showed a notable response by males and females of this
species to several smoke compounds from pines (methoxyphenols) (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.3. GC-EAG with smoke compounds and female Monochamus galloprovincialis
antenna (2-methoxyphenol, 4-methyl-2-methoxyphenol, phenol, 4-methylphenol,
pheromone, eugenol (2-methoxy-4-(2-propenyl-phenol, 2,6-dimethoxyphenol).
An experiment was carried out in Spain from July 16th to August 30th 2011 to evaluate the
synergistic effect of smoke volatiles on M. galloprovincialis attraction to pheromone and
kairomones. The experimental site, design and procedure were the same as in Exp1A.
Treatments tested several combinations of a Smoke blend of 5 smoke volatiles (S) on the
pheromone (P) and on the bark beetle kairomones (K) and host volatiles (α-pinene)
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Smoke dispensers were prepared by B2, the other volatiles were provided by SEDQ.
Results:
Smoke volatiles alone were not attractive to M. galloprovincialis. However, addition of
Smoke blend to any of the other attractive combinations increased mean catches, though
this was not statistically significant (Figure 4.4). Highest catches were obtained by the
combination of M. galloprovincialis pheromone (P), bark beetle kairomones (K), host
kairomone (αP) and smoke blend (S)
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Figure 4.4. Results of the experiment 2/11 on Smoke volatiles in Spain (2011)
No activities on this issue were carried out by B3, B5 and B6 in 2011 due to delays in
financing when the project started. They were, instead, carried out in 2012.
Activities in 2012.
Experiment 1/12 (B2 and B9)
Results obtained in 2011 suggested that there would be value in further exploration of the
potential use of smoke volatiles as attractants for mass trapping and of limonene as a
repellent for tree protection.
One dose-response experiment was carried out from June 15th to August 8th 2012 to test
the repellent effect of limonene that was observed in 2011. Site and experimental design
were same as in Exp1A/11. This time, Teflon-coated multiple funnel traps with extended
collection cups for live trapping (ECONEX. Murcia, Spain) were used (see results on Task
4.2 and Milestone 4.2)
Treatments tested the effect of 3 dosages of limonene (L1 = releasing 500 mgr/day
limonene; L2 = releasing 1000 mgr/day and L3 = releasing 1500 mgr/day) on the attraction
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obtained by the standard lure (Pheromone + bark beetle kairomones = G2D) + the host
volatile α-pinene (= Galloprotect Plus) = (PKα)
Results:
There were no significant differences between treatments, neither for males nor for
females. Thus, increasing release of limonene did not result in any reduction in trap
catches on the control lures. In fact, the highest catches were obtained by the highest
dosage of this terpene that was almost significant compared to the lowest dose for females
(Figure 4.5). This is in disagreement with results obtained last year. However, in 2011, the
limonene effect was tested on pheromone+bark beetle kairomones lure (2GD), whereas
this time the control lure also include the host terpene α-pinene, which has been
demonstrated to reinforce attractiveness of the former combination (it was decided to
challenge the potential effect of limonene in the most attractive combination).

Figure 4.5. Results of experiment 1/12 on limonene effect in Spain (212)
Experiment 2/12 (B2 and B9)
To confirm and further explore results obtained on the synergistic effect of smoke volatiles,
a second experiment was carried out in Spain. This time, objectives were to test if
individual smoke compounds (S1=2-methoxyphenol; S2 = 4-methyl-2-methoxyphenol)
could produce a synergistic effect similar in strength than that of the smoke blend (SB=
2012 Smoke Blend made of 6 compounds) when released together with any of both
standard lures G2D (= PK) and G2D+GPlus (= PKα). Site, dates and experimental design
were the same as in Exp1/12.
Results:
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Though the treatments that included the smoke volatiles (PKS1, PKSB, PKαS2) obtained
higher average catches (Figure 4.6), this time differences were not clear and smoke
volatiles did not produce any significant increase in M. galloprovincialis attraction. In
general, catches were lower than in the previous year, probably due to prevalent
unsuitable weather conditions (extremely dry and hot).

Figure 4.6. Results of experiment 2/12 on smoke volatiles in Spain (2012)
Experiment 3/12 (B2 and B9)
Results of previous experiment were inconclusive, so a new field experiment was set up
on August 8th 2012 to test the effect of smoke volatiles on the standard lure. This time we
tested the effect of individual smoke compounds (S1=2-methoxyphenol and S2 = 4-methyl2-methoxyphenol) and of three Smoke blends, SB5 (5 compounds blend of exp2/11), SB6 (6
compounds blend of exp 2/12) and SB8 (a new 8 compounds blend of exp 3/12) on the
standard lure G2D (=PK). Site and experimental design were similar to exp2/12.
Results:.
No significant differences were found among treatments. However, some interesting
results were obtained: treatments PKα and PKS1resulted similar and achieved the highest
catches (Fig 4.7). This may lead to the replacement of α-pinene, that attracts also a large
by catch on non target beetles, by the smoke odour methoxyphenol in the standard lure.
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Figure 4.7. Results of experiment 3/12 on smoke volatiles in Spain (2012)

Experiment 4/12 (B6).
One experiment was conducted from June 29th to August 4th 2012, in an open pine stand
at Herdade da Comporta, Setúbal (Portugal), with high mortality due to Pine Wilt Disease
and scolytid attacks, involving 25 multifunnel traps, placed 100m apart, in a Latin-square
experimental design, hanging from lower canopy branches of pine trees at average 6
meters height. Traps were sampled weekly and rotated, so at the end of the assay each
trap type would have been in all locations of the grid.
The treatments were:
A – Galloprotect-2D + GPlus (= Pheromone + (Ipsenol+ methyl-buthenol) + α-pinene)
B – Galloprotect-2D + GPlus + ethanol.
C – Ethanol + alpha-pinene + Ipsenol + Ipsdienol + Methyl-butenol.
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Results
There were no significant differences between treatments (mean catches ranged from 17.4
to 18.8 insects/trap). Thus, ethanol did not improve the performance of the standard lure
plus the host kairomone. Unlike other studies, baits releasing just the host and bark beetle
kairomones resulted in similar catches to the standard lure plus the host kairomone
(Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8 – Catches of M. galloprovincialis in experiment 4/12 in Portugal.
B. xylophilus nematodes carried out within the trapped beetles:
Beetles caught in the traps were collected for nematode analysis
Results:
Beetles caught in the traps were too dried and degraded, so extraction of nematodes
carried out within their bodies was not possible.
Experiment 5/12 (B3).
In addition to GALLOPROTECT 2D (SEDQ; Spain), two other lures for Monochamus have
been developed: MG Kombi (Witasek, Austria) for M. galloprovincialis, and Monalt (Alpha
Scents, USA) for M. alternatus.
These three lures were compared in Witasek cross vane traps in a Scots pine forest in
Carinthia, Austria, that has been suffering some tree mortality due to bark beetle attack.
Two blocks were set up for six weeks. Traps were re-randomized every two weeks.
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Results
A total of seven M. galloprovincialis were caught in traps baited with Galloprotect-2-D, two
in traps baited with Monalt and none in traps with MG Kombi. These low catches may have
resulted from a low population of this species in the area. Further testing should be done in
Austria with more replications.
Experiment 6/12 (B5).
GALLOPROTECT 2D plusGALLOPROTECT PLUS were tested in Germany by B5 as
suitable lure M. galloprovincialis monitoring. At the beginning of July 2012, 8 traps were
placed in the JK Institute field and also in the Institute forest in the federal state of Lower
Saxony. Five other federal states of Germany with remarkable pine forests (Brandenburg,
Saxony, Northrhine-Wesfalia, Baden-Württemberg, Bavaria) cooperated with the
placement of ten traps per state. Traps used were standard multiple funnel traps
(Comtech, Canada) located a few metres outside the forest edge.
Results: the experiment is running and data from several federal States are still to be
collected. Traps in Lower Saxony (8) did not catch any Monochamus spp, but they
regularly caught Spondylis buprestoides.
•

Capture, analysis and testing of host odours during the feeding phase by healthy trees
and by trees under different physiological conditions.

Experiment 7/12 (B5). Postponed
Collection of these volatiles was one of the planned tasks in charge of B5.
Testing the differences in the response by M. galloprovincialis to these volatiles by other
beneficiaries would follow after collection and analysis of candidate volatiles is completed.
The cold winter 2011/ 2012 with extreme variations in temperature killed most of the
ordered pines for collecting volatiles in 2012 (see WP2 Task 2.3). This experiment will be
carried out in 2013. Depending on results of this collection, subsequent testing of the
candidate volatiles will proceed the same year or even the following year (2014).
•

Cuticular analysis for determination of sex contact pheromones in M. galloprovincialis

Experiment 8/12 (B2 and B9)
Cuticular hydrocarbons of M. galloprovincialis were analysed after collection by SPME or
extraction in hexane by B2. The male-specific compounds were isolated by small-scale
liquid chromatography.
Results:
Hydrocarbon profiles of males and females resulted quite alike, showing only quantitative
differences between most of compounds. However, the main difference between males
and females was the presence of two high molecular weight compounds in males (Figure
4.9).
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These male-specific compounds eluted from silica gel with 10% and 20% diethyl ether in
hexane and are clearly not simple hydrocarbons which eluted with hexane. Identification
of these hydrocarbons is in progress to provide material for further bio-assaying by B9.
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Fig.4.9. Cuticular hydrocarbons of Monochamus sampled by SPME and analysed on
non-polar GC column (male-specific compounds at Retention Indices 3193 and 3397).
Highlights of results obtained in Task 4.1
1) Results in Spain, Portugal and France have confirmed the effectiveness of the
developed pheromone-kairomone lure (M. galloprovincialis pheromone + ipsenol +
methyl-buthenol), commercialized as GALLOPROTECT 2D (SEDQ), in trapping
both sexes of M. galloprovincialis. Data from other countries (Austria, Germany)
should lead to similar conclusion. Thus, this combination may be recommended as
the standard lure for M. galloprovincialis monitoring.
2) Addition of the host volatile α-pinene (GALLOPROTECT PLUS, SEDQ) to the blend
usually increases attraction by 20/30%, though sometimes not significantly. It may
be recommended when maximizing catches is intended, as in mass trapping.
However, α-pinene is a non specific attractant that may result in the by catch of
other non target xylophagous or predator coleopterans.
3) The above lures attract adults only once they have matured. Addition of host
terpenes did not lead to the attraction of immature beetles. Mark, release and
recapture experiments have shown that a period of two weeks is required for the
emerging beetles to respond to the pheromone-kairomone lures. Age specific lures
for immature adults may come from the study of other volatiles released during the
feeding phase.
4) Several smoke volatiles are detected by M. galloprovincialis, and a blend of some of
these resulted attractive to this species when added to pheromone, with or without
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the other kairomones. Practical use of these volatiles to improve the standard lure
performance is still uncertain. However, individual smoke volatiles may replace host
volatile α-pinene to minimize the catches of non target beetles.
5) Limonene reduced catches of M. galloprovincialis to the standard lure, but it did not
cause repellence if attractive α-pinene terpene was also emitted, which maybe the
usual case for a pine. Thus, the use of this repellent terpene in the protection of
particular trees remains doubtful, though it maybe of interest to test it on logs.
6) Qualitative differences in cuticular hydrocarbon profiles between M. galloprovincialis
males and females consisted in the presence of two specific peaks in males. The
role of these compounds in the sex contact pheromone of this species will be
studied.
Thus Deliverable 4.1: Lure for M. galloprovincialis (due M. 24), is almost achieved. A
highly efficient lure (GALLOPROTECTD 2D, optionally plus GALLOPROTECT Plus) is
available and can be recommended for monitoring and control of this pine wood nematode
vector. It is currently used for mass trapping in the eradication programmes in the three
PWN foci in Spain. The efficiency of this lure, particularly of attracting immature beetles,
and its specificity, avoiding attraction of non target beetles, may be further improved by
addition and or replacement of some kairomones.
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Task 4.2 Development of traps for live trapping and for mass-trapping of
Monochamus
Partners involved:, B4, B6 and B9
Different trap designs to maximise captures of M. galloprovincialis will be tested under different field
conditions. These will include multiple-funnel traps, various cross-vane traps, the INRB prototype and other
commercially-available traps, baited with the optimised kairomone/pheromone blend. Trapped beetles will be
killed inside the traps by use of cardboard impregnated with contact insecticide or by drowning in a liquid
preservative. Experiments will be carried out in various countries as in Task 4.1 using randomized block
designs. Traps will be deployed on poles at least 2m high along forest roads, firebreaks or clearings to
maximize target visibility to the insects. Trapped beetles will be identified, aged and sexed.
Monochamus adults are very agile and most escape easily from traps if they are not killed. However,
keeping the captured beetles alive is vital for obtaining valuable information such as physiological
parameters and detection and quantification of nematode loads in the beetles. Several trap modifications for
avoiding escape of live Monochamus adults such as one-way funnels, coating inner surfaces with fluon, etc.,
will be tested.
B9 will work closely with the other Beneficiaries to carry out this work.
Outputs from Tasks 4.1.-4.3. will feed directly into work on detection of PWN in WP2 and studies of dispersal
of the vector beetles in WP3.

•

Testing of trap designs to maximise captures of M. galloprovincialis and for avoiding
escape of live adults

Activities in 2011:
Earlier work by B9 had determined that coating multiple funnel traps with Teflon® highly
increased their effectiveness in trapping M. galloprovincialis. Besides, adding such a
slippery coat to collection cups prevented escape of trapped live adults. Furthermore,
replacing the plastic bottom of the cups by a tight wire screen increased survival of trapped
adults. Knowing of these unpublished results, a Spanish pheromone company (ECONEX,
Spain) produced commercially two types of Teflon-coated traps, a multiple funnel and a
crossvane trap, with collector traps suited for adult live trapping and survival. Thus,
experiments were carried out Spain (B9), Portugal (B6) and France (B49 to test these
traps compared with other promising types of traps commercially available.
Experiment 1/11 (B9)
One field experiment was carried out in a naturalized P. halepensis stand, located in Sierra
Espuña (Murcia; SE Spain) from July 25th to September 22th 2011, to test, in a complete
randomized design of 7 blocks, four types of traps:
Polytrap (+ DDVP insecticide in cup) (by IEP, France)
Multifunnel standard (+ DDVP insecticide in cup) (by Econex, Spain)
Multifunnel Teflon-coated (extended collector cup for live trapping) (by Econex, Spain)
Crossvane Teflon-coated (Crosstrap by Econex, Spain)
Traps were baited with GALLOPROTECT 2D (SEDQ; Spain) and were sampled weekly,
with circular re-randomization after sampling.
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Results:
Results showed that both Teflon-coated traps, Crossvane and Multifunnel, were more
efficient in trapping M. galloprovincialis. Polytrap offered the lowest catches (Figure 4.10).

Figure 4.10: Mean catches of M. galloprovincialis in experiment 1/ 11 in Spain (2011)
These two Teflon-coated traps allowed for the trapping of live beetles (escape was
avoided by the Teflon treatment in the collector cups; besides, a wired mesh bottom was
aimed to increase beetle survival).
Results in Figure 4.11 show that some 25% of the trapped beetles, in both traps, were
recovered alive from the traps.
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Figure 4.11. Mean M. galloprovincialis caught dead and alive in exp. 2/11 in Spain (2011)

Experiment 2/11 (B4)
One experiment was carried out in France from August 9th to August 30th 2011 to test four
types of traps commercially available in a complete randomized block design of 5 blocks.
Tested traps were:
Polytrap (+ DDVP insecticide in cup) (by IEP, France)
Masstrap (+ DDVP insecticide in cup)
Multifunnel standard (+ DDVP insecticide in cup) (by Contech, Canada)
Crossvane Teflon-coated (Crosstrap by Econex, Spain)
Traps were baited with GALLOPROTECT 2D (SEDQ; Spain) and there were two samples
per week, with circular re-randomization.
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Results:
Results showed that the Teflon-coated crossvane trap (Crosstrap) performed significantly
better than the standard multiple funnel and the other two designs (Figure 4.12)
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Figure 4.12. Mean daily catches of M. galloprovincialis in exp 2/ 11 in France (2011)
Experiment 3/11 (B6)
One experiment was conducted from 2nd August to 12 September 2011, in an open pine
stand at Herdade da Comporta, Setúbal (Portugal), with high mortality due to Pine Wilt
Disease and scolytid attacks, involving 16 multi-funnel traps, placed 100m apart, hung
from lower canopy branches of pine trees at 6 meters height in average. Four types of
traps, 3 of them commercially available and one hand made, were tested in a Latin-square
design of 4 blocks.
CVb – Crossvane Teflon-coated (black) (Crosstrap by Econex, Spain)
CV – Cross-vane transparent (hand made)
MF – Multifunnel standar (+ DDVP insecticide in cup) (by Econex, Spain)
MFt – Multifunnel Teflon-coated trap (by Econex, Spain)
Traps were lured with GALLOPROTECT 2D (SEDQ; Spain). Traps were sampled weekly
and then rotated, so at the end of the assay each trap type would have been in all
locations of the grid.
Results:
The average number of beetles per trap per week varied between 12.75 (trap MF) and
17.5 insects (trap MFt). The addition of Teflon coating to the traps increased the trap
efficiency to capture M. galloprovincialis, in either cross-vane or multi-funnel type.
However no significant statistical differences were found (Figure 4.13).
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Figure 4.13. Mean catches of M. galloprovincialis in experiment 3/ 11 in Portugal (2011)
Activities in 2012
Experiment 1/12 (B9)
Results obtained in 2011 indicated that both Econex Teflon-coated traps were better in
trapping M. galloprovincialis. However, the durability of the Teflon effect under field
conditions is unknown. Thus, one field experiment was set up on August 8th 2012, to test
old and new Teflon-coated traps. Site and experimental conditions were similar to
Experiment 1/11.
One year old aged Multifunnel Teflon coated (by Econex, Spain)
One year old aged Crossvane Teflon coated (Crosstrap by Econex, Spain)
New Multifunnel Teflon coated (by Econex, Spain)
Results:
There were no differences in the catches from new and aged traps. Thus, it seems that the
effect of Teflon coating is lasting at least for two years. Catches were too low in all
treatments, as flight season was quickly declining in the area (Fig 4.14).
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Figure 4.14:

Mean catches of M. galloprovincialis in experiment 1/ 12 in Spain (2012)

Highlights of results obtained in Task 4.2
1) The three experiments in 2011 tested different sets of traps, but shared some of them
in common. These experiments obtained similar results, showing that Teflon-coated
traps performed significantly (non significant in Portugal) better in the trapping of the
pine sawyer. No differences in effectiveness were found between these two trap types.
Both of them seemed also quite similar in regard of other desired features, such as
durability and ease of handling and transportation. However, long durability of Teflon
coating under field conditions is unknown.
2) Both trap designs allowed for the trapping and survival of live beetles in their Tefloncoated, wire screened bottom containers (exp1/11 in Spain), thus avoiding their
escape.
Thus Deliverable 4.2: Development of traps for monitoring & control (due M. 12) is already
accomplished (see uploaded report). Both Teflon-coated traps, multifunnel and crossvane
traps, are efficient enough to be recommended for monitoring and for mass trapping of M.
galloprovincialis. In fact they are currently being used in Spain in the PWN eradication
programs. Live adult trapping is allowing the sampling for pine wood nematodes carried in
the caught beetles within these programs. For the trapping of live adults, the extended,
wire screened bottom, collector cup in the multifunnel trap must be used. These traps are
currently available at Econex SL (Murcia, Spain) and are marketed as:
CROSSTRAP® (with Crosstrap Collection Cup 2 Litres) (Fig 4.15 right)
ECONEX MULTIFUNNEL-12®(with Multifunnel Extended Collection Cup) (Fig 4.15 left)
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However, the higher cost of Teflon-coated traps and the unknown durability of the Teflon
treatments must be taken in consideration. Besides, it is likely that new designs would
appear in the market in the next years, so testing of those may also be required.

Figure 4.15. ECONEX MULTIFUNNEL-12® (Extended Collection Cup, inset) (left) and
CROSSTRAP® (Collection Cup 2 Litres) (right)
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Task 4.3. Assessing of potential mass-trapping of vectors
Partners involved: B3, B4, B5, B6 and B9
The potential for management of vector populations by mass-trapping will be studied under different stand
and landscape characteristics (host tree density, stand management, landscape fragmentation and
heterogeneity) with different beetle population densities (from very low to outbreak). Population densities will
be estimated by mark-release-recapture trials and by population assessment in infested host material.
Trapping experiments will use lures and traps developed above. Trap setting and trap density required to
maximize beetle captures and population reduction will be determined. Overall, the effects of mass trapping
on beetle populations will be assessed by monitoring Monochamus spp. population dynamics before and
after mass trapping. Field testing will be carried out in Austria, (B3), France (B4), Germany (B5), Portugal
(B6); Spain (B9), and other countries as appropriate.
In terms of sustainability, this approach has the advantage that the traps are easily deployed and are rather
specific for the target species, M. galloprovincialis. The cost will depend upon the density of traps required,
but several European companies produce the traps that will be evaluated during this research and they will
be kept informed of results and encouraged to produce the optimised design. Similarly a Spanish company
already produces the kairomone lures on a commercial basis and is proposing to add the pheromone to the
commercial product under guidance from B9 and B2.

Experiments related to this task were scheduled to start in the 2nd year of the project and
to continue in the 3rd. Testing mass trapping tactic required that a highly efficient lure and
trap were definitively determined first. Though results obtained in 2011 allowed to almost
fulfil these requirements, some of the beneficiaries were not able to practically test the lure
and the traps in their countries in 2011 due the above mentioned financial delays. Besides,
results also suggested that it could be possible to increase the lure efficiency and
specificity with the addition of smoke volatiles. Thus, it seemed advisable to wait for results
of the 2012 field season, so to postpone the start of this task by one year. That would
mean that another extra experimental season is needed in 2014 if completing the planned
two years of experiments is decided. Experiments will be carried out in those countries
were M.galloprovincialis populations have been shown to be high enough (i.e Southern
Europe). Thus, considering that “Deliverable D.43 Effectiveness of mass trapping for
vector control” are due month 35, an extension of the project timetable to include the
spring and summer of 2014 is strongly recommended.
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Task 4.4 Development of attractants for other European Monochamus
Responses to potential kairomone compounds by M. sutor will be laboratory tested in olfaction and
electrophysiological (GC-EAD) bioassays (B9 and B2). Bioactive candidates will be field tested in traps as
above. Existence of a sex or aggregation pheromone will determined by collection and GC-MS analysis of
male and female volatiles. Bioactivity of candidates will be determined by GC-EAD and bioassays. Positive
candidates will be field tested as above. Synergism between kairomones and pheromones will be also
studied. Similar work will be carried out for M. sartor and any other potential vector species identified during
the project, with input from B3, B4 and B5

•

Identification and testing of M. sutor aggregation pheromone and kairomones

Activities in 2011:
Experiment 1/11: (B2 and B9)
Prior to field testing, studies were carried out to determine antennal responses by M. sutor
males and females, to an array of bark beetle kairomones.
Results
M. sutor males gave EAG responses to ipsenol and ipsdienol but not to cis-verbenol,
verbenone or 2-methyl-3-buten-2-ol. Females gave EAG responses to ipsenol and
ipsdienol and also a smaller response to 2-methyl-3-buten-2-ol (Figure 4.16).
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Figure 4.16. GC-EAG of kairomones with Monochamus sutor male (2-methyl-3-buten-2-ol
4.08 min; ipsenol 10.76 min; cis-verbenol 12.18 min; ipsdienol 12.38 min; verbenone 12.83
min; pheromone 17.08 min).
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Experiment 2/11: (B2 and B9)
Based on the above results, one experiment was designed to evaluate the attractive
response of M. sutor to kairomones in the field. Besides, recent discovery that Asian M.
alternatus produced a pheromone identical to that of M. galloprovincialis led to the
hypothesis that M. sutor pheromone may be also the same, so it was tested too.
Furthermore, the experiment was also devised to collect live M. sutor beetles for capturing
of male volatiles and identifying their pheromone.
The experiment was carried out from July 11th to Sept 29th 2011 within a high altitude P.
uncinata stand, in the Pyrenees (Huesca; Spain), using a complete randomized block
design of 5 blocks. Lures were deployed in multifunnel traps (extended collector for live
trapping) that traps sampled every 7-10 days.
Treatments
Blank
H (= α-pinene+ 3 carene)Blend of two host volatiles
K (= ipsdienol + ipsenol + methyl-buthenol + cis-verbenol) Blend of bark beetle kairomones
P (= 2-undecyloxy-1-ethanol) M. galloprovincialis pheromone
P + K+ H A mixture of the three
Results:
Results showed clearly that both the bark beetle kairomone blend and the
M. galloprovincialis pheromone were attractive to M. sutor males and females (Figure
4.17), whereas the host volatile blend was not significantly different from controls.
Significant highest catches were obtained by the triple combination.

Figure 4.17. Mean catches of M. sutor in experiment 1/11 in Spain.
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Experiment 3/11: (B2 and B9)
Live M. sutor adults collected in the experiment above were sent to and analyzed by B2.
Volatiles collected from 5 males and 5 females separately during light and dark periods.
Results:
Collection of male and female volatiles revealed the presence of a male emitted compound
(Figure 4.18). Subsequent GC_MS analysis led to its identification as 2-undecyloxy-1ethanol, that is, the same compound produced by M. galloprovincialis males, as it was
hypothesized. Pheromone was collected from males only during light period with maximum
of 8 µg/insect on first day. The amount declined over successive days. Beetles were
renewed after 2 24-hr periods but much lower amounts of pheromone were collected.
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Figure 4.18. GC-EAG Analysis (polar GC column) of volatile collection from male
Monochamus sutor beetles with female antenna (pheromone at 17.10 min).
Activities in 2012:
Identification of the M. sutor pheromone and field results obtained in 2011 encouraged us
to progress in the development of an operative lure made of the pheromone and the
kairomones.
Experiment 1/12 (B2 and B9)
A new field experiment was carried out from June 27th to August 8th 2012 to investigate
and identify the best kairomone blend to synergize M. sutor pheromone. We assumed that
the main kairomone compound was ipsenol, as in M. galloprovincialis, and EAG responses
showed that ipsenol produced the highest response. Besides, smoke volatiles may
synergize pheromone-kairomone blend, as they do for M. galloprovincialis.
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Treatments:
P= M. sutor Pheromone
P + K1 (K1 = ipsenol + methyl-buthenol, the standard blend for M. galloprovincialis)
P + K2 (K2= ipsenol + ipsdienol)
P+ K3 (K3 = ipsenol + cis-verbenol)
P+ K1 + α-pinene (PK1α = the standard Galloprotect 2D + Galloprotect Plus)
PK1αS = PK1α plus a Smoke blend
Site and experimental conditions were similar to experiment 1/11, 6 blocks were deployed
this time
Results:
Results confirmed that bark beetles kairomones reinforce attraction of M. sutor males and
females to the pheromone (Figure 4.19). However, there were no significant differences
among pheromone-kairomone blends. Highest mean catches were obtained by the PK1
blend, that is the standard blend for M. galloprovincialis (= Galloprotect 2D)

Figure 4.19. Mean catches of M. sutor in experiment 1/12 in Spain.

Experiment 2/12 (B2 and B3)
Another experiment to test the response by M. sutor and M. sartor to M. sutor pheromone,
kairomones and smoke volatiles was carried out in an unmanaged mountainous mixed
spruce forest in a nature reserve in Lower Austria that had been under continuous bark
beetle attack. Four blocks of traps (Econex multifunnel trap) baited with each tested lure
were set up. Positions were re-randomized every 10 days.
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Tested treatments were:
Galloprotect 2D (Pheromone + Ipsenol + methyl-buthenol)
Galloprotect 2D + α-pinene (= Galloprotect Plus)
Galloprotect 2D + α-pinene + Smoke blend (S)
Results
In total, 275 M. sartor females and 110 males, as well as 68 M. sutor females and 47
males were caught over 40 days in July and August. M. sartor total and females catches
were slightly, but not significantly (according to a preliminary analysis), higher in traps with
addition of α-pinene and α-pinene plus smoke volatiles (Table 4.1). Significantly higher
numbers of M. sartor males were caught in traps baited with Galloprotect-2-D plus αpinene than in the other treatments. Smoke did not increase attraction to the G2D plus αpinene blend. Catches of M. sutor were too low to be conclusive. Because of the location
in an unmanaged nature reserve, analysis of non-target insects captured will give
interesting insight in the attractiveness of the tested volatiles on other xylobiont or
predatory species
Table 4.1: Number of Monochamus beetles (mean ± SE) caught per trap per 10-day
period
M. sartor
M. sutor
Lure
Females
Males
Females
Males
G-2-D
4.6 ± 0.6
1.6 ± 0.3
1.8 ± 0.4
1.0 ± 0.3
G-2-D + α
6.4 ± 1.1
3.3 ± 0.5
1.1 ± 0.3
0.9 ± 0.3
G-2-D + α + smoke
6.2 ± 1.4
2.0 ± 0.5
1.4 ± 0.3
1.0 ± 0.3

Experiment 3/12 (B2 and B3)
The synergistic effect of the bark beetle pheromone component ipsdienol was tested in an
experiment carried out over 40 days in July and August 2012 in a managed mountainous
spruce forest in Lower Austria where Monochamus spp. are known to be prevalent.
Treatments were deployed in a randomized design of two blocks:. Galloprotect-2-D plus αpinene was compared to this blend with the addition of ipsenol and ipsdienol. Positions
were changed after 10 days.
Results
A total of 4 M. sartor and 4 M. sutor were caught in Galloprotect traps and 1 M. sartor and
4 M. sutor when ipsenol and ipsdienol were added. Numbers are too low to be conclusive.
Addition of ipsdienol, however, caused a marked increase in capture of the spruce bark
beetle, Ips typographus.
•

Identification of M. sutor contact sex pheromones

Experiment 4/12 (B2)
A bioassay was carried out to test if there was mate discrimination of females by M. sutor
males mediated by contact sex pheromones present in the female cuticle, as is the case in
M. galloprovincialis.
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Sexually mature M. sutor males were sequentially confronted to mature M. sutor females
that were: recently dead, dead and cuticle extracted with hexane, dead-cuticle extracted
and the extract re applied. As mate discrimination has been describes earlier by B9 for M.
galloprovincialis, a similar experiment was also carried out with this species as an
experimental control.
Furthermore, cross discrimination between both species was tested. M. sutor males were
offered dead M. galloprovincialis females and these females hexane extracted and with M.
sutor female extract applied to them.
Results:
M. sutor males tried to mate with all dead females, but ignored these females if their
cuticle hydrocarbons were previously removed. Furthermore, males accepted these
females if the female extract was re applied to them. This shows that mate discrimination
mediated by contact sex pheromones present in the female cuticle occurs in M. sutor,
similar to previously described for M. galloprovincialis, and confirmed also in this
experiment. Furthermore, interspecific mate negative discrimination by M. sutor males to
M. galloprovincialis females mediated by cuticular hydrocarbons was also found (Table
4.2)
Table 4.2. Results of experiment on cuticle pheromones for M. sutor male mate
discrimination
Male Species

Positive Response to

N

%

M. galloprovincialis

Dead Mg ♀

15

100

0

0

Extract re-applied on Mg ♀

15

100

Extract applied on glass vial

15

100

Dead Ms ♀

15

100

0

0

Extract re-applied on Ms ♀

15

100

Extract applied on glass vial

15

100

0

0

15

100

Dead Mg ♀ hexane extracted

M. sutor

Dead Ms ♀ hexane extracted

M. sutor

Dead M. galloprovincialis♀
Dead Mg ♀hexane extracted
with M. sutor♀ extract applied

Experiment 5/12 (B2 and B9)
A study was carried out to screen the potential compounds playing a role as sex contact
pheromones in the cuticle of M. sutor females. Experimental procedure was similar to
described in Task 4.1 Experiment 8/12 for M. galloprovincialis.
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Results:
As in M. galloprovincialis, hydrocarbon profiles of males and females were quite similar,
presenting only quantitative differences in the majority of hydrocarbons (profiles of both
species, however, are different). Again, the presence of two high molecular weight
compounds in males (Figure 4.20) represented the main difference between M. sutor
males and females.
These male-specific compounds resulted quite alike to those found in M. galloprovincialis,
and they eluted from silica gel with 10% and 20% diethyl ether in hexane and are clearly
not simple hydrocarbons which eluted with hexane. Identification of these hydrocarbons is
in progress for further bio-assaying by B9.
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Fig. 4.20. Cuticular hydrocarbons of Monochamus sutor sampled by SPME and analysed
on non-polar GC column (male-specific compounds at Retention Indices 3193 and 3397).
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•

Identification and testing of M. sartor aggregation pheromone and kairomones

See above Experiments 2/12 and 3/12 (B2 and B3)
Experiment 6/12 (B2 and B3)
Three (2 female, 1 male) M. sartor adults collected by B3 were sent for pheromone
collection and identification.
Results:
Collection of volatiles failed to show any male- or female-specific compounds, and the 2undecyloxy-1-ethanol could not be detected.
Besides, cuticular hydrocarbons were also collected from the dead insects and analysed,
but results were inconclusive.
Breeding of M. sartor in logs is underway. Further screening of the pheromones with the
emerging adults will be carried out in 2013.
Highlights of results obtained in Task 4.3
1) M. sutor males produce an aggregation pheromone identified as 2-undecyloxy-1ethanol, the same alcohol produced by M. galloprovincialis and M. alternatus.
2) Males and females were attracted in Spain to this compound as well as to a blend of
bark beetles kairomones and host volatiles. Further testing showed that the standard
lure for M. galloprovincialis Galloprotect 2D (Pheromone+ipsenol+methyl-buthenol)
was a good attractive blend for M. sutor monitoring. Neither addition of host volatiles
nor smoke volatiles increased attraction to G2D. Results in Austria were in the same
direction, though catches were too low to be conclusive.
3) Similar results have been obtained by M. Schroeder in Sweden in collaboration with B2
and B9. Besides, American researchers J. Millar, S. Teale and L. Hanks, and Chinese
colleagues, had simultaneously, but independently, tested this pheromone and host
volatiles on M. sutor populations in China, and have obtained results in accordance. A
joint paper by B2, B9 and the Swedish, the American and the Chinese researchers,
with findings on M. sutor chemical ecology obtained in 2011, is almost ready to be sent
for publishing in the Journal of Chemical Ecology:
J. A. Pajares,G. Álvarez, D. R. Hall,F. Centeno, N. Ibarra, M.Schroeder, Z. Wang,
S. Yan, J. G. Millar, L. M. Hanks. 2012. Identification of the Major Component of the
Male-Produced Aggregation Pheromone of the Small White-Marmorated Longicorn,
Monochamus sutor
4) Contact sex pheromones are involved in M. sutor mate discrimination, as in M.
galloprovincialis. First results showed that, besides quantitative differences, main sex
differences consisted in two male specific peaks, similar to those found in M.
galloprovincialis males. Further studies to unravel key compounds in mate
discrimination of M. sutor is planned.
5) Results obtained in Austria show that M. sartor responded to 2-undecyloxy-1-ethanol,
the M. galloprovincialis and M. sutor pheromone, combined with bark beetle and host
kairomones (Galloprotect 2D + GPlus). This suggests that this species may also
produce the same pheromone as the other two species. However, an initial study, with
very few beetles, to isolate this compound has been unsuccessful. Further studies on
this issue will follow, with inputs also by B4 and B5.
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Thus, considerable progress has been made towards Deliverable D 4.4 Development of
lures for other Monochamus spp. (due M 36).M. sutor pheromone has been identified and
a lure effective enough is already available for monitoring this species (Galloprotect 2D).
However, there is room for refining this lure (i.e. addition or replacement of kairomones),
so further testing will follow.
Progress in understanding the mate discrimination chemical ecology of both
M. galloprovincialis and M. sutor has also been made. Identification of some of the contact
sex pheromones involved may lead to its use as arrestants within traps or on other devices
aimed to Monochamus control.
Indications that an attractive lure may work for M. sartor have been obtained. Pheromone
identification and testing of candidate attractants will follow to determine an operative lure
also for this species.
Statement on deviations from Annex I, and on failing to achieve critical objectives
and/or not being on schedule:
Activities carried out so far within this WP have been intense, and very good progress has
been made towards most objectives and deliverables. However, a small number of
deviations from Annex I have occurred:
As funding of the project suffered an important delay during 2011, some of the
beneficiaries were not able to carry out all the experiments for this WP4 as scheduled and
were instead carried out in 2012.
Studies to capture and analyze host odours by healthy Pinus sylvestris trees and by trees
under different physiological conditions to determine if there were differences in the
response during the feeding phase by M. galloprovincialis, by B5, are not on time and will
not be completed before month 36 due to that delay. It was not possible for B5 to employ
staff before mid September 2011, which caused the loss of the vegetation period 2011.
The unforeseen death of the test trees may cause another postponement of the
investigation.
As testing of candidate lures and traps caused a delay in the planned work of some of the
beneficiaries in 2011, and further determination of a definitive trapping method (lure + trap)
was not possible until the end of the 2012 field season, the start of studies aimed to
determine whether trapping can be used to reduce populations of the vector (task 4.3) has
been delayed one year. Thus, to fully achieve Deliverable D4.3“Effectiveness of mass
trapping for vector control”, an extension of the project timetable including the spring and
summer of 2014 is recommended to encompass the planned two years of testing.
Statement on the use of resources
It is expected that in total the time spent by B5 including time spent by employees of the
Federal States will exceed the proposed 8 PM. Additional expenditures to purchase new
trees (appr. 3.000.-€) will be required.
None of the other beneficiaries have declared any deviation on the use of resources for
this WP.
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WP5 Determine risk of non-vector spread of PWN through various pathways to
healthy forests
Objectives
The principal objective of this WP is to investigate the hypothesis that wood containing
PWN maybe a pathway for the dispersal of PWN even when there is no association with
Monochamus spp. This will be investigated through the following pathway-associated subobjectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

to determine the distribution, survival and population dynamics of PWN in wood,
relative to wood moisture content, and in wood chips;
to assess the possibilities for transmission of PWN to healthy trees from infested wood
chips, infested wood and infested bark in the absence of the vector beetle;
to assess the possibility of transmission of PWN from tree to tree in the absence of the
vector beetle;
to assess the possibility of transmission of PWN from infested wood to non infested
wood in the context of international use of wood packaging;
to develop a set of microsatellite genetic markers for use in PWN genetic
characterisation;
to assess, through genetic characterisation of PWN, the invasion routes into Europe,
with potential linkage to specific pathways.

Deliverables
D5.1: Distribution of PWN in wood and wood chips: Data on distribution of B. xylophilus in
wood (Pinus sylvestris) and wood chips, survival and population dynamics depending on
wood moisture content and temperature on a laboratory scale basis. Month 24
D5.2: Transmission of PWN to trees with wood chips/bark: Assessment of non-vector
transmission of B. xylophilus to healthy trees with infested wood, wood chips or bark.
Month 36
D5.3: Direct tree to tree transmission of PWN: Assessment of transmission from tree to
neighbouring tree through the soil or by root contact. Month 24
D5.4: Wood to wood transmission of PWN in wood packaging: Assessment of
transmission of B. xylophilus from infested wood to non-infested wood in storage and
transit. Month 36
D5.5: Microsatellite markers for PWN identification: Validation of a set of PWN-specific
microsatellite markers usable at the individual level. Month 12
D5.6: PWN genetic diversity as indicators of invasion history: Assessment of genetic
diversity of European PWN populations in relation to invasions. Month 36
Progress
Overall comment for WP 5: B6 and B1 carried out a research project covering similar
questions as raised in WP 5 of the REPHRAME proposal. This project was carried out
together with the industry (CHEP) using boards and block of sizes used for pallet
production (referred to as “CHEP-project” in the following text). This project took place
when the proposal for the REPHRAME project was under development. Some of the
proposed work in REPHRAME was already addressed by the CHEP-project as mentioned
above. Due to a confidentiality agreement with the industry, the involved partners (B1 and
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B6) were not able to inform other partners like B5 of the detail of the research and
therefore some work was additionally proposed to be carried out in REPHRAME. Because
the CHEP investigation has been completed in the meantime and the results published by
B6 in the EPPO Bulletin (Sousa E.; Naves, P.; Bonifacio, L.; Henriques, J.; Inacio ML;
Evans H; (2011): Assessing risks of pine wood nematode Bursaphelenchus xylophilus
transfer between wood packaging by simulating assembled pallets in service. EPPO
Bulletin 41: 123-431.) for some proposed work there is no need for it to be carried out
again. The relevant parts will be highlighted in the current report and the results will be
cited. The scheduled person months for B5 and B6 in the REPHRAME proposal will be
shifted within WP 5 to allow other tasks to be investigated in more detail or with a higher
sample size than originally planned.
Task 5.1 B. xylophilus distribution in wood and wood chips: survival and population
dynamics depending on wood moisture content
(5.1.1) Pine wood (Pinus sylvestris) logs of different dimensions will be inoculated with PWN at different
times of the year but within a time frame corresponding to the period where Monochamus galloprovincialis
carries out its maturation feeding. Inoculation will be carried out using fresh wood to mimic PWN
transmission during maturation feeding and should lead to distribution of the nematodes throughout the logs.
Following different time intervals the wood will be sampled to determine nematode population development,
including assessment of developmental stages (males, females, LIII larval stage and other larval stages).
(5.1.2) In parallel, wood will be assessed after drying to particular moisture contents to assess the influence
of wood moisture content on nematode development.
(5.1.3) Studies concerning the long term survival of PWN in wood will be established immediately after
project start with different variants using fresh wood: inoculated logs, shrink-wrapped in plastic bags;
inoculated logs allowed to air dry; boards sawn from infested logs with dimensions used e.g. in pallet
production, bark free and air dried. B6 to lead. Similar investigations will be done with wood chips by B5.
(5.1.4) The influence on the survival of Bursaphelenchus species of naturally occurring temperatures in piles
of wood chips will be assessed using native B. mucronatus as substitute test organism. Infested wood chips
will be placed in nets in different zones of chip piles and will be assessed for nematode survival after a
storage period under operational conditions. Temperature and air moisture contents throughout the chip
piles will be documented using data loggers, so these data may be used to test B. xylophilus infested chips
under quarantine conditions. B5 to coordinate

Work of B5
Objective 5.1.1 (B5):Populations dynamic in wood with the secondary aim to develop a
test standard for producing artificially infested wood with PWN.
Starting in May 2012, in each month, where Monochamus galloprovincialis carries out its
maturation feeding, ten fresh pine logs (7-10 cm diameter, 20 cm length) were inoculated
with PWN. Therefore two holes were bored 5 cm from the cut ends with a depth to the
middle of the log. One ml nematode suspension containing 4000 PWN was inserted in
each hole which was immediately closed with a wooden peg. The transmission of PWN by
the vector during the maturation feeding is, therefore, mimicked. The log ends were sealed
by dipping them in hot paraffin. The incubation took place in a climate chamber at 25°C.
After one month, the logs were cut into 10 two cm wide discs and each disc was cut with
rose scissors into chips of approximately 0.5 x 0.5 x 2 cm. Nematode extraction was
carried out using the modified Baermann-funnel technique to study nematode population
development and developmental stages. The trials are still in progress. The final extraction
of PWN is scheduled for the end of October. All extracted nematodes were fixed in a TAF
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solution to be analysed in winter 2012/13 for development stages (adults, JIII and other
juvenile stages).
Additional work has been done by B6 in the cited CHEP project using boards and block of
sizes used for pallet production. Results of the CHEP project which refer to Task 5.1-1 are
as follows:
“There was successful nematode transfer from donor to recipient wood materials kept at
25°C, as pine wood nematodes were detected in recipient boards, long-blocks and blocks
(with natural MC) and in heat-treated boards. There was no transfer to kiln dried or inservice boards, or in the board-to-board treatments at 10°C. When it occurred, nematode
transfer took place within the first week in all experiments, being more successful and
abundant in recipient wood with high MC, such as the freshly cut boards and long-blocks.
The nematode load of the donor wood appeared to play a role in nematode transfer, as
higher donor densities resulted in more frequent B. xylophilus transfers and significantly
higher nematode densities in adjacent wood pieces. […] Even when kept under
unfavourable conditions (10°C), nematode populations in the donor wood remained fairly
stable during the 8 weeks of assessment. After populations reached a peak, nematode
numbers declined gradually until the final sample, being virtually zero by week 40 in both
donors and recipients. Overall, a weak but significant correlation can be detected between
the development and survival of the nematode population and the MC in the wood (r =
0.1312, P = 0.0001), the nematode decline coinciding with a generalized decrease of the
MC to about or below the fiber saturation point, when rehydration of the wood was no
longer possible.“(Sousa et al 2011)
Objective 5.1.2 (B5): Influence of different moisture content (MC) on nematode
development.
For assessing logs by B5 pre-investigations showed that, on the one hand, the wood
moisture content (MC) differs significantly between the test trees used for objective 5.1-1
and also within the test log (heart wood or sap wood). Getting a homogenous MC takes
several months and is only possible for a low MC below the fibre saturation point (<35%)
and more precisely below 20 %. Such low MCs are not suitable for successful B.
xylophilus inoculation (see also results of the CHEP project). Therefore the tests were only
carried out using fresh wood at the date of inoculation. Nevertheless, MC development
during the test will be recorded (MCfinal). The tests will give hints on nematode
development in wood under the test specific MC. The results will be used to give hints on
the development of PWN in infested wood for e.g. sanitation tests etc. Investigations are
nearly completed (see 5.1-1). Final assessment of nematode stages will be completed in
winter 2012/13.
Objective 5.1.2: Work of B6:
The assessment of different M.C. on wood was additionally addressed during the
mentioned CHEP project of B6. The results in Sousa et al (2011) were summarized as
follows: “For the recipient wood, pieces with natural moisture content (MC), heat-treatment
(56°C for 30 min in the core) and kiln-drying to <20% MC were tested, along with inservice boards from pallets. Donor and recipient wood materials were kept in direct contact
at 25°C or 10°C, with nine replicates per treatment. Bursaphelenchus xylophilus was found
to transfer rapidly at 25°C when the wood had an MC above fibre-saturation point (>30%).
Nematode reproduction was rapid and sustained, gradually declining to zero at 40 weeks.
Bursaphelenchus xylophilus did not transfer to kiln-dried or to in-service wood with an MC
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below fibre-saturation point, or to wood at 10°C. The key factors determining nematode
transfer were the ambient temperature, the nematode load of the donor wood and the MC
of the recipient wood, with a ‘barrier’ of 20% MC below which it becomes unsuitable for
nematode transfer.
Objective 5.1.3 (B6): Studies on long term survival of PWN in wood and wood chips.
Investigations on long term survival of PWN in boards has been done by B6 during the
CHEP project. The results are published in: Sousa et al (2011) and are as follows: “[…] At
25°C, nematode numbers continued to increase to a peak between the eighth week (for
the recipients) and the twelfth week (for the donors). […] Even when kept under
unfavourable conditions (10°C), nematode populations in the donor wood remained fairly
stable during the 8 weeks of assessment […] After populations reached a peak, nematode
numbers declined gradually until the final sample, being virtually zero by week 40in both
donors and recipients.”.
In contrast to the proposal where lab tests were planned, the trials of B6 during the CHEPproject were carried out under operational conditions. Therefore the results are more
realistic to cover survival of PWN in practice. Industry (CHEP) already responded to the
results and changed e.g. pallet production which now contains obligatory kiln drying (K.D.)
to avoid potential PWN transmission from infested boards to non infested ones.
Objective 5.1.3: Work of B5:
Long term survival of PWN in wood chips has been started by B5 in 2012 using remaining
wood chips of B5 from the trials in Task 5.2. Five replicates of 20 g wood chips each were
placed at 15°C and 25°C respectively. Investigations run on chips sealed in plastic bags to
avoid desiccation and on free air to let them dry out naturally. Chips will be investigated in
six weeks intervals for nematode survival with maximum nine intervals, based on the
results of B6.
Objective 5.1.4 (B5): Determine the survival rate of Bursaphelenchus mucronatus
depending on the temperature profile inside a wood chip pile.
Though the proposal of REPHRAME schedules this part of work only to be coordinated by
B5, it was decided to carry out investigations on PWN survival on wood chips by B5 and
therefore spending some person months originally planned for other tasks in WP 5 on this
subject. Parallel to REPHRAME but within a national project, B6 investigated the survival
of PWN in bark piles using naturally occurring temperatures (self-heating). First presented
results during the 11th meeting of the International Forestry Quarantine Research Group
(IFQRG) meeting in Cardiff 2012 showed the necessary temperature/time combinations
but stated also, that the whole process will not kill PWN throughout the bark pile – even in
cases
with
a
bark
volume
of
several
hundreds
of
cubic
meter
(https://www.ippc.int/file_uploaded/1349884523_2012_IFQRG-10_Meeting_Report.pdf).
The detailed results are still confidential but will be published soon. Nevertheless B5 got
the relevant temperature/time data to carry out laboratory tests on the survival of PWN. In
addition a literature review carried out by B5 already gave good results on the range of
temperatures that occur in smaller chip piles. The review already showed that large chip
piles are necessary to reach the known lethal temperatures for PWN at least inside the
pile. Therefore data on the temperature distribution during self heating of wood chips and
bark are now available and the proposed assessment of temperature distribution within
chip piles was questioned. Negotiations with chip producers to carry out the planned tests
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under operational conditions failed, because the scientific needs (insertion of
measurement equipment, test organisms) including to keep the chip pile on hold for
several weeks, could not be guaranteed. Placing smaller chip piles on the ground of B5 as
originally thought to be an option, was no option any longer after the results of the bark
experiments of B6 were known, because they suffer from too low temperatures. Using
instead a big chip pile (at least 4-5 meter high with a naturally dumping angle) as shown to
be necessary on the ground of B5 would result in costs of up to 10.000.-€, which is not
covered by the budget of B5. Based on the cited results, the tests will be changed and the
temperatures to be tested will be based on literature data as well as the results of
investigations of heat development in bark chip piles carried out by B6. Using those
temperatures, laboratory-scale investigations on survival of B. xylophilus over time will be
carried out using climate chambers. Parallel investigations on heat resistance of different
Bursaphelenchus species will be carried out. These investigations will give a better
overview on the temperature/time combinations needed to kill PWN in comparison to the
proposed investigation using chip piles. In addition the now planned tests, with the start in
November 2012, have the benefit that they can be carried out with B. xylophilus and not
with the substitute B. mucronatus as originally stated in the proposal of REPHRAME.
Task 5.2 Transmission of B. xylophilus with wood, wood chips or bark to healthy trees.
5.2.1: Laboratory scale investigations will be carried out concerning potential transfer of B. xylophilus in
wood chips to living pine trees. Different sizes of wood chips infested with B. xylophilus will be placed at a
range of distances from the trees, superficially or incorporated in the soil, to healthy, wounded and cut
seedlings of Pinus sylvestris. Trees will be assessed for symptom development and nematode occurrence
under temperature conditions optimal (20°C) and sub-optimal (<20°C) for nematode development. B5 to
coordinate.
5.2.2: Corresponding outdoor investigations are planned to be carried out in the native range of PWN (i.e.
Canada and USA) in areas where pine wilt expression has not been recorded and which, therefore, would
provide a proxy for conditions in northern Europe where it is not currently expected that pine wilt would be
expressed. B5 to coordinate with inputs by other Beneficiaries in this WP and by collaboration with
international contacts.
5.2.3: In Portugal, laboratory experiments will take place during Spring and Summer using small P. pinaster
(3-4years old) placed in individual containers with sandy soil, in greenhouse at the laboratory of B6.
Randomly selected trees will be distributed through one of eight treatments. These will be based on sandy
soil mixed with chips of PWN-infested wood, regularly watered to keep it continuously wet, sandy soil mixed
with chips of PWN-infested wood, with minimum watering to mimic soil moisture deficit, but while keeping the
pines alive and the corresponding two sets of control conditions using chips of uninfested wood. Each set of
conditions will be tested with pines with intact roots and pines with artificially damaged roots. Humidity
content and temperature of the soil will be recorded continuously. The sanitary condition of the pines will be
evaluated weekly; samples of the wood chips and soil will be periodically recovered to study the abundance
and persistence of the PWN. As soon as any wilting symptoms appear, the pines will be fully sampled for the
presence of the PWN, divided into crown, stem and root zones. At the end of the experiment, all pines will be
sampled for PWN infestation regardless of the symptoms. The quantities of nematodes in the woodchips and
in the soil (near and distant from the roots) will also be analysed, along with samplings of the fungal
community in the wood substrates and any mycorrhizal fungi present. B6 to lead.
5.2.4 Transmission of B. xylophilus or closely related species of the genus from sawn wood boards to
healthy trees. Laboratory experiments will be conducted using 4 to 5 year old seedlings of the species
P. sylvestris. Small pieces of wood infested with PWN will be attached to the stems either with wounding the
tree (e.g. attaching the wood with needles or thumbnails) or not wounding the tree by fitting the wood pieces
by lashing. Outdoor experiments using trees of different ages and therefore different thickness of bark will be
carried out with boards infested with the non quarantine species B. mucronatus. Seedlings and trees will be
assessed at various time intervals to see whether and after which time nematodes can be isolated from the
tree. B5 to coordinate.
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5.2.5 PWN infested bark will be produced by artificial inoculation of P. sylvestris under quarantine conditions.
Similar to the above investigations will be carried out using bark pieces instead of wood chips. The work will
be done using P. sylvestris seedlings 4-5 years old. B5 to coordinate.

Objective 5.2-1 (B5): Can PWN spread from infested wood chips to living pine trees?
According to the proposal of REPHRAME different chip sizes should be tested. Due to the
failure of inoculating chips by a nematode suspension (test carried out in June/July 2012),
it was necessary to produce wood chips from wood infested with PWN. As PWN is a
quarantine organism which does not occur in Germany (B5), the production of wood chips
from infested wood, is limited to the quarantine laboratory of B5. Therefore no operational
chipper, which would be capable of producing different chip sizes, could be used. Because
of this situation the laboratory wood mill (RETSCH, Germany) of B5 was used to produce
wood chips after inoculation of logs. The laboratory wood mill produces a range of sizes of
wood chips but the sieve size is limited to 2 cm. Those relatively small chips were not
divided into further different fractions, so finally chips of various sizes were used.
Nevertheless maximum two cm chip sizes are not an artificially chip size but fit in smaller
dimensions produced under operational conditions and traded for various purposes. Those
chip sizes also refer to sizes produced under phytosanitary requirements to avoid survival
of insects like Monochamus species, the vector of PWN.
Logs were inoculated with PWN by inserting 4000 nematodes in one ml water each, which
was pipetted in holes drilled in the freshly cut P. sylvestris logs (see also method in 5.1-1).
Incubation took place in a climate chamber at 25 °C. Chips were produced by the
mentioned laboratory wood mill immediately before connecting them to the test trees.
Average nematode density was assessed by taken 20 representative samples from the 80
kg chips. In August 2012 the wood chips were placed at the bases of trees in two
greenhouses at 15 °C and 25 °C. Figure 5.1 shows all tested variations.
1 wood chip size
15 °C
Direct contact In soil
I I I I
I I I I

25 °C
On soil
I I I I

Controls
I I I I

Direct contact In soil
I I I I
I I I I

On soil
I I I I

Controls
I I I I

Key
Healthy pines
Injured pines (stem)
Injured pines (roots)
Cut-off pines

Figure 5.1: Variations of sample trees and wood chip addition, n=20 per variation
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Symptoms in the test trees are evaluated weekly for at least 3 months. Wilting classes as
developed by B5 in the EU-research project PHRAME are used for assessment.
Wilt class
0
1
2
3
4
5

Tree coverage of needle discoloration in %
0
1 - 25
26 – 50
51 – 75
76 – 99
100

Physiological condition
healthy

dead

If wilt class 4 according to the rating scheme used in PHRAME is reached or at the end of
the experimentation period, the pines will be sampled in segments for PWN.
Objective 5.2.1: Work of B6
The proposed investigations on Pinus pinaster will be carried out by B6 in 2013.
Objective 5.2.2 (B5): Outdoor experiments in the native range of PWN (e.g. US/Canada)
In the project proposal it was stated that similar investigations are planned to be carried
out in the native range of PWN (e.g. Canada). There have been first contacts between B5
and the Canadian Forest Service in Victoria. Though the interest of the Canadian
scientists is high, we were faced with some problems. While the initial start of the
experiments in the sense of placing wood chips on test trees could be carried out by staff
e.g. of B5 in Canada, the production and continuous monitoring of the trees as well as the
cutting and sample production for final assessment, needs to be done by Canadian
colleagues. Unfortunately budget restrictions do not allow paying them from REPHRAME
budget. Therefore they have to find a way to get the necessary work funded internally.
This is currently under way, but it was not possible to get any binding promise up to now.
In addition North American industry is quite reluctant to those investigations as they have a
big interest on exporting wood chips to Europe and therefore they have no interest on
research which may result in describing wood chips as high risk material for non vector
transmission. Parallel to negotiations with Canadian researchers, contact to US facilities
are on their way, too. The negotiations are going on with the help of B1 and of B7 in WP 8.
The trials are scheduled for 2013 but more realistically to the vegetation period of 2014.
Objective 5.2.4 (B5 to coordinate): Transmission of B. xylophilus from boards to trees
According to the discussion of the REPHRAME meeting held in France in March 2012,
trials should be done under outdoor conditions in Portugal. This would be a much more
realistic approach and would also replace investigations using the substitute nematode
species B. mucronatus as proposed in the REPHRAME application. Small wood pieces as
proposed in the application of REPHRAME will dry out too fast when doing the laboratory
tests as stated in the project proposal. The seedlings which can be handled for those trials
have a quite small diameter (<1cm), so the test would be too artificial as that practical
conclusions could be drawn. Nevertheless the proposed tests are kept in view, but will
need to be postponed to the last vegetation period (probably 2014).
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Objective 5.2.5 (B5 to coordinate):Transmission of B. xylophilus with bark
The proposal stated that bark would be produced by peeling it from artificially inoculated P.
sylvestris logs. During normal infestation in trees, PWN is located more in the sapwood of
trees than in the bark. As learned during the investigations carried out by B6 concerning
self-heating of bark (see also 5.1.4) the inoculum source for PWN in bark consignments
refers to wood remnants. Those investigations showed that a remarkable proportion of the
bark consignments consist of wood pieces which were cut from the log by the mechanical
debarking process. Under operational conditions the debarking process causes a certain
amount of sapwood peeled as well and stays in the bark consignment. Therefore the
proposed use of pure bark without remaining sap wood particles does not represent
operational conditions. Keeping this in mind the investigation of potential transmission of
PWN through bark consignments to healthy trees refers direct to the investigations on
wood chips. As investigations with wood chips are already under way, it is proposed to
delete the pure bark investigation and discuss the results and the potential phytosanitary
risk base on the results of wood chips. The number of replications of the chip investigation
carried out by B5 has been doubled to get statistically sound results. To get a better
overview on the proportion of wood remnants in bark consignments, an analysis of traded
bark material (P. pinaster) may be scheduled in addition.
Task 5.3 – Assessment of transmission from tree to neighbouring tree through the
soil or by root contact
Studies will be carried out in field and laboratory to clarify the possibility of nematode infestation from
infected trees to the soil, its persistence within this element and subsequent entrance to nearby healthy
hosts. In the field 10-15 old P. pinaster trees will be trunk-inoculated with 30,000 B. xylophilus in Year 1.
Nearby young trees will be covered with nets to prevent maturation feeding by M. galloprovincialis. The trees
will be inspected regularly over the 3 years of the project for wilt symptom development. For laboratory
experiments, 60 3-year-old plants of P. pinaster (year 2) will be planted in pairs in forest soil in 30 5-litre pots.
In April of Year 2 one tree in each pot will be stem inoculated either with 400 B. xylophilus (n=15)or filtered
nematode suspension water (n=15). The experiment will be continued for 12 months. As symptoms appear
in the non-inoculated tree, or at the end of the experiment shoots and roots of each tree will be harvested
and analysed for nematodes. The soil will also be extracted and analysed for nematodes. The experiment
will be carried out at the premises of B6, working with B11.
A similar experiment but using Pinus sylvestris will be carried out by B5 under quarantine conditions in a
climate chamber.

Objective 5.3.1 (B5): Can PWN spread from infested tree to neighbour tree through the
soil or by root contact?
In April 2012 40 pairs of pine trees were planted in 5.5 l pots and placed in a greenhouse
at 25 °C (Figure 5.2). 4000 PWN were inoculated in one tree of each of the 20 pairs and
the other 20 pairs served as control pairs with inoculation of water. The test will run until
wilt class 4, according to the rating scheme of PHRAME, will be detected on the neighbour
tree or in the case of no/ less symptoms until month 12. The pines will be harvested and
analyzed for nematodes.
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Figure 5.2: left: Transmission test of PWN from infested tree to neighbour tree through the
soil or by natural root contact – week 8; right: Technique developed by B5 to inoculate
Bursaphelenchus xylophilus suspension in three - four year old Pinus sylvestris saplings;
a) – b) Cutting an I shaped slit in the previous year shoot, c) inserting a cotton stripe, d)
enclosing the cotton, e) transferring nematodes onto the cotton, f) sealing the inoculation
site with plastic tape.
Additional to the described method to test the spread of PWN from tree to tree by root
contact, root graftings were produced in April 2012 (Figure 5.3). The trees were placed in
separate pots to exclude any direct movement of nematodes through the soil; root contact
is the only possible pathway between the plants. To test the success of the grafting the
radioisotope P33 (phosphor) was added by the watering of one of both trees per pair. P33
could be detected in all 40 couples only in the one tree per pair. Till now the root grafting
was not successful, but an inoculation of PWN will indicate if the root grafting needs more
time.

Figure 5.3: Transmission test of PWN from infested tree to neighbour tree through root
graftings
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Task 5.3: work of B6:
The investigations of B6 proposed in the REPHRAME application will start in the year
2013. Nevertheless for final assessment the vegetation period of the year 2014 is
necessary to complete the trials.
Task 5.3: Work of B11
Summary
Due to problems with grant allocation and delivery of experimental equipment the planned
experiments had been postponed to 2012 or 2013. This causes 1-2 years delay in
scheduled deliveries. However, several sub-objectives have so far been successfully
addressed, so experiments will start in 2012-2013. For the reporting period the costs of
partner B11 has amounted to 20 400 €.
Task 5.3 (B11) To study non-vector transmission from tree to tree.
Sub-goal a): To study the spread of PWN from inoculated donor trees (Pinus pinaster) to
neighbouring undergrowth trees through the root system.
Sub-goal b): To study the spread of PWN from inoculated P. pinaster trees to noninoculated trees in pots in the greenhouse.
Progress and deliverables:
5.3 a. Deliverable: Spread of PWN from inoculated donor trees to neighbouring
undergrowth trees through the root system.
Date of delivery: Month 24 (1. March 2013)
Progress: The experiment was planned to start in spring/summer 2011. Due to problems
with grant allocation in 2011 the start had to be postponed. In April 2011 a preliminary site
selection was made by B6 and B11. Laboratory cultures of Bursaphelenchus xylophilus
were established on non-sporulating Botryotinia (Botrytis) cinerea. This was followed by a
detailed mapping by B6 of the donor and undergrowth trees at four sites. Finally in March
2012 the three sites Companhia das Lezirias, Herdade da Machada and Herdade da
Comporta were selected for the field experiments. The start of the experiment was
planned for April 2012. In March the caging of under growth trees was agreed on and the
caging structures were ordered. However, a delay in the delivery of the equipment to B6
resulted in a failure to start the experiment in 2012. Because of this, the start needs to be
postponed until 2013. This means that the delivery can be made earliest in 2014.
5.3 b Deliverable: Spread of PWN from inoculated trees to non-inoculated trees planted
in pairs in pots in the greenhouse.
Date of delivery: Month 24 (1. March 2013)
Progress: Experiment was planned to be started in May 2012. Preliminary planning was
made in 2011 by B6 and B11 to decide on suitable material and experimental conditions.
Now, B6 has received all the material, but too late to start the experiment (due to high
summer temperatures). The green house netting also still needs to be repaired, so the
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start of the experiment is postponed to spring 2013. This means that the delivery can be
made earliest in 2014.
Task 5.4: Transmission of B. xylophilus from infested wood to non infested wood in
storage and in transit
Task 5.4.1: Laboratory scale experiments will be carried out with artificially infested pine wood. Horizontal
and vertical distribution potential of PWN to neighbouring wood samples will be investigated. Outdoor
experiments using wood cut to the typical dimensions of pallets will also be done but using native
B. mucronatus as a non-quarantine species. In this framework, different moisture contents and climatic
conditions such as dry periods or rain will be simulated. B5 to lead with links to other Beneficiaries in this
WP.
Task 5.4.2: Importance of infection bridges from forest soil to sawn wood. Nematode free blocks of Pinus
sylvestris intended for pallet construction will be laid out on the forest floor in a randomized block design. The
experiment will include 5 experimental blocks, each with 55 wood blocks. Sampling will be done destructively
every second month during Year 1 and 2. Fungi colonizing the wood will be identified, isolated and tested for
their host status for B. xylophilus. Any nematodes naturally colonizing the wood will also be quantified and
identified. After sampling for fungi, B. xylophilus will be inoculated into the sampled wood and the nematode
multiplication will be followed for 2 months under quarantine conditions in the laboratory. The experiment will
be carried out in a pine forest (P. sylvestris) in eastern Norway and conducted by B11 in collaboration with
forest mycologists of the Forest and Landscape institute in Ås.

Task 5.4.1 (B5 to lead and B6) Transmission of PWN from infested wood to non infested
wood
This part of the proposal is fully covered by the work done by B6 in the cited CHEP project
using boards and block of sizes used for pallet production. Results of the CHEP project
which refer to Task 5.4-1 are as follows:
“There was successful nematode transfer from donor to recipient wood materials kept at
25°C, as pine wood nematodes were detected in recipient boards, long-blocks and blocks
(with natural MC) and in heat-treated boards. There was no transfer to kiln dried or inservice boards, or in the board-to-board treatments at 10°C. When it occurred, nematode
transfer took place within the first week in all experiments, being more successful and
abundant in recipient wood with high MC, such as the freshly cut boards and long-blocks.
The nematode load of the donor wood appeared to play a role in nematode transfer, as
higher donor densities resulted in more frequent B. xylophilus transfers and significantly
higher nematode densities in adjacent wood pieces. […] Even when kept under
unfavourable conditions (10°C), nematode populations in the donor wood remained fairly
stable during the 8 weeks of assessment. After populations reached a peak, nematode
numbers declined gradually until the final sample, being virtually zero by week 40 in both
donors and recipients. Overall, a weak but significant correlation can be detected between
the development and survival of the nematode population and the MC in the wood (r =
0.1312, P = 0.0001), the nematode decline coinciding with a generalized decrease of the
MC to about or below the fiber saturation point, when rehydration of the wood was no
longer possible.“(Sousa et al 2011). As the trials have been done under operational
conditions using PWN there is no need to repeat parts with the substitute species B.
mucronatus. The originally planned time to be spent on this task will be shifted internally to
other tasks which can be assessed more detailed such as 5.2-1 or 5.3.
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Work of B11
Task 5.4.2 (B11): To investigate the importance of infection bridges from forest soil to
sawn wood.
Goal: To study the colonization of wood on the forest floor by fungi and their host status
for PWN.
Deliverable: List of fungal species (or appropriate taxa) colonizing wood (Pinus sylvestris)
on the forest floor, and their host status for PWN.
Date of delivery: Month 36 (1. March 2014)
Progress: Due to the late grant allocation in 2011 the start of the experiment had to be
postponed until autumn 2012. We plan to use four pine forest sites in eastern Norway. The
site selection is now under way, and the experiment can start soon. This means that the
delivery can be made in 2014.

Task 5.5: Validation of a set of PWN-specific microsatellite markers usable at the
individual level.
So far, the molecular markers that have been developed for the genetic characterization of PWN (e.g.,
RAPD,AFLP) are not sensitive enough to enable analysis at the individual level (Vieira et al., 2007; Cheng et
al.,2008). In addition, their use could not efficiently differentiate European populations (Vieira et al., 2007),
thus precluding any precise analysis of their relationships or further comparative analysis with populations of
foreign origins. Therefore, the hypothesis that the PWN population(s) that invaded Portugal is (are) of Asian
origin is still to be unambiguously demonstrated. Preliminary experiments on PWN populations from China
indicated that microsatellite markers may be better suited to reveal the genetic structure of populations (Zhou
et al., 2007).Therefore, it is proposed to use a set of microsatellite markers identified from the nematode
genome to locally characterise PWN populations and their genetic relationships, resulting from direct field
sampling (including the newly infested area in Madeira) but also in retrospective analysis of the variability in
the existing distribution of PWN in Portugal. These studies will help to resolve basic questions such as the
tree-to-tree transmission of the nematode, its capacity for long-term persistence and dispersal
(independently of the transmission mode), etc. Recently developed computer simulation methods (Ciosi et
al., 2008; Guillemaud et al., 2010) will be used to quantitatively compare the different introduction scenarios
for the European populations. The results will possibly be used in tree resistance studies (see WP6) to
assess whether different variants of the nematode have variable pathogenicity and also whether nematodes
encountering tree resistance factors are altered genetically. Moreover, it is expected that such studies may
be linked to the analysis of the genetic variability of the vectors(see WP3), in order to evaluate the possibility
that some co-evolution has occurred between the nematode and insect populations. If this would be the
case, as can be reasonably hypothesized, it could be of obvious practical interest to identify the genotypes
that are the most fit together, and those that probably could not be found associated. B4 will coordinate this
work, which will also link closely to the other WPs, as indicated.

Work of B4 (13.5 man-months delivered for Task 5.5 and 5.6)
Specific sub-objectives of P4:
Objective - to develop a set of microsatellite genetic markers for use in PWN genetic
characterisation;
- to assess, through genetic characterisation of PWN, the invasion routes into Europe, with
potential linkage to specific pathways.
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Work progress and achievements during the reporting period (13.5 man-months
delivered)
Development and use of microsatellite markers to infer the invasion routes of the
PWN in Europe
Before the start of the project, we initiated the high-throughput identification of PWN
microsatellites using a new procedure coupling multiplex enrichment of DNA libraries and
next-generation sequencing on a 454 GS-FLX Titanium platform. By this approach, we
identified 199 microsatellite loci in the Bursaphelenchus xylophilus genome, among which
94 (i.e., 71 perfect and 23 compound microsatellite motives) allowed the development of
primer pairs based on their flanking sequences (Malausa et al., 2011).
Our first experimental goal was to validate these markers by PCR, in order to develop a
set of genetic markers that could be used for population genetics studies. Using PWN
genomic DNA as template, the size of amplification products was determined by agarose
gel electrophoresis. Amplification at the expected size was obtained for 26 out of 94 loci.
Fluorescent dye-labelled primers were then used to evaluate the polymorphism of the loci
at the individual level. For that purpose, we used either nematodes from worldwide origins
kept in reference collections (i.e., maintained in culture on Botrytis cinerea for many
generations) or just sampled from infested forests (in Portugal and the USA).
Among the 26 selected loci, 16 proved to be polymorphic, with 2 to 11 alleles detected
(Table 5.1). In parallel, we also tested microsatellite loci previously described in literature
(Zhou et al., 2007), and two of them also displayed polymorphism between individual
nematodes. In order to amplify several loci in one single PCR reaction, we further
developed multiplex amplification conditions for these 18 loci. Actually, a set of 18
polymorphic loci has been characterized, that are usable on single B. xylophilus
nematodes in three complementary multiplex reactions. In addition, among the 94 original
loci, 8 produced an amplification pattern that was differential between B. xylophilus and B.
mucronatus (either presence/absence of the amplification product, or amplified fragments
of different size). Further testing of other Bursaphelenchus species (namely, B. leoni and
B. tusciae) confirmed the specificity of the amplification pattern obtained with B. xylophilus.
At this stage, we can then consider that deliverable D5.5 (Microsatellite markers for PWN
genetic characterisation, scheduled at M12) has been achieved
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Table 5.1. The 26 microsatellite loci isolated from the genome of Bursaphelenchus
xylophilus and their preliminary characterisation based on the genotyping of individual
nematodes from a subset of isolates maintained on Botrytis cinerea cultures in the
collection from INRA Sophia Antipolis.
Task 5.6 Assessment of genetic diversity of European PWN populations in relation
to invasions.
Proteomics are extremely useful when looking for differential “functional” elements (parasitism, adaptability,
ecological value,) within a species’ common genetic pool, and is becoming increasingly valuable when
studying the natural variations within a population of any species (Biron et al., 2006; Karr, 2008) Adaptive
processes are the key in parasite evolution. The interspecific and intraspecific population variations can be
easily identified by using bidimensional electrophoresis with nematode samples (Navas et al, 2002). The use
of protein sequences has clear advantages. The number of loci that are detectable in a single gel are so
large that it provides an extremely efficient method to analyze genetic changes and changes in peptide
sequences (Calvo et al, 2005).Therefore it is proposed to describe the proteome of B. xylophilus by creating
a database of the positions of the proteins in bidimensional gels isolated from B. xylophilus populations of
European and Asian origin and identify the genetic changes which have occurred during the evolution and
distribution/movement of B. xylophilus. Current data bases that have been created using bidimensional gels
have proven to be extremely useful and complementary to the genomic based approaches, therefore the
possibility of using proteomic methodology in the project opens up a wide range of future opportunities. This
task compliments 5.8. B8 will coordinate and provide linkage to other WPs, as appropriate.

Work of B4
Our second objective was to characterise the genetic diversity of PWN isolates at different
geographic scales, using the molecular markers previously developed. In a preliminary
experiment, we performed a global analysis on nematodes from a subset of isolates
maintained on B. cinerea cultures in our collection at INRA Sophia Antipolis, originating
from different geographic areas (namely, USA (2), Canada (2), Japan, China and
Portugal). Quite surprisingly, a low level of genetic variation was detected between
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isolates: among the 26 loci, 8 proved to be monomorphic, while the 16 others exhibited low
polymorphism (2 to 5 alleles only; Table 5.1). Within isolates, genetic variation was even
lower, and only found in isolates originating from the USA. Detection of such a (very) low
level of polymorphism clearly raised questions about a putative loss of genetic diversity
due to the maintenance of nematodes on fungus cultures. To test this hypothesis, we
further genotyped two sets of nematodes originating from the native area (i.e., USA): two
strains maintained in our collection for a long time (>15 years), and four populations
freshly sampled in infested forests (two from Nebraska and two from Missouri states,
respectively).
In terms of both allelic richness (Figure 5.4) and heterozygocity, nematodes resulting from
fresh sampling displayed a higher level of genetic diversity, which tends to confirm the
hypothesis that materials from collection are not suitable for population genetics studies on
this particular organism. Consequently, significant efforts will be needed in the short term
to collect fresh samples from North America, Asia and Europe in order to be able to
decipher the invasion routes of the PWN

Figure 5.4. Average allelic richness of 18 microsatellite loci in Bursaphelenchus xylophilus
populations. A total 123 individuals originating from the USA were genotyped, directly
collected from infested trees (NE1, NE2, MO1 and MO2) or maintained for many years on
fungus cultures (US9 and US10).
As a first step, we extracted and genotyped fresh materials sampled in spring 2012 during
the Portuguese national survey. Conducted on a limited subset of nematodes (n=63), this
first analysis revealed a low level of genetic polymorphism compared to nematodes
sampled in the native area. Although it has to be confirmed on a larger number of
nematodes from the entire Portuguese territory, and also from Madeira Island and Spain,
this preliminary result highlights the lack of diversity of PWN populations in the recently
invaded area, which suggests that a strong genetic bottleneck should occur during the
early phases of invasion (introduction and/or expansion).
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The part of the work devoted to the genetic characterisation of PWN from reference
collections and from the Portuguese infested forests (continental Portugal and Madeira)
was conducted in close collaboration with P7 (Margarida Espada, Paulo Vieira, Manuel
Mota) through:
- exchange of biological materials and methodological expertise
- reciprocal visits for the set up of collaborative experiments (S. Mallez in Portugal in
February 2012, M. Espada and M. Mota in France in March 2012).
Nematodes directly sampled from infested sites in the USA were provided thanks to P.
Vieira.
Genetic diversity of Bursaphelenchus xylophilus around the likely point of entry of
the nematode in Portugal, using the MspI satellite DNA family
Herein we use the B. xylophilus MspI satellite DNA, for phylogenetic inference and study
of the satellite DNA sequence evolution in different isolates (twenty-three) collected at the
likely point of entry of the nematode in Portugal (Setúbal Península, Figure 5.5).

20

Figure 5.5. Left image: Portugal continental and location of initial point of entry and
dispersion of the pine wilt disease. Right image: Location of Bursaphelenchus xylophilus
isolates obtained (text in red) from different blocks within this affected area.
In addition, to get a more comprehensive insight into the satDNA structure, organization
and variability of MspI of B. xylophilus, we used a set of different isolates originating from
the endemic areas (Canada and USA), and a set of isolates collected from diverse
geographic locations where this species has been introduced and established (such as
China and Japan). Together with P7, a total of 349 MspI repeats from thirty-five isolates of
B. xylophilus were generated and now available for a deep study of the variability of this
satellite DNA family (Table 5.2). A detailed analysis of the sequence monomers is now
under progress.
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Table 5.2.B. xylophilus sequence monomers generated.
Isolate code

Monomers
(n)

Country

PT1
PT1a
PT1b
PT2
PT3
PT4
PT4a
PT6
PT7
PT8
PT10
PT13
PT14
PT15
PT16
PT17
PT19
PT20
PT21
PT21a
PT24
PT-3-BBA
PT-3.1-BBA
Other isolates

11
11
12
5
7
11
12
10
12
12
6
12
10
8
10
12
7
11
11
11
11
8
12

Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal

Chine
J10
J2
Japon
01-601-1
01-667-1
Alta
BC
US15
US10

11
12
10
11
12
11
11
6
10
6

China
Japan
Japan
Japan
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
USA
USA

US9
US2

7
10

USA
USA

Total numbers

349

Isolate origin
Location (block)

Host

PT isolates
PT1
PT1
PT1
PT2
PT3
PT4
PT4
PT6
PT7
PT8
PT10
PT13
PT14
PT15
PT16
PT17
PT19
PT20
PT21
PT21
PT24

Nishiaizu, Fukushima
Izuhara, Nagasaki

Smokey Lake, Alberta
British Columbia
Cook County, Illinois
Cloquet Forestry Center,
Minnesota
Tucson, Arizona
Burlington, Vermont
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Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus pinaster
Pinus sp.
Pinus densiflora
Pinus thunbergii
Pinus densiflora
Packaging wood
Packaging wood
Pinus banksiana
Pinus sp.
Pinus sylvestris
Abies balsamea
Pinus halepensis
Pinus strobus

• Scientific communication in a French national meeting:
A poster has been presented during the 34th annual meeting of Biology and Population
Genetics Study Group, better known as 'Petit Pois Déridé', in Avignon.
Mallez S., Castagnone C., Espada M., Vieira P., Mota M., Castagnone-Sereno P.,
Guillemaud T. (2012). Invasion du nématode du pin, Bursaphelenchus xylophilus Développement d’outils et premières analyses. ‘Petit Pois Déridé 2012’, 34ème réunion
annuelle du Groupe d’Etude de Biologie et Génétique des Populations, 28-31 août
2012, Avignon, France.
• References
Malausa T., Gilles A, MegléczE., Blanquart H., Duthoy S., Costedoat C., DubutV., PechN.,
Castagnone-Sereno P., DélyeC., FeauN., FreyP., GauthierP., GuillemaudT., HazardL.,
Le Corre V., Lung-EscarmantB., Malé P.J.G., Ferreira S. and Martin J.F. (2011). Highthroughput microsatellite isolation with 454 GS-FLX pyrosequencing. Molecular Ecology
Resources 11: 638-644.
Zhou Z., Sakaue D., Wu B. and Hogetsu T. (2007). Genetic structure of populations of the
pinewood nematode Bursaphelenchus xylophilus, the pathogen of pine wilt disease,
between and within pine forests. Phytopathology 97: 304-310.
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Work of B8
During years 2008, 2010 and 2012 the pinewood nematode (PWN), Bursaphelenchus
xylophilus has been reported in three localities in Spain (Figure 5.6) near to the
Portuguese border (Extremadura and Galicia; Robertson et al., 2011 and report 6-2012 of
National Laboratory of Reference for Plant Parasitic Nematodes identification). During this
period, 30 B. xylophilus isolates have been intercepted by Spanish authorities. In addition
450 samples were taken in Continental Spain.

Sierra de las
Nieves (Pontevedra province,Galicia)2010

Villanueva de la
Sierra, 2011
Sierra de Díos
Padre, 2008

Bursaphelenchus xylophilus
B. mucronatus
B. pinasteri
B. leoni
B. vallesianus
B. polygraphi

Figure 5.6: locations of samples during 2011 in Spain and recorded species of
Bursaphelenchus in which proteomics analysis has been carried out.
Taxonomic characterization of B. xylophilus
B. xylophilus isolates were unambiguously identified by microscopy based on
morphological and morphometrical features. The following molecular methods were used
to confirm the morphological identification:
a) PCR-based ITS-RFLP as described by Braasch et al., (1999) when the number of
nematode individuals was abundant.
b) satellite DNA-based species-specific identification according to Castagnone et al.,
(2005) when the number of nematode individuals was small.
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Genetic Diversity: satDNA sequences of B. xylophilus isolates intercepted and
reported in Spain (on the origin of Spanish isolates)
Sequencing of the species specific satDNA (represented as a 149 bp-repetitive unit
organized in tandem arrays) was carried out in order to compare DNA sequences of
Iberian isolates (intercepted from Portugal and reported in Spain) with 13 known published
sequences (Castagnone-Sereno et al., 2008). Of the 30 intercepted populations,
sequences were obtained for 15, and the others have not been sequenced due to lack of
material. The Spanish isolates revealed six different sequences (two from each locality)
while intercepted isolates coming from Portugal made up the rest.
Consideration on origin of B. xylophilus isolates found in Spain
Some authors consider B. xylophilus as a supraspecies (or species complex, De Guiran
and Bruguier, 1989). At present the only way to compare the intercepted isolates and
those recorded in Spain at an intraspecific level, has been the published sequences of
Satellite DNA (Castagnone et al., 2008). Such comparisons have been carried out using
genetic distance (UPGMA, Neighbour Joining) and Phylogenetics criteria (parsimony and
Maximum Likelihood). The data obtained from the literature were isolates from: Canada
(4), China (1), USA (4), Japan (3), Portugal (1) which are included in Castagnone et al.,
(2008).
The analysis of the phylogenetic signal (Likelihood-mapping) of these sequences (triangles
of Figure 5.7) indicated that data sequences contain a very important amount of treelikeness (81.5% of all possible quartets) which are placed in the areas where trees are
completely resolved (T1, T2, T3). Labels of cluster (Figure 5.7) follows those obtained by
comparison to those obtained by genetic distance (Figures 5.8, 5.9). The isolates
US10USA, J10Japan and US9USA have the highest probability to be considered as
outgroup (OUT) of the rest. According to the probabilistic values of the puzzle tree, several
gaps (requiring more world wide sequences) could be detected between the root of the
tree and the cluster which joins groups C and B; it means that the resulting tree has to be
considered to be paraphyletic, although the level of representation is good enough for a
correct picture of the Iberian phylogenetic diversity. Groups D, E and F are clearly
distinguished while group A seems to be polyphyletic. Group F from Canada (601Canada
and 667Canada), USA2 and the Spanish 5384bSpain are near of the root of the tree.
Group C encompasses exclusively Iberian isolates and group B represent the second
most important Iberian isolates group (only one abroad isolate, J2Japan is member of this
group). The remainder of the Iberian isolates are distributed in the tree into group E or not
forming a cluster. Based on the genetic distance information (UPGMA and NJ), as in the
Maximum Likelihood approach it is inferred that there are at least six internally
homogeneous but different sequence groups: Out, group B, Group C, group D, group E
and group F. The most primitive group would be (based also on the genetic equidistance
relative to the rest), J10 (Japan), US9 USA and US10 USA constituting theoretically the
outgroup of the rest of studied sequences. In Iberia it is confirmed that there are at least
two important genetic groups (B and C) which are clearly separated from other groups.
Both typical “Iberian groups” seem to be genetically and phylogenetically homogeneous far
from the “American” origin (Figures 5.8 and 5.9).
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C

a)

b)
A
A

B

T3

D
T2
T1

E
A
A
F
A
OUT

Figure 5.7 Maximum Likelihood analysis. Three resolved trees (T1, T2, T3) are obtained
via branch-swapping option (TBR algorithm) and their consensus is the same as that
shown in the Puzzle Tree (a) which expresses the most probable resolution considering
the resolved trees in a total of 148,995 quartets. These resolved trees expressed 81.5% of
the distribution pattern of the quartets after a complete analysis and according to its
likelihood-mapping (triangles – b).
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D

F

OUT

Figure 5.8 Neighbour-Joining Analysis representing the genetic relationship (genetic
distance) of studied isolates of PWN as unrooted tree
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B

A

B

C

E

D
F
OUT

Figure 5.9 Genetic proximity of studied isolates based on total distance of the UPGMA
analysis (groups are defined comparing internal and external distances)

Phylogenetic hypothesis (Figure 5.10).
A consensus of 10.000 trees that enclose 5384bSpain, 601Canada and 667Canada in the
outgroup, confirms that these sequences do not constitute a monophyletic group, because
667Canada and 601Canada are linked independently as is also 5384bSpain. However
group US9USA, J10Japan and US10USA is supported as a consistent outgroup for the
phylogenetic tree. Final phylogeny of isolates has been tested by a heuristic search of all
sequences.
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E
A

C

1
A

A

F
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b)

C

1

A
A

2
B

3
4
D

5
E

6

A
A
F
A
OUT

Figure 5.10 Evolutionary relationships of studied isolates of PWN based on Parsimony
Analysis. Eighteen most parsimonious trees were obtained (I = 143 steps, Cl = 0.66). In all
of these trees, marked knots (1, 2, 3) are recognised. A) represents Phylogram number 12
which was most similar to ML puzzle tree Cladogram (B), which would represent the main
phylogenetic events in which the Iberian populations represent.
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Eighteen of the most parsimonious trees of an amount of 93 (length = 143 steps;
Consistency Index = 0.66) through a process of filtering and branch collapsing options of
PAUP were obtained. In all of these 18 most parsimonious trees, the nodes 1, 2 and 3
(Figure 5.10a, the unrooted phylogram represents one of these trees: nº 12) were
identified as origin of the most important clusters which grouped the Iberian isolates. The
resolved topology for isolates which are not included from nodes 1, 2 and 3 (Figure 5.10b),
rooting the tree in group OUT is the same as expressed in ML puzzle tree. By this reason
this is the chosen cladogram (Figure 5.10b) which shows in addition the main phylogenetic
events in which the Iberian populations could have been evolved.
Diversity of the sequence data in addition to the historical dispersion of this species do not
allow us to find geographic and phylogenetic correlation in a wide sense. However, the
phylogenetic trees suggest that there are at least six evolutionary events which involve the
isolates recorded in the Iberian Peninsula (Figure 5.10b). Starting from genetically related
to the Asian-American populations (outgroup), it is possible to detect an event (6 in the
figure) represented by an unique genotype present in Spain (5384bSpain) which is
phylogenetically independent. Another event (5) genetically close to the origin and
phylogenetically independent too is represented by isolate PT3 recorded in Portugal.
Event (4) links the PO18bSpain to genotypes from USA and China (US15USA and
ChineChina). Event (3) joins isolates of group E (isolates 1544a, 1571 and 96) to isolates
of group D (BCCanada, AltaCanada, JaponJapan and PO18aSpain). Event (2) and (1) are
the origin of two split monophylogenetic groups into the Iberian isolates where only one
Asian isolate is included in group B (J2Japan). The cladogram (Figure 5.10b) is congruent
with results of genetic distances (Figure 5.9) because few changes are necessary from the
root regarding the genetic proximity of members of group A; this is a polyphyletic group,
but its members are in the basal position of any events where they are linked, explaining
their genetic proximity.
References
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Proteomics:
We have been working on proteome analysis of the main Bursaphelenchus species which
have been reported in Spain. At the moment we have located 169 different positions able
to discriminate at least among the two most important genetic groups of Iberia
B. xylophilus (A and B) in addition to B. mucronatus, B. leoni and B. pinasteri (Figure
5.11). Several proteins now in identification process could be considered as target in order
to obtain specific monoclonal antibodies for field diagnosis purposes.
pH 3

pH 11

250 kD

10 kD

at least 169 positions have
been unambiguously
identified

Figure 5.11 Proteome analysis of Bursaphelenchus spp.
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WP6 - Host tree resistance to PWN and its vectors for future planting
Objectives
The objectives of this WP are:
• to investigate further resistance of Pinus to PWN and establish the genetic basis for
this;
• to investigate preferences of the vector for different species during maturation feeding
or oviposition;
• to obtain hybrid progenies segregating differently in relation to PWN as an approach to
obtain resistant plant material and to study quantitative trait loci involved in disease
resistance;
• to investigate the potential of pattern mosaics, rather than monocultures, of tree
species as a measure to reduce PWN impacts by field observation of pine wilt
expression in existing mixed forests in Portugal.
Deliverables
D6.1: Susceptibility of Pinus sylvestris provenances to PWN: Determination of the
susceptibility of different Pinus sylvestris geographical provenances to PWN. Month 24
D6.2: Construction of cDNA libraries from sensitive and resistant genotypes of Pinus:
Construction of cDNA libraries from sensitive and resistant genotypes of Pinus. Month 12
D6.3: Identification of PWN resistance genes in pines: Identification of genes of pines
involved in disease resistance to PWN . Month 36
D6.4: Resistance of pines to feeding by Monochamus: Identification of resistance in pine
species, provenances and families for the feeding of Monochamus beetles. Month 24
D6.5: Host preferences for Monochamus oviposition: Identification of host preference and
resistance in pine species to the oviposition of Monochamus beetles. Month 36
D6.6: Hybrid progenies with different tolerance/resistance to the PWN: Hybrid progenies
with different tolerance/resistance to the PWN. Month 18
D6.7: Tree species mosaics to reduce PWN impact: Determination of pattern mosaics of
tree species to reduce PWN impact in Portugal. Month 36
Progress
Participating Beneficiaries B4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Task 6.1 Resistance of Pinus to PWN
B5 will coordinate this task and use a standardised artificial inoculation procedure developed and used
successfully in PHRAME. Single trees will be inoculated with 4000 PWN each. Different geographical
provenances of P. sylvestris will be used as test trees, all of which will be grown under controlled conditions
in climate chambers. If available, Pinus clones will be used to reduce the genetic diversity between individual
plants from one origin. Comparisons, using the same procedures, will also be made with European Pinus
species previously regarded as resistant or tolerant to PWN; in these cases it may not be possible to obtain
different provenances.
In Portugal the same experiments will be done by B6 in the laboratory using pine shoots collected from
different origins and will be tested using a hierarchical approach, i.e. pine species > provenances > families.
B6 will use plant material from different Pinus pinaster and P. pinea provenance trials. Families will also be
studied in P. pinaster half-sib progeny trials. Symptom development will be carried out according to the rating
scheme already used in PHRAME by several partners. Needle discolouration and wilting will be assessed
and divided into 6 classes from healthy to dead. Time until symptom development as well as time until trees
may die will be assessed. If significant variation in resistance/tolerance is recorded, the plants will be
analysed biochemically. Confirmation of nematode breeding will be made in all trees tested, irrespective of
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symptom development. B6 and B7 will link to the other Beneficiaries in this WP to coordinate the biological
and molecular elements of the work.
To be done in Year 2 and Year 3

6.1.1 Symptom development
Studies were initiated on symptom development, namely on:
a) Susceptibility of Pinus sylvestris provenances to PWN
b) Symptom development in Pinus pinaster half-sib progenies
c) Symptom development in Pinus pinaster adult trees
Studies by all partners are still ongoing, so preliminary results are presented
a)

Susceptibility of Pinus sylvestris provenances to PWN

Studies carried out by B5:
Methodologies were developed to achieve the objectives: tests will be performed using
approximately 10 different German Pinus sylvestris provenances and, if available, clones.
4000 PWN per tree will be inoculated by use of a standardised artificial inoculation
procedure developed in the EU PHRAME project. Time until symptoms appear will be
assessed. According to the rating scheme used in PHRAME needle discolouration and
wilting will be evaluated with 6 classes from healthy to dead. Finally, all trees will be tested
for PWN at the end of the experiment. Work has been done in assessing where to
purchase the plants and which provenances seem to be appropriate for the trials.
Constraints
Justification of small changes to the programme
B5 will test approximately 10 different German Pinus sylvestris provenances. Clones are
not available.

Justification of major Changes to the programme
Other European Pinus species besides Pinus sylvestris will be tested or used by B6 during
investigations on resistance. Results of the previous project PHRAME project showed, that
only P. halepensis from the 9 tested Pine species was tolerant to PWN to a certain extent,
as a maximum 15 % of the inoculated test trees died in comparison to 100% in most other
cases. P. halepensis. and P. pinea also showed reduced mortality (max. 60%, depending
on the nematode strain used) but this can not be called resistance. In addition P. pinea is
not affected by the vector beetle, so this species is not longer suitable for pure
pathogenicity tests but is included in the resistance breeding part of the current project.
Instead of adding one or two South European pine species, which are difficult to purchase
in Germany (B5), it was decided to increase the number of provenances of P. sylvestris to
be tested in the project. The provenances to be tested refer to the German
“Herkunftsgebietsverordnung” for the use of trees for forestry purpose. Figure 6.1 shows
the different provenace areas for Pinus sylvestris.
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Figure 6.1: Different growing areas of Pinus sylvestris in Germany according to the
German Herkunftsgebietsverordnung.
D6.1 was scheduled for month 24 in the text of the proposal but for month 34 in the Gantt
chart. The work planned by B5 is actually scheduled for the latter date and it will not be
possible to achieve a deliverable date in month 24. The planned starting date in year 2
(growing season 2012) was not possible to be held, because of the late signature of the
contract. Therefore it was not possible for B5 to employ staff before mid-September 2011,
which caused the loss of the vegetation period 2011 and therefore postponement of all of
the planned work. B5 will conduct this trial from June until September 2013. Nevertheless
work has been done in assessing where to purchase the plants and which provenances
seem to be appropriate for the trials.

b)

Symptom development in Pinus pinaster half-sib progenies

Studies carried out by B6:
The evaluation of the susceptibility in breeding populations of maritime pine for volume
and stem form was initiated in August 2011. Two year old seedlings, from ten half-sib
families (obtained from Escaroupim Tested Clonal Seed orchard—one and an half
generation) were used to evaluate the existence of different levels of resistance/tolerance
to the pinewood nematode (PWN). Four treatments (A- Inoculation with water; BInoculation of 250 PWN/ml; C- Inoculation of 500 PWN/ml; D- Inoculation of 750 PWN/ml)
were arranged in a split-plot under a randomized complete block design, using 60
plants/family distributed in four replications. The methodology for statistical analysis
followed the theory of mixed models, using SPSS software. Results were evaluated
several times until seedling death. As response data (binary and ordinal) type is
categorical, logistic regression models are being applied. This study, based on 2012
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observations and results, is totally included in a student’s MSc thesis, submitted to the
Technical University of Lisbon, Instituto Superior de Agronomia (Bruno Ribeiro).
c)

Symptom development in Pinus pinaster adult trees

Studies carried out by B6 and B7:
This study was developed in two different field sites: Comporta and Mortágua in Portugal.
At Comporta, 57 (dead trees) from the 504 candidate trees, from the resistance breeding
program, were evaluated for the presence of nematode. Data were collected at five
different height tree positions (DBH, middle trunk, base, middle and top of the crown).
Since accuracy of detection is of major importance, two different PWN identification
methods were compared. ITS-PCR based method applied directly to wood from adult
maritime pine trees was tested and compared with a standard morphological identification
method. The results showed that the use of PCR to detect the pathogen provided more
rapid and accurate results, in comparison to the morphological method. Thus, this method
is suitable to be used in the survey of the breeding population for resistance/tolerance to
PWD. Significant results, such as evaluation of field visual symptoms in trees, were related
to the presence/ absence of PWN, by application of standard morphological observations
and molecular biology techniques, resulting in a publication. At Mortágua region, wood
slices from different tree heights obtained from symptomatic and phenotypically healthy
trees were collected to evaluate the potential presence of PWN in asymptomatic trees.
Results are being analysed.
Highlights: This study resulted in a publication, which is under revision in Forest
Pathology:
Ribeiro, B.; Espada, M.; Vu, T.; Nóbrega, F.; Mota, M.; Carrasquinho, I. 2012. Pine wilt
disease: detection of the pinewood nematode (Bursaphelenchus xylophilus) as a
tool for pine breeding program
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Task 6.1.2. Comparison of the transcriptomes of Pinus pinaster and resistant
genotypes of Pinus in response to Bursaphelenchus xylophilus infestation for
detection of ESTs and candidate genes involved in disease resistance to PWN.
To identify candidate genes involved in disease resistance to PWN, the transcriptomes of infested and
healthy tissues, collected from sensitive and resistant genotypes of Pinus sp will be sequenced, using ultra
high throughput pyrosequencing to identify, characterize and quantify the transcripts and putative candidate
genes involved in the molecular mechanism of response to biotic stress related with PWN infestation.
Different species of Pinus, namely P. pinea, P. halepensis and P. brutia will be assessed regarding its
susceptibility to PWN. The genotypes revealing the highest levels of resistance will be used for the
sequencing of transcriptomes.
Differential gene expression between resistant and sensitive species of Pinus, namely Pinus pinaster will be
used to generate Expression Sequence Tags (ESTs) and select candidate genes involved in disease
resistance to PWN. The ESTs will make possible discovery of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and
these genetic resources will be made available for association genetics approaches to management of PWN.
Conifers are difficult genetic organisms in many respects because of long generation times, large genomes,
lack of well-defined mutants and inefficiencies in transformation. However, their relatively undomesticated
condition and large unstructured natural populations provide an ideal situation for association genetics.
Linkage disequilibrium is expected to be limited in such populations, making a candidate-gene-based
approach optimal and certainly more feasible and cost-effective than a genome-scan approach. On average
the SNP frequency in conifer genome coding regions is in the order of 1 in 50 nucleotides. This is ample
polymorphism to conduct candidate-gene-based association studies. Initial studies in trees have found
ample nucleotide diversity in candidate genes to perform association studies and single nucleotide
polymorphisms have been associated with economic and adaptive traits. B6 to coordinate.

Studies were initiated on comparison of the transcriptomes of Pinus pinaster and resistant
genotypes of Pinus, namely on:
a) Identify candidate genes involved in disease resistance to PWN
b) Construction of cDNA libraries from sensitive and tolerant genotypes of Pinus
c) Symptom development in Pinus pinaster adult trees
Studies by all partners are still ongoing, so preliminary results are presented
a) Identify candidate genes involved in disease resistance to PWN
Studies carried out by B6:
The aim of this test was to compare the host tree response to Bursaphelenchus xylophilus
infestation with two inoculation techniques (cut and injection) and two nematode
concentrations (10 000 and 20 000 nematodes/ml) in Pinus pinaster, P. halepensis and
P. pinea branches, 2 and 4 days after inoculation.
To perform this study, three year old seedlings of Pinus pinaster and Pinus yunnanensis
(tolerant species) were used. A preliminary test with Pinus branches was carried out with
the aim of assessing Bursaphelenchus xylophilus concentrations and inoculation
techniques.
Plant material
The study included 22cm terminal branches of P. pinaster, P. halepensis and P. pinea
trees, kept in an environmental growth chamber (Aralab Fitoclima 15000EG), with 65%
RH, photoperiod of 16 h/day (Osram lamps L58 W/840 cool white) and 22°C (Figure 6.1).
Inoculations were performed in 1 year old branches and branches of the current year.
Samples were collected for each species in the same individual, in order to minimize
genetic variation. For each treatment, 8 replicates were used.
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Figure 6.1 - Terminal branches in growth chamber
Nematode culture
Small square pieces of Potato Dextrose Agar with Botrytis cinerea and B. xylophilus,
grown at 24/25°C for 14 days, were transferred to test tubes with barley grains previously
double autoclaved. B. xylophilus geographical isolate HF (from Setubal Region, Portugal)
was cultured and placed inside the referred test tubes, after which they were incubated
under the same conditions as before. The multiplied nematodes were extracted using a
modified Baermann funnel technique prior to inoculation. Inoculations were performed
using 0.1 ml of a nematode suspension with 10,000 and 20,000 nematodes/ml.
Inoculation Techniques
Two inoculation techniques were employed: cut with scalpel with cotton fabric and injection
using a Terumo® insulin syringe with 0.4 x 12 mm needle (Figure 6.2). In both techniques,
the inoculation area was wrapped with Parafilm® in order to prevent tissue desiccation.

Figure 6.2 – Inoculation techniques
Some preliminary results show that inoculation using a scalpel cut was the techique that
allowed the best nematode progression in all tested cuttings and the optimal nematode
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concentration was 20,000/ml for the 3 tree species. P. pinaster was the more sensitive to
nematode progression compared to P. halepensis (Figure 6.3).

Figure 6.3 – Nematode number related to Inoculation technique and nematode
concentration
b) Construction of cDNA libraries from sensitive and tolerant genotypes of Pinus
Studies carried out by B6:
Currently there are 34 cDNA libraries that will be sequenced using ultra high throughput
pyrosequencing to identify, characterize and quantify the transcripts and putative
candidate genes involved in the molecular mechanism of response to biotic stress related
to PWN infestation (B6).
The plant material used for RNA isolation was collected from an inoculation test performed
with Bursaphelenchus xylophilus in three year old seedlings of P. pinaster and
P. yunnanensis, used as tolerant species, according to Evans et al., (1996). The test
consisted of inoculation of 30 plants: 15 of P. Pinaster and 15 of P. yunnanensis, including
also 4 plants that were not inoculated (2 of each species), to be used as untreated
controls. The plants were first wounded and then inoculated with a suspension of 2,000
nematodes in 100 µL of water (20,000 nematodes/ml). The collections for RNA isolation
were done at 5 different time-points after inoculation: 6hours, 24hours, 48hours, 7and
15days. Total RNA was isolated using the protocol of Reid et al., 2006, Plant Biology 6:27,
followed by the digestion with DNase - kit da Ambion and final RNA Cleanup using
RNeasy Plant Mini Kit, Quiagen.
After RNA isolation, the cDNA synthesis was performed using the Kit ImProm-II TM
Reverse Transcription System, consisting on the experimental reactions presented in
Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1 – Experimental reaction used for cDNA synthesis.

Figure 6.4 (left figure) – RNA isolated at 5 time-points after inoculation: T1=6h; T2= 24h;
T3=48h; T4=7d e T5= 15d).
Figure 6.5 (right figure) cDNA of Pinus pinaster (Pp) e Pinus yunnanensis. The yellow
lettering corresponds to the non inoculated samples that will be used as controls.
The two experimental reactions presented in Table 6.1, were mixed for a total volume of
20 µl for the reverse transcription with the following program in the thermocycler: 1 Anneal at 25ºC for 5 minutes; 2 – Extend the first strand for 60 minutes at 42ºC; 3 – Heatinactivate the ImPromII Reverse Transcriptase by incubating at 70ºC for 15 minutes.
The quality and concentration of RNA was adequate for the construction of cDNA libraries
(Figure 6.4 and 6.5, Table 6.2).
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Table 6.2 – RNA concentrations

Task 6.2 Testing of resistance of Pinus spp to PWN insect vectors
Task 6.2.1 Evaluation of resistance level and identification of resistance markers
during the maturation feeding phase by Monochamus spp. on cut shoots
Preliminary bioassays will be carried out on cut pine shoots to provide initial screening for possible
resistance to young Monochamus adults during their maturation feeding phase. The beetles will be obtained
from intensive laboratory rearing. Pine shoots from different origins will be tested using a hierarchical
approach, i.e. pine species > provenances > families. B6 will use plant material from different Pinus pinaster
and P. pinea provenance trials. Families will also be studied in P. pinaster half-sib progeny trials. A subsample of trees will be submitted to different water supplies to test for genetic-environment effects on
resistance to Monochamus during the feeding phase. The relative amounts of bark fed upon will be used to
compare host preferences. Volatile organic compounds and bark extracts will be collected from the same
pine shoots and analyzed at the laboratory (GC/HPLC – MS) to search for biochemical markers of pine
resistance. B6 to coordinate.
To be done in Year 1 and Year 2

Major organizational changes in the former INRB (now INIAV) have taken place in 2011/
2012 with significant consequences on expected working capacity. Therefore for Volatile
organic compounds and bark extracts it is necessary to appoint a new sub-contractor with
the necessary skills to this Task, with consequent delay of programmed work.
Task 6.2.2 Evaluation of resistance level and identification of resistance markers
during the maturation feeding phase by Monochamus spp. on seedling trees
Depending on results from the preliminary screening, further tests will be carried out to determine whether
potential resistance is maintained when seedling trees under a range of environmental conditions are
subjected to Monochamus spp. feeding pressure. The use of seedling trees with intact root systems will
remove the possible influence of reduced water supply and plant stress that may have influenced the results
from Task 6.1.1. The same methods will be employed to identify putative biochemical markers of pine
resistance. B6 to coordinate.
To be done in Year 1 and Year 2
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This work is dependent on increased collaboration between partners involved in this task,
namely B4 and B9.
Task 6.2.3 Evaluation of resistance level and identification of resistance markers
during the reproductive phase.
Comparative studies of host selection will be conducted using mature adults after mating. Pines to be tested
will include species such as P. pinaster, P. pinea, P. halepensis, P. eldarica, P. brutia and P. sylvestris,
among others. Oviposition preferences will be determined in replicated no-choice tests, and subsequent
hatching of the eggs and development of the larvae will be followed. Morphological characteristics of the
pines, such as bark thickness and wood density, as well as resin duct density and movement of the
nematode, will be correlated with the results on host selection and suitability. If appropriate, chemical studies
of volatiles and bark will be undertaken as above to search for any biochemical markers associated with the
preferences observed. The preference of the vector to lay eggs in maritime pine logs with and without the
presence of PWN will be determined similarly. B6 to coordinate.

Major organizational changes in the former INRB (now INIAV) have taken place in 2011/
2012 with significant consequences on expected working capacity. Therefore it is
necessary to appoint a new sub-contractor with the necessary skills to this Task, with
consequent delay of programmed work. Consequently, plans have been made to
commence the experiments in parallel with those in 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 (from 2013).
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Task 6.3 Breeding for Resistance to PWN Disease
Task 6.3.1. Estimation of genetic parameters of pine resistance to PWN insect
vectors
Both direct (damage) and indirect (biochemical markers) resistance parameters will be estimated to evaluate
the relevance of tree breeding as preventive control method of PWN disease. Variability, heritability and
genetic correlations (e.g. between resistance and growth parameters) will be estimated in genetic field trials
(e.g. progeny and diallel tests) to estimate genetic gains. B6 to coordinate.
To be done in Year 2 and Year 3

No work has been carried out to date.
Task 6.3.2 Hybridizations for resistance to PWN
Artificial F1 hybrid progenies within Mediterranean Pinus species will be assessed for expression of PWN
resistance. Pinus halepensis and P. brutia and P. eldarica referred as PWN resistant, and the Portuguese
native Pinus pinaster as sensitive. Crosses will be done between Pinus pinaster and P. halepensis, P. brutia,
P. eldarica and P. nigra, already established in Portugal. Foreign pollen of resistant Pinus species, not
available in Portugal, will be introduced for artificial crossing using P. pinaster as female genitor.
Inoculation tests with PWN will be done for assessment of susceptibility of the progenitors and F1 progenies
in the future. B6 to coordinate.

Studies carried out by B6:
The objective of this study is to perform artificial pollination between two pines to obtain
hybrid seedlings for resistance to Bursaphelenchus xylophilus.
The hybridization between P. pinaster x P. halepensis occurred in 2012 at Quinta do
Marquês located at Oeiras, Portugal. The trees that were selected as female and male
parents were young and medium age, parasite free, vigorous and with abundant flowers.
Pollination was carried out from 3th to 7th of March, with fresh pollen.
Male flowers of P. halepensis and female flowers of P. pinaster occurred simultaneously
and during female receptivity while pollen of P. pinaster was not yet dehiscent. Therefore,
in order to perform crosses between P. pinaster X P. halepensis next year (2013)
P. pinaster pollen has been collected, processed and stored (Figure 6.6).

Figure 6.6 – Pinus pinaster and P. halepensis phenology (Quinta do Marquês 2012)
As a precaution, female flowering cones were bagged after the third pollination (Figure
6.7). The needles were removed to accommodate the marked bags. The pollination bags
were removed after three weeks.
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Figure 6.7 – Female flowers with pollination bags
P. halepensis male strobili were removed from trees for pollen collection. At the laboratory
the pollen was filtered and dried at 27ºC to 20% moisture. Pollen was stored in labelled
vials at -80ºC to be used in future pollinations (Figure 6.8).

Figure 6.8 – Pollen handling at laboratory, pollen collection, filtrating, drying and storage at
-80ºC
Task 6.4 Potential of mosaics of tree species as a measure to reduce PWN impacts
in Portugal.
The mortality and severity of infection by the PWN will be investigated by field observations of wilt expression
in both monoculture stands and in mixed pine-other species forests in Portugal. Wilted trees will need to be
sampled for the presence of the PWN. Plots will be created within the pure and mixed stands,
georeferencing all trees and following their sanitary condition through the time, in order to detect differential
patterns of PWN infestation and tree mortality. B6 to coordinate.
To be done in Year 1, 2 and 3

Studies carried out by B6:
Two one hectare plots were established at maritime pine stands at Herdade da Comporta,
Setúbal District (initial PWN infested area, in 1999) and other two on Madeira Island. All
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pine trees included in the plots were geo-referenced, measured (DBH) and its
phytosanitary condition surveyed.
The layout of two of the plots is indicated in Figure 6.9, where the size of bubbles is related
to DBH.

e de Comporta

Madeira

Figure 6.9 – Tree distribution in the two plots
Sanitary conditions of the trees in the plots were quite different, as can be seen in Table
6.3, since in Herdade da Comporta most of the trees were already dead when it was
established, while at Madeira the plot mortality rate was much lower. This reveals the
impact of PWN in the mortality enhancement, either through trees killed by nematode
infestation or because scolytid bark beetle populations increase in these dead trees and
subsequently attack nearby healthy trees (Table 6.3).
Table 6.3 –Sanitary conditions of the trees

Plot

Healthy

Herdade da
Comporta
Madeira

170
355

No. Pine trees
Dead until
2012
274
36

Total
444
391

Future reports will include data from the other plots as well as the PWN infestation rates in
dead trees.
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WP7: Prediction of pine wilt expression across eco-climatic zones, taking account
of latency
Objectives
•

•
•

The process model developed in PHRAME will be extended, refined and a simplified
sub-model developed to provide assessment of the risk of pine wilt expression at a
range of scales and climate scenarios, current or future. This will include an economic
dimension to quantify the full impact of wilt expression.
The conditions that result in latent infestation of trees and delayed expression of wilt
will be investigated and quantified through the model approach, leading to improved
sampling methods accounting for latency.
A PWN range-expansion model taking into account both vector and human influences
for possible long-range introductions will be developed, building on work in China.

Deliverables
D7.1: Refinement of core model: Refinement of the core model, including testing by end
users in the course of development. Month 35 – Progress reported
D7.2) Field verification of process model: Field experimentation to verify and refine the
process models with initial work in Portugal, followed by parallel experiments in Canada
and, if feasible in relation to inputs by REPHRAME researchers working in the country,
Japan. The latter will depend on practicality and potential for collaboration with research
groups in Japan under their ongoing research programmes. Month 36 – to be reported
later.
D7.3: Latency sub-model: Development of a sub-model to account for latency in wilt
expression. Month 35 to be reported later in the project but some first considerations in the
D7.1 report
D7.4: Analysis of PWN history in Portugal: Analysis of the history of infestation and wilt
expression in Portugal. Month 33 – to be reported later
D7.5: PWN spread model: Development of a PWN spread model taking into account
human influences. Month 35 – progress reported.
Progress
As stated in the contract, all the tasks of WP7 should be delivered at the end of the project
since results from other WPs are needed to refine the modelling. However, a description of
progress to date is given hereafter for each deliverable.
D7.1: Refinement of the core model (M35)
The process model developed in PHRAME is based on ForestETp, an existing, fully coupled, point scale and
daily time step soil-vegetation-atmosphere transfer (SVAT) model, which predicts vertical and lateral water
movement from soil, through the plant to the atmosphere, as well as gross primary productivity (GPP). Based
on the Penman-Monteith equation, the model simulates various terrestrial hydrology processes (rainfall
interception, vertical and lateral soil water movement, runoff, soil and canopy evaporation, and
photosynthesis-coupled transpiration) for a forest stand of known structure, growing in locally determined soil
and climate. Of specific relevance in the context of potential for PWN to induce wilt, is the model’s overall
capacity to describe the impacts of dynamic environmental drivers on the tree’s potential to produce
photosynthates and to utilise water, determined in particular by nutrient availability (light, water and nitrogen),
temperature and CO2 for both current and, particularly, future climatic conditions.
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As part of a larger mechanistic model (ForestGROWTH), units of net carbon/units of water outputted by
ForestETp at the tree level, are dynamically allocated to a number of tree compartments (stems, branches,
foliage, fine and coarse roots). In wood, C units are further sub-divided between different tissue types
(meristematic, conductive, support and storage).
In a new approach to understanding and predicting the impacts of PWN on living trees, ForestGROWTH has
been extended to allow simulation of host tree-PWN pathogen interactions principally by simulating the
extent of xylem cavitation. The model includes a number of assumptions concerning the dynamics of PWN
after introduction to a susceptible tree (i.e. intrinsic susceptibility combined with environmental susceptibility).
Assumption 1. The PWN population will increase at known rates as a function of environmental drivers (e.g.
internal tree temperature driven by air temperature).
Assumption 2. Once PWN is introduced into the living host tree, it can distribute throughout the tree.
Assumption 3. Following infestation, the host tree will change its biomass allocation strategies; consuming
reserves of non-structural carbon to activate defence responses to the PWN. In the longer term, carbon
remobilisation from storage also contributes to lowering host resistance, reducing the reserves available for
flushing and re-growth in the year following infestation (a factor in latency of expression of pine wilt).
Assumption 4. The host tree becomes vulnerable to irreversible cavitation due to the direct and indirect
effects of PWN, arising from PWN consumption/destruction of living cells, release and movement of
cytoplasm containing molecules possibly inducing embolism (i.e. tannins) or cavitation (i.e. monoterpenoids)
acting on tracheids in the xylem. When cavitation occurs, water conductance is compromised in some or all
of the xylem portion where it occurs and is measured as negative xylem water potential.
Assumption 5. By directly and negatively affecting tree ecophysiology in advance of visual symptoms being
observed, PWN leads to host death where, either in combination, or whichever occurs sooner:
• Net photosynthesis is less than respiration and growth maintenance costs over a threshold number of days.
• Irreversible cavitation accumulates over a threshold value above which the host tree cannot maintain the
minimum necessary transpiration of water to the crown.
No assumptions are made about the number of maturation feeding events by the vector: their timing and
number of nematodes are model input parameters.
Task 7.1.1 Refinement of the core model
B1 will carry out refinement of the model, both to improve and verify its predictions and also to produce a
simplified version (PHRAME light) to enable non-specialist users to input parameters to test ‘what-if’
scenarios of regional impacts of PWN under current and future climates. Forward prediction to account for
future climates will be a core activity for both the full and ‘light’ models, and will count on the collaboration of
B7, following up on the predictive model (scenario) elaborated under PHRAME, in 2005/ 2006. Most of the
initial effort will be in testing the sensitivity of the model to the quality of data inputs and assessing which can
be reduced or approximated without compromising the quality of the outputs. Working with economists in
Forest Research, the model will be extended to assess the economic, as well as environmental, impacts of
PWN.

Work carried out by B1
1- General summary of progress:
Two process based models, EvapoTransPiration (ETP) and Forest Growth (FG),
developed by Forest Research and later modified by Ikegami (2008) and in the EU
PHRAME project (2007) have been evaluated. Links between the literature and the
modifications made to the models by Ikegami are discussed. Both models utilize the
results of Ikeda (1996) and Kuroda (1988), (1989) and (1991), where the responses in
water potential of pine trees following infestation by pinewood nematodes are observed
and evaluated.
The modified models are run using climate data for Europe and the output obtained is in
agreement with observations in these regions. These simulations demonstrate how
sensitive the models are to their parameters.
In relation to use by non-specialists, the modified models in their current form are not userfriendly. Numerous parameters need to be specified in order to perform simulations. In
order to produce a user-friendly version a sensitivity analysis is being carried out, but this,
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followed by refinement, on both models would be very time consuming. Evaluation of
which model is more accurate, by comparing output from the two models, suggests that
the ETP model will be easier to refine and simplify, however, certain outputs, e.g. carbon
storage, is only available using the FG model.
2- Since November 2011:
Much time has been spent reading the literature available that deals with pine wilt disease
and pine wood nematodes as well as tree physiology. In order to understand the
processes being simulated by the model it was vital to gain an understanding of the
processes involved in the cycle of water through the soil-tree-atmosphere continuum and
the processes taking place within a tree that is experiencing water stress. Landsberg and
Sands (2011), Salisbury and Ross (1991) and Borghetti, Grace and Raschi (1993) in
particular provide a good basis for understanding the concepts that are utilised in all of the
process-based models. In addition to this, knowledge on the development and spread of
pine wilt disease and the migration and behaviour of pine wood nematodes within a tree
was essential. There is vast and detailed literature available that addresses pine wilt
disease and/or pine wood nematodes. The work of Kuroda (1988), (1989) and (1991),
Fukuda (1997), Ichihara, Fukuda and Suzuki (2000), and Zhao, Futai, Sutherland and
Takeuchi (2008) is particularly useful.
The modifications made, during the PHRAME project, to the original process based
models were based on many results in the literature that discuss the change in water
potential inside a tree experiencing pine wilt disease; Ikeda (1996) and Ikegami et al.
(2008). It has been observed (Ikeda (1996) and Kuroda (1988), (1989) and (1991)) that a
tree infested with pinewood nematodes will lose 50% of its conductivity (due to cavitation
in the xylem) at a higher pressure (corresponding to a lower tension) than in a healthy tree.
Ikegami models this idea by shifting the “percentage loss in conductivity” curve and slope
depending on many different parameters that the user is able to specify; number of
nematodes inoculated, resistance of the tree, virulence of nematodes, maximum growth
rate of nematodes, carrying capacity of the tree etc. A tree with low resistance, inoculated
with a high number of virulent nematodes would lose 50% of its conductivity at a much
lower tension than say a relatively resistant tree inoculated with a few, low virulent,
nematodes.
Understanding the interaction between the presence of the nematode and the rate of
cavitation and reduction in water potential is crucial in understanding the modified models.
Since November 2011, the Forest ETP and Forest Growth models, developed by Forest
Research, have been studied in detail. By modifying parameters and running the models
for both monthly and daily climate data, it has been possible to analyse and compare the
outputs that these two models produce. In addition to this, the modified versions of these
two models that were developed in the PHRAME project (2007) have been evaluated. Two
modules were developed in the PHRAME project; a water potential module and a
pathogen module. The same water potential module is used in both the modified ETP
model and the modified FG model. However, the pathogen module differs between the
two. The ETP model is a static model, while the FG model is dynamic. During the
development process it was assumed that the tree resistance to nematodes was also
dynamic and hence this was incorporated into the development of the pathogen module
for the FG model.
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Simulations carried out in REPHRAME confirm that the results published in the PHRAME
final report were obtained using the modified ETP model. Modifications were also made to
the FG model although, at this stage in the project, it is not clear to what extent these
results are valid.
Work has begun on refining the core model developed in the PHRAME project. Output of
the modified ETP model appears to be very sensitive to the parameters used in the
pathogen module. Furthermore, work is still underway to determine precisely the range of
values for this parameter to compare with the outputs generated in the PHRAME project. A
sensitivity analysis is being carried out to determine exactly what parameters, when
modified, result in significant changes in the output. Work has begun towards performing a
basic sensitivity analysis using the software GEM-SA (Gaussian Emulation Machine for
Sensitivity Analysis) which can be downloaded from http://ctcd.group.shef.ac.uk/gem.html.
It can perform uncertainty analysis and sensitivity analysis using far fewer code runs than
Monte-Carlo based methods.
To run the software, ranges of values for the parameters are needed. It is unclear how
some of these parameters were obtained and hence determining maximum and minimum
values for these parameters is proving difficult. This will be discussed at the October
REPHRAME meeting to help determine possible values for the model parameters. Once
valid ranges for the parameters have been obtained. a full sensitivity analysis can be
performed to determine and refine key parameter values. This will be a crucial step in
producing a simplified version of the model produced in the PHRAME project.
3- Simulations and results using the modified ETP model
This section demonstrates the output from the modified ETP model (with pathogen and
water potential modules) for different regions in Europe. Extensive daily climate data are
available on the Internet for numerous locations in Europe. We have obtained climate data
from http://www.geodata.us/weather/ whose source is the National Climatic Data Centre
(http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/), which provides global data from as far back as 1977. We
have also used climate data from the European Climate Assessment and Dataset
(ECA&D) (available at http://eca.knmi.nl) for countries with missing data in the first source.
The following graphs (Figures 7.1 and 7.2) display some of the outputs from the modified
ETP model for Lisbon in Portugal. One of the parameters that the user can set in the
pathogen module is the maximum growth rate of the nematodes. The model output is
particularly sensitive to this parameter. In the two simulations performed to obtain the data
in Figures 7.1 and 7.2, all parameters and input were identical except that for simulation 1
Max Growth rate was set to be 1.7, while for simulation 2, max growth rate was set as 1.8.
In the simulations that follow that the x-axis represents Julian day and all simulations are
run over 3 years. Furthermore, note that the unit for leaf water potential is MPa (Mega
Pascals) while xylem conductivity is expressed as a proportion (0-1). For some graphs
(where specified), nematode number has been adjusted to allow comparison between all
outputs.
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Figure 7.1: Output from Simulation 1 at Lisbon with Max Growth Rate=1.7.

Figure 7.2: Output from Simulation 2 at Lisbon with Max Growth Rate=1.8
When max growth rate is fixed at 1.7, the nematode numbers peak shortly after
inoculation. However, following this, the numbers decay quite quickly and the nematodes
die out. Xylem conductance also dips slightly directly after inoculation with nematodes;
however, the xylem conductance does recover. Leaf water potential decays to a minimum
each summer but recovers each autumn.
Simulation 2 shows quite a contrast to simulation 1. In order to compare the three outputs
together on one graph the nematode number has been scaled down, i.e. Figure 7.2
displays nematode number divided by 100000. Leaf water potential is cut-off at around
Julian day 244, since after this point it becomes -100 and stays at this value thereafter. It is
clear from simulation 2 that when maximum nematode growth rate is increased to 1.8 the
ability of the tree to transport water to its leaves is seriously compromised. This would be
interpreted as certain death for a tree due to pine wilt disease.
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This example demonstrates the sensitivity of the model to one parameter only. There are
numerous parameters, many of which may have a similar effect on the output.
Furthermore, there may be interactions between parameters, such that changing certain
parameters on their own may not have any effect, but when they are changed together it
can have a dramatic effect on the output.
In order to use this model to determine/predict the spread of pine wilt disease and the
ability of a tree at a specific location with a specific climate to survive infestation by pine
wood nematodes, it is vital that the values used for the parameters are valid or can be
justified. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 have demonstrated that, even an apparently small change in
the nematode growth parameter can mean the difference between death and survival of a
tree.
For the next simulation, the same parameters are employed, i.e. max growth rate is fixed
at 1.8. For Portugal, which is experiencing pine wilt disease, the output in Figure 7.2 is
supported by field observation of tree mortality. To provide a different climate zone, the
ETP model has also been run using climate data for Sunne in Sweden. This is a region
that, from the literature, should not suffer pine wilt disease in general. Figure 7.3 shows the
output from the ETP model.

Figure 7.3: Output from Simulation 3 at Sunne with Max Growth Rate=1.8.
There are significant differences between Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.2. All parameters were
kept the same, i.e. the only difference between simulation 2 and simulation 3 is the climate
data used. One can observe, from Figure 7.3, that nematode number decreases almost as
soon as they are inoculated. The xylem conductance dips slightly following inoculation, but
recovers over the winter. Leaf water potential decreases during summer months, as to be
expected, but recovers each year. One can deduce from Figure 7.3 that a tree infested
with pine wood nematodes in Sunne is not likely to succumb to pine wilt disease. However,
further simulations with changes to a wide range of parameters are required to determine
whether there are any conditions likely to result in tree death, due to pine wilt disease, in
Sunne. It follows that there is a need to obtain a “base set” of parameters in order to
compare simulations.
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The next simulation (using the parameters as fixed in simulations 2 and 3) uses climate
data for Madeira. Madeira is experiencing very destructive pine wilt disease.

Figure 7.4: Output from Simulation 4 at Madeira with Max Growth Rate=1.8.
Figure 7.4 displays nematode number divided by 100000 and leaf water potential has
been cut-off at Julian day 244 as was done in the output of simulation 2. The output from
simulation 4 is very similar to that of simulation 2 (for Lisbon). The only significant
difference being that nematode numbers remain higher for longer periods in Madeira. This
suggests that pine wood nematodes are more likely to colonise and breed in a susceptible
tree on Madeira than at Lisbon.
Although the outcome from this simulation is the same for a stand of trees at both Madeira
and at Lisbon (death by pine wilt disease), if the parameters were different, it might be
possible to observe a stand of trees at Lisbon surviving pine wilt disease while a stand at
Madeira would not. The example below demonstrates this.
Two simulations have been performed for Madeira and Lisbon with all parameters the
same as the previous simulation except that inoculation number is set to 0.15 (previously
0.25) per gram of wood. In the output below, nematode number at Madeira (Number of
Nematodes (M)) divided by 20000 has been plotted and Leaf water potential cut-off at 9.77MPa.
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Figure 7.5: Output from Simulations 5 & 6 (Lisbon and Madeira) with inoculation number
set at 0.15 per gram of wood.
By reducing the number of nematodes inoculated at both Lisbon and Madeira it has been
possible to observe that, under certain conditions, a stand at Madeira will succumb to pine
wilt disease while a stand at Lisbon can survive inoculation by pine wood nematodes.
Finally, an example to demonstrate that, under certain conditions, a tree inoculated by pine
wood nematodes can survive the first summer (and possibly show no signs of infestation)
after inoculation but be killed in the following growing season. This is a particularly
important feature and understanding this pattern is crucial in tracking infestation rates and
potentially eradicating pine wilt disease from a stand. At the end of a growing season,
dead and dying trees would be removed before the following growing season in order to
stop the spread of both the vector and nematode. It would be assumed that by autumn any
healthy looking trees would be nematode free. However, if there is latency in symptom
development arising from pine wood nematode infestation in some trees, these may be
ignored and be colonised by Monochamus vectors which could emerge during the
following summer.
In the following simulation all parameters were kept as they were in simulation 2 except
day of inoculation, which was increased to Julian day 197 (previously 180).
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Figure 7.6: Output from Simulation 7 at Lisbon with inoculation day set at 197 Julian day.
Comparing Figure 7.6 with Figure 7.2, it is apparent that when a tree in Lisbon was
inoculated at Julian day 180, the tree lost all of its conductivity by Julian day 245. When a
tree in Lisbon was inoculated at Julian day 197, it lost all of its conductivity at Julian day
476, i.e. in the following year. Simulation 7 has demonstrated that it is possible to have a
delay in expression of the disease by a whole growing season depending on the
conditions.
There may be changes to other parameters that would result in a delay in the development
of pine wilt disease. Further work is required to determine the conditions that result in the
latency of the symptoms of pine wilt disease in order to identify regions and situations
where this pattern might occur. This addresses the third deliverable in work package 7
(D7.3); the development of a latency sub-model.
4- Simulations and results using the modified FG model
Modifications were also made to the FG model to include the presence of nematodes
inside a tree. The modifications were more complex than the modifications made to the
ETP model; the FG model is dynamic and hence any modifications have to take account of
this. Although both models are mentioned in the PHRAME report, the simulations and
results are mainly the output of the ETP model. Output from the FG model varies
somewhat to similar output produced by the ETP model.
In an attempt to compare the two models, all possible parameters were set equal in the
two models and the same climate data were used. There are substantially more
parameters used in the FG model compared with the ETP model. Hence, it is not possible
to have the two models beginning their simulations at exactly the same state. The FG
model assumes that a stand of trees contain many different sizes/ages of trees and hence
splits the stand into dominant trees, co-dominant trees and the rest, all of which require
specific information for their properties. For the ETP model, the user inputs average values
for tree height, diameter, and root/leaf/branch mass etc.; far less data than is required for
the FG model. Furthermore, since the FG model is dynamic and calculates the energy
used/made at each time point, it requires information on the structure of the tree, e.g.
Stem/leaf/root/ base and construction respiration, fibre density, starch density, carbon
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relocation ratio, pipe efficiency, winter embolism, cell wall width and many more.
Estimating these quantities is very difficult. There are data available for some, but a
general user would not have access to such detailed information. This model is not as
user-friendly as the ETP model and refining this model would be much more difficult than
refining the ETP model.
Both models were run using climate data for Braganca in Portugal. All parameters
common to both models were set to the same values. Below is the output of the two
simulations:

Figure 7.7: Output from Simulation 8 at Braganca using the ETP model.

Figure 7.8: Output from Simulation 9 at Braganca using the FG model.
Note that in Figure 7.7, number of nematodes/1000 is plotted. In Figure 7.8 number of
nematodes /10000 is plotted and xylem conductivity multiplied by 10. One can see from
Figures 7.7 and 7.8 that initially, when the number of nematodes rapidly increases, a sharp
drop in both the xylem conductivity and the leaf water potential is observed, where xylem
conductivity becomes zero and leaf water potential reaches -100MPa for periods of over
100 days. This is interpreted as death by pine wilt disease. However, the output from the
Forest Growth model seems to suggest that a pine tree in Braganca, that has completely
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lost all of its conductivity (for periods of over 100 days), will recover! In reality, this would
be impossible. However by simply stopping the output once a tree has died, then
Figure7.8 can give useful information about the processes occurring in a tree following
infestation with pine wilt disease.
The Forest Growth model is an extension of the ETP model and should be more realistic.
However, with regards to developing a latency sub-model, the output in Figure 7.8
suggests that the FG model would not be able to accurately model delayed development
of pine wilt disease.
Storage Carbon is an output of the FG model that is not available as an output of the ETP
model. We have not used this output in Figure 7.8 as we can not compare it with the ETP
model. However, changes in storage carbon over time might be an interesting output to
consider, which would require refinement and use of the FG model.
5- Remarks
The main progress since the beginning of the project has been on deliverable D7.1. Some
consideration has been given to Deliverable D7.3, however progress on this deliverable
will depend heavily on the completion of deliverable D7.1. Refinement of the core model
must be completed before work on a latency sub-model can begin.
A large part of the time has been spent reading literature on the background of pine wilt
disease as well as getting familiar with physiology of trees, which is key to understanding
the process based models developed by Forest Research.
Understanding the ideas and concepts of the modifications made to the process based
models during the PHRAME project (2007) is an important step in the refining process. It is
now possible to make links between results in the literature and the modifications that
were made during the PHRAME project. Substantial reductions in water conductivity and
water potential are significant occurrences in the development of pine wilt disease.
Furthermore, the rate and amount at which a tree loses its conductivity can be linked to the
number of nematodes present in the tree, virulence of the nematodes, resistance of the
tree etc. Ikegami (2008) created sub models that shift the percentage loss in conductivity
curve depending on various properties of the nematodes and tree. His models depend on
many parameters, some of which are not easy to estimate. Hence the need for a
sensitivity analysis to determine exactly what parameters the model is sensitive to. We
have already seen from the simulations above that the models are very sensitive to some
parameters. Comparing the output of these simulations to the output of a sensitivity
analysis is a useful way to ensure that the sensitivity analysis is valid and will aid in
development of a simplified model.
Clearly, the models are also sensitive to their input, in this case, climatic data. At the
moment, the simulations have been run using daily data over 3 years. Realistically, this
detail of input would be impossible for a general user to obtain and so it is also necessary
to determine what are the minimal inputs needed to provide a realistic simulation. The
climate data currently required are: mean temperature (°C), maximum temperature (°C),
minimum temperature (°C), wind speed (ms-1), humidity (%), precipitation (mm) and
incoming radiation (MJm-2). It has been suggested that summer temperature and
precipitation are the key inputs that determine the development of pine wilt disease. If this
can be demonstrated, then it will allow for the development of simplified models where the
user requires only basic information about the climate of a region to run them.
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Sensitivity analysis and refinement of the models will aid the decision on which models to
employ for end users in the future. From the simulations above, the ETP model seems to
be the more accurate model to use. However, the FG model is an extension of ETP model
and should be more realistic. The FG model would also provide additional outputs (e.g.
carbon allocation)that cannot be obtained from the ETP model. Performing a sensitivity
analysis on the FG model will take substantially more time than for the ETP model due to
the many extra parameters that the FG model uses. Decisions on whether the extra effort
is justified will be made as the project progresses.
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Work carried out by B7
B7 collaborated with B1 for providing climatic data. See the description of the work given
for task 7.1.4, part 1.
D 7.2 Field experimentation of process model
Task 7.1.2 Field experimentation to verify and refine the process models
B1 will work with B6 and with researchers in North America and, using visits by researchers from
REPHRAME augmented, if possible by existing research work being carried out by local Japanese research
groups (to be investigated as part of international collaboration), Japan and to carry out field inoculations to
verify the predictions of the model under conditions where wilt is expected (Japan and Portugal) and where
no wilt is expected (North America). Inoculated trees will be instrumented to measure key physiological
parameters of host trees and to link directly to onset of easily assessed field parameters, such as resin flow
and detection of PWN using sensitive molecular techniques (see WP2).

No progress reported here but there are no delays because the work is planned for later in
the project.
D 7.3 Latency sub-model (M35)
Task 7.1.3 Development of a sub-model to account for latency in wilt expression
Both the core model and field experimentation in ‘non-wilt’ and marginal wilt areas will explore the conditions
under which either delayed onset of wilt (latency) or non-wilt (eco-climatic resistance) in intrinsically
susceptible trees is likely to occur. This will include both tree physiological parameters and climate-site
interactions that are the core drivers of the process model. Outputs from the model will be particularly linked
to WP1 and WP5. B1 will work closely with all Beneficiaries to develop the sub-model.

Some progress has already been reported in task 7.1.1. Simulations using the ETP model,
where inoculation day was varied, have demonstrated the potential for latency in
development of the disease arising from some environmental and tree-based variables.
This is a first step in considering what variables may affect latency.
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D7.4: Analysis of the PWN history in Portugal (M33)
To contribute to the refinement of the process model for prediction of wilt, B6 will compile all available
information on the spatio-temporal evolution of pine wilt in the affected region south of Lisbon since its
appearance in 1999. Information such as yearly accumulation of felled wilted and dead trees and the number
of trees estimated to be affected by the nematode will be correlated with forest characteristics (species
diversity, density, age, area) and geographic location (soil, climate). This information will be used to improve
the wilt prediction model and compare its predictions with actual observations over time in Portugal.
The model will incorporate information from other existing models such as the detection-eradication model
from Okland et al, which is adapted to northern areas without a suitable climate for PWD, although it can be
adjusted to regions where the potential of PWN is present, being a tool in the work to evaluate surveys and
eradication strategies for current infestations in southern Europe (Okland et al., A simulation model approach
to evaluate the chance of eradicating an introduction of the pine wood nematode – in prep.). Cross-linkage to
other models, such as CLIMEX® will also be made, particularly by collaboration with researchers in
Australia, where valuable interactions through the EU Marie-Curie project TRANZFOR will facilitate direct
contact and exchange. Each of these will link to the economic consequences of the model outcomes.
All tasks under 7.1 will commence in Year 1 and continue through the full duration of the project, with
deliverables at country level initially for all EU Member States and, through the delivery and testing of the
evolving versions of the model, at more local scales and levels of detail by interaction with NPPOs in each
country expressing interest in obtaining customised outputs.

This task is divided into three parts:
Part 1: High resolution climatic datasets
Part 2: Bioclimatic models for PWD in Portugal
Part 3: Compilation of historical data about the PWD spread in Portugal
Partner B6 is helping to get the historical data and another partner, B7, is mainly doing the
modelling work for this task.

Part 1: High resolution climate datasets
Work carried out by B7
1- Summary of progress:
Under Work Package 7 of REPHRAME, one of the tasks of the climate team is the supply
of climate services, based on field data and/or climate model outputs. The climate team
developed, during the reporting period, the following activities:
a) Integration of climate data, namely monthly mean values of maximum and minimum
temperatures and monthly precipitation totals, computed from daily observations in 20
climatological stations covering continental Portugal, in a GIS, Arcgis 10.
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Station
CABO CARVOEIRO
CABO da ROCA
CARAMULO
ELVAS
EVORA
FARO
GUARDA
LISBOA
MERTOLA
MONCHIQUE
MONTALEGRE
PENHAS DOURADAS
PORTO
SAGRES
SANTAREM
VILA REAL

Latitude Longitude
39.349911 -9.399975
38.780444 -9.498883
40.571739 -8.170611
38.880216 -7.163673
38.570921 -7.909052
37.019175 -7.930371
40.538375 -7.266142
38.723835 -9.139766
37.641515 -7.660666
37.317988 -8.556171
41.827408 -7.787512
40.406618 -7.565057
41.164774 -8.603097
37.009849 -8.936491
39.236491 -8.686607
41.301035 -7.742235

b) Interpolation of the mentioned monthly climatic data to a high resolution (1 Km) grid,
using the Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) method. The interpolation has been
performed using the referred climate data set, for the period 1970-2000 (Figure 7.9).

Figure 7.9: Mean temperature in June over 1970-2000.
c) Average temperatures, estimated for a ten year period (2000-2009), based on remote
sensing data obtained from MODIS and auxiliary data using a statistical approach. The
data are weekly 1 km estimates, that accurately describe intra- and inter-annual
temporal and spatial patterns of air temperatures. This data set was made available to
the modelling team (Dr. Paulo Pereira).
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Reference publication: A. Benali, A.C. Carvalho, J.P. Nunes, N. Carvalhais, A. Santos,
2012. Estimating air surface temperature in Portugal using MODIS LST data.
RemoteSensing of Environment124 (2012) 108–121.
d) Acquisition of a high resolution data set (0.2º x 0.2º), of daily gridded precipitation data
over continental Portugal, covering the period from 1950 to 2000.
Reference publication: Margarida Belo-Pereira, Emanuel Dutra and Pedro Viterbo,
2011.Evaluation of global precipitation data sets over the Iberian Peninsula. JGR,
vol.116, D20101, doi:10.1029/2010JD015481, 2011.
e) Development of a downscaling methodology, of monthly precipitation and temperature
data, based on canonical correlation analysis (CCA), with mean sea level pressure as
the predictor field. The method is complemented by the method of fragments to
accomplish downscaling to the daily scale. The model can be applied to future climate
projections, under different emission scenarios.
f)

Attending the Course: Data Analysis, applications to environmental Sciences
promoted by the Faculty of Sciences of the University of Lisbon, Institute of
Oceanography, from 18th to 21st June, 2012, coordinated by Professor Henrique
Cabral.

2- Significant results:
High resolution temperature and precipitation data sets, to be used in impact models.
3- The use of resources:
Resources consisted mainly on human resources, with contributions from a hired research
assistant, Regina Corte-Real, and other colleagues, SandroVeiga and Rong Zhang .
Part 2: Bioclimatic models for PWD in Portugal
Work carried out by B7
1- Summary of progress:
• Until March 2012: modelling based on rapid field assessment and data from
national authorities (positive and negative points for PWD).
• After April 2012: field sampling to refine quantitative data regarding the spread of
PWD in Portugal (more than 100 field samples so far).
• Remote sensing of PWD based on field work and Google earth
2- Previous PWD Models within the EU PHRAME project
Within PHRAME, various models based on climatic variables were done for Portugal.
2.1 Variables entering the models
For Portugal, 19 bioclimatic variables were derived from the previously described monthly
temperature and precipitation models, as described in the WORLDCLIM Project [RST –
1Km]
(1) BIO1 = Annual Mean Temperature
(2) BIO2 = Mean Diurnal Range (Mean of monthly (max temp – min temp))
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(3) BIO3 = Isothermality ((BIO2 / BIO7) x 100)
(4) BIO4 = Temperature Seasonality (standard deviation *100)
(5) BIO5 = Max Temperature of Warmest Month
(6) BIO6 = Min Temperature of Coldest Month
(7) BIO7 = Temperature Annual Range (BIO5 - BIO6)
(8) BIO8 = Mean Temperature of Wettest Quarter
(9) BIO9 = Mean Temperature of Driest Quarter
(10) BIO10 = Mean Temperature of Warmest Quarter
(11) BIO11 = Mean Temperature of Coldest Quarter
(12) BIO12 = Annual Precipitation
(13) BIO13 = Precipitation of Wettest Month
(14) BIO14 = Precipitation of Driest Month
(15) BIO15 = Precipitation Seasonality (Coefficient of Variation)
(16) BIO16 = Precipitation of Wettest Quarter
(17) BIO17 = Precipitation of Driest Quarter
(18) BIO18 = Precipitation of Warmest Quarter
(19) BIO19 = Precipitation of Coldest Quarter
Since bioclimatic models were developed in the previous EU project PHRAME and they
successfully predicted the PWD occurrence in Portugal (see Figures 7.10 and 7.11), the
same bioclimatic variables were considered in REPHRAME. The objective is now to refine
the model for specific years of interest.
2.2 Past models
These models assume that if water stress reduces tree resistance to infestation, trees
located in areas of high water stress will be more prone to die from PWD. In contrast, trees
that grow on sites of high suitability are expected to resist infestation. Thus, PHRAME
PWD ecological models assumed that:
(1) Tree death is a combination of infestation and low tree resistance
(2) Dry summers and low annual precipitation represent high environmental stress for P.
pinaster
(3) P. pinaster under environmental stress shows low productivity and more sensitivity to
PWD.
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Figure 7.10 – 2006 PWD predicting spreading models

Figure 7.11 – Dispersion prevision in 2006 versus actual dispersion (2008)
2.3 Comparison of PHRAME PWD models and eradication programme
When applied to 2006, the PWD models developed in PHRAME fit relatively well the
eradication plan in 2011 (Figure 7.12).
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PWD model 1

PWD model 2

Eradication program

Figure 7.12 - Results of 2006 versus eradication plan in 2011
3- 2011 models based on rapid assessment and eradication programme data
3.1 Data
Based on data from the PWN eradication programme and a rapid assessment strategy in
the field, a first attempt of modelling was carried out in relation to diagnosis of PWD
distribution in 2011. Two main approaches were considered:
‐ systematic sampling along main roads (IP3 and IC2) around Coimbra (centre of
Portugal): direct observation of Pinus pinaster dead trees (Figure 7.13 and 7.14).
‐ GIS data from national authorities were analyzed to complete the first approach
(Figure 7.14).
These data combined with field data result in a quantitative dataset that allows bioclimatic
modelling of PWD.
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Figure 7.13 – Rapid assessment of PWD in 2012 in the centre region of Portugal

Positive and negative PWD with MDT

Positive and negative PWD with Pinus
pinaster cover

Figure 7.14 – Positive and negative PWD based on AF information and field
confirmation
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3.2 Preliminary modelling in 2012
Table 7.1 – Presence absence model parameters
Coast distance<1,53e6

Contin>18,25

JMT>4

1

JMT<4

0,43
0

Contin<18,25
Coast
distance>1,53e6

Prec<1011
Prec>
1011

0,46

Sum
Prec<107

Sum
Prec>107

Alt>532

0,6

Alt<532

0,03

Cont<25

0,86

Cont>25

JMT<0,6
JMT>0,6

0,9
Sum Prec<59

0,52

Sum
Prec>59

0,99

Coast>6e6
Coatt<6e6

JMT<4
JMT>4

0,14
Sum
Prec<66

0,5

Sum
Prec>66

1

Table 7,2 Quantitative model
Sum
prec<24

Sum
prec>24

Cont<20

2,286

Cont>20

4,5

Prec<1010 Coast>1,44e6

0,04

Coast<1,44e6 Cont<18

0

Cont>18

1,6

Prec>1010 Sum prec>105
Sum
prec<105

1,24
Cont>24
Cont<24

0,45
Sum prec<69
Sum
prec>69

1,23
Coast>1,54e7

1,53

Coast<1,54e7

2,66

1: isolated trees: 2;>1% and <5%;3: >5% and <10%;4: >10% and <20%;5: >20% of trees infested by PWN
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With Pinus pinaster forest as black
dots
Figure7.15 - Presence absence model

With samples

With Pinus pinaster forest as black
dots
Figure 7.16 – Quantitative model
Purple (4) red (2,5) blue (1,5) gray (0)

With samples
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4- 2011 refined field work to quantitative modelling
After the first diagnostic modelling, the next step was to have fine resolution data to refine
modelling for each year in the past until the current year. We requested data from national
authorities to provide values for each year, especially at the spatial scale. To have
accurate quantitative data for modelling with the new set of climatic variables, intensive
field work has been done to have main tree cover data, percentage of Pinus pinaster dead
trees, photographs of pine tree forests and GPS positioning.
More than 100 points were done in the field using Field notes pro for Ipad.
In this report, mainly positive samples were documented, with more than 80 positive
samplings.
4.1 Results
We present some of the field results to show the actual picture of PWD in Portugal. They
are only a part (1/3) of all field samples. In Tables 7.3 to 7.14,Sb is Quercus suber, Pb is
Pinus pinaster, Az is Quercus rotundifolia, Cv is Quercus broteroi, Q. robur and Q.
pyrenaica, Eu is Eucalyptus globules, Pm is Pinus pinea
4.1.1 Alentejo region (interior)
Table 7.3 – GPS, cover and death trees for 6 sample points for Alentejo region
Locality

GPS

Cover

Lavre 1

(38.784695, 8.372077)
(38.798458, 8.377437)

Sb 70
Pb 10
Pb 40
Sb 30
Pm 5
Sb 40
Pb 30
Eu 10
Pm 5
Pm 70
Sb 20
Pb 5
Pb 80
Sb 10
Eu 5
Pm 50
Pb 30
Sb 20

Lavre 2
Lavre 3

(38.812851, 8.383126)

Santana do
Mato 1

(38.850826, 8.398238)

Santana do
Mato 2

(38.864189, 8.402803)

Santana do
Mato 3

(38.895878, 8.427113)
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Mortality
(trees, %)
1 death tree
<1%
5 death trees
1%

1 ha
sample
500x20

0 death trees
0%

500x20

1 death tree
<1%

500x20

3 death trees
<1%

200x50

20 eradicated
trees
1%

500x20

500x20

Locality
Lavre 1

Photo

Satellite

Lavre 2

Lavre 3

Santana do
Mato 1

Santana do
Mato 2

Santana do
Mato 3

Table 7.4 – Photographs and satellite images for 6 sample points in Alentejo region.
4.1.2 Alto Alentejo – Ribatejo Region
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Locality

GPS

Cover

Rebocho

(38.917530, 8.457455)

Pb 70
Pm 20
Sb 10
Eu 5

Quinta Grande (38.927963, 8.472224)

Pb 50
Pm 30
Sb 10
Eu 5
Pm 35
Pb 30
Sb 20
Pb 10

Coruche

(38.940487, 8.490056)

Santo
Antoninho
Caneira 3

(38.965431, 8.535830)
(39.042507, 8.563048)
(39.128033, 8.605322)

Almeirim

Sb 70
Pb 5
Pb 30
Eu 30
Sb 10

Mortality
(trees, %)
9 dead trees
1%-5%

1 ha
sample
500x20

50 death trees
5%-10%

500x20

0 death trees
0%

500x20

1 death
<1%
2 mortas
1%-5%
5 mortos
1%

500x20
200x50
500x20

Table 7.5 – GPS, cover and death trees for 6 sample points for Alto Alentejo and Ribatejo
region
Locality
Photo
Satellite
Rebocho

Quinta Grande

Coruche
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Santo
Antoninho

Caneira 3

Almeirim

Table 7.6 – Photographs and satellite images for 6 sample points in Alto Alentejo and
Ribatejo region (Tejo watershed)
4.1.3 Alentejo region (coast)
Locality
GPS
Santiago

(38.045429, 8.736750)

Malhão

(37.767914, 8.780943)
(38.108078, 8.330660)

Ferreira

Cover
Pb 80
Eu 10
Sb 5
Pm 5
Pb 90

Mortality
(trees, %)
40
20%-30%

1 ha
sample
500x20

40
20%-30%
10
20%-30%

100x100

Pb 5
10x1000
Pm 25
(linear)
az 25
Sb 25
Alcácer
(38.287930, Pb 30
40
100x100
8.509583)
Pm 50
1%-5%
Marateca
(38.580624, Pb 5
5
500x20
8.624873)
Pm 40
5%-10%
Sb 20
Table 7.7 – GPS, cover and death trees for 6 sample points for costal Alentejo
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Locality
Santiago

Photo

Satellite

Malhão

Ferreira

Alcácer

Marateca

Table 7.8 – Photographs and satellite images for 6 sample points in costal Alentejo region
(Sado watershed)
4.1.4 Centre region (south)
Locality
GPS
Torres novas
1

(39.487831, 8.533372)

TerrasPretas 3 (39.554569, -

Cover
Pb 15
Cv 5
Sb 5
Ol 25
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Mortality
(trees, %)
4 dead
1%

1 ha
sample
20x500

4 dead

20x500

Fárrio 1
Rego de Água

8.521421)

Pm 10
Pb 5

10%

Isolated
patch

(39.781662, 8.506572)
(39.963543, 8.627401)

Pb 30

5 dead
<1%
1 dead
<1%

20x500

1 dead
<1%

20x500

2 dead
1%

20x500

Redinha

(40.005505, 8.590922)

Tinto de baixo

39.982834, 8.617347)

Pb 70
Eu 20
Cv 10
Pb 80
Eu 10
CV 5
Pb 80
Eu 10
Cv 10

100x100

Table 7.9 – GPS, cover and dead trees for 6 sample points centre region (Tejo
watershed)
Locality
Photo
Satellite
Torres novas
1

TerrasPretas 3

Fárrio 1

Rego de Água
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Redinha

Tinto de baixo

Table 7.10 – Photographs and satellite images for 6 sample points in centre region (Tejo
watershed)
4.1.5 Centre region (Condeixa affected zone)
Locality
GPS
Cover
Venda nova

(40.041428, 8.556638)

Presa 1

(40.048248, 8.553210)
(40.058521, 8.540422)

Presa 2

Presa 3

(40.061569, 8.534693)

Pedreira

(40.075867, 8.524455)

Condeixa

(40.126488, 8.489567)

Pb 70
Eu 10
Ol 10
Sb 5
Cv 5
Pb 80
Eu 20
Ol 20
Pb 15
Eu 10
Cv 5
Pb 80
Eu 10
Cv 5
Pb 50
Eu 20
Pb 60
Eu 30
Sb <5
Cv <5

Mortality
(trees, %)
5 death trees
1%-5%

1 ha
sample
100x100

13 death trees
20%-30%
8 death trees
5%-10%

100x100

50 death trees
20%-30%

100x20

26 death trees
10%-20%

100x100

20
10%-20%

100x100

20x500

Table 7.11 - GPS, cover and death trees for 6 sample points centre region (Mondego
watershed)
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Locality
Venda nova

Photo

Satellite

Presa 1

Presa 2

Presa 3

Pedreira

Condeixa

Table 7.12 - Photographs and satellite images for 6 sample points in centre region
(Mondego watershed)
3.1.6 Centre region (Coimbra)
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Locality

GPS

Cover

Condeixa 2

(40.144596, 8.463653)

Coimbra 1

(40.181789, 8.447317)
(40.203953, 8.451812)
(40.257004, 8.443744)
(40.285370, 8.447510)
(40.307159, 8.449656)

Pb 80
Eu 20
Cv 2
Pb 30
Pm 30
Pb 50

Coimbra 2
Coimbra 3
Zuparia 1
Zuparia 2

Pb 20
Pb 15
Pb 30

Mortality
(trees, %)
20
10%-20%

1 ha
sample
100x100

10
10%20%
15
10%-20%
20
20%-30%
15
10%-20%
40
20%-30%

100x100
200x50
100x100
100x100
500x20

Table 7.13 - GPS, cover and dead trees for 6 sample points for Centre region (Mondego
watershed)

Locality
Condeixa 2

Photo

Satellite

Coimbra 1

Coimbra 2
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Coimbra 3

Zuparia 1

Zuparia 2

Table 7.14 - Photographs and satellite images for 6 sample points in centre region
(Mondego watershed)
4.2 Google earth functionality applied to remote sensing of PWD
In south Portugal images from satellite in 2004 and 2011 allow us to access the
development of the disease. As it was reported in PHRAME project, in the PROLUMP
restricted zone, the PWD was not present in 2003 (Figure 7.17)
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2003 affected zone

Marked spots to satellite 2004-2011
analysis

Figure 7.17 – PROLUNP Affected zone in 2003. In right image are marked with stars the
remote sensing samples.
To investigate further the real extent of PWD, satellite imagery from 2002 to 2011 was
used.
4.2.1 Eradication zone south of Sado
In the region marked with a red star in Figure 7.17, the eradication plan in many areas cut
100% of pine trees. As it is possible to observe in Figure 7.18, eradication measures were
in place in 2004 (circles correspond to felling trees), but in 2011 all trees were removed. In
Figure 7.19 we can observe the same pattern but as the first image is from 2002, there are
no visible eradication measures and also there are no signs of dead trees. In 2004, all pine
forest was cut.
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2004

2011

Figure 7.18 – Removal of pine forest in eradication zone.

2002

2004

Figure 7.19 – Removal of pine forest in 2004 in the eradication zone.
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4.2.2 Eradication zone north of Sado (Fernão Ferro)
In the Setubal Peninsula (orange star on Figure7.17), the severity of PWD was not as
strong as in south of Sado. However, between 2004 and 2009, more than 50% of the
forest showed dead trees and signs of eradication (Figure 7.20).

2004

2009

Figure 7.20 – Result of PWD in Fernão Ferro, with dead trees and eradicated trees in the
later image.
4.2.3 Eradication buffer zone in Santo André
In the region marked with a yellow star (Figure 7.17, on the right), PWD was not present in
2003. The 2004 satellite image confirms these data, as can be seen in Figure 7.21 (left
images). However, in 2011, 45% of Pinus pinaster cover was affected by PWD. In
contrast to the eradication zone, there was no intensive dead tree removal in this region
and thus the natural spread of PWD can be observed. From the direct field inventory
(Table 7.7),< 30% of forest was affected by PWD. This percentage is probably
underestimated because all removed trees cannot be detected using remote sensing.
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2004 satellite image

2011 satellite image

Figure 7.21 – Forest change between 2004 and 2011 resulting from PWD in Lagoa de
Santo André.
4.2.4 Outside eradication zone, near Nazaré in centre Portugal
The observations in south Portugal are very different from the centre, where the PWD
severe zone is a Eucaluptus cover dominated region. In centre region, usually when Pinus
pinaster is dominant the disease has never reached more than 10% of the trees. The only
exception was found in coastal Pinus pinaster forest, near Nazaré. This is new information
because, until now, the PWD in this region has never been observed to be as severe as in
the South. Satellite images in 2006 and 2009 indicate that in North of Tejo single stands of
Pinus pinaster can have more than 25% of dead trees (Figure 7.22).
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2006

2009

Figure 7.22 – PWD in single stand P. pinaster forest, near NAzaré.
This second approach provides very accurate quantitative data and allows us to discover
the pattern of PWD dispersal, as in several places it is possible to have series of 5
different years. Nevertheless, as weakest points of these approach, the information is very
different from place to place, and sometimes the poor quality of satellite image doesn’t
allow for a good interpretation of PWD expression on the field.
Although very promising, the use of satellite imagery is only possible in single stands of
Pinus pinaster forest and where PWD reaches more than 10% of trees. Nevertheless, we
can use these regions as a case study to model the spreading of PWD in time, from 2004
to 2011.
4.3 Preliminary results
From the exhaustive field sampling, preliminary ecological modelling and PWD remote
sensing some findings can be exposed:
• Isolated trees in Eucalyptus dominated forest or other land use are acting as step
stone corridors for the vector insect and is similar to the case for the pine
processionary moth.
• Apart from original focus of PWD (Setubal Peninsula), Central Portugal is the most
affected region, along Mondego and Dão Hydrographic Basin. The second most
affected region is West coast. New data from Nazaré showed severe PWD values
for single stand P. pinaster forest.
• Apparently, hydrographic watershed acts as corridors of dispersal (Mondego, Dão,
Tejo, Mira, Lis, Tamega, Douro);
• Mountainous and continental areas are somehow protected from PWN (as even in
the infested areas there are only dead isolated trees).
• In severe infested regions percentage of dead trees observed are between 25%
and 60% (mainly in coastal single stands of P. pinaster, from Sines to
CaboMondego)
• This result can have two reasons: PWN has not yet arrived in the interior regions,
as it goes slowly from coast line to interior mountains or effectively the climatic
envelop in these areas is not favourable to PWD.
• In Coimbra region and Mondego watershed, where values of PWD can affect 30%
of pine trees, P. pinaster is never dominant. When it is dominant (ex in Tondela
region), this value drops to 5% or less.
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•
•

The combination of remote sensing and field work is a very powerful tool to quantify
the PWD expression and evolution in Portugal and it will be further developed in this
project
Remote sensing after field inspection by national authorities and confirmation of
PWD can give us quantitative data needed to model PWD in Portugal and in
Europe
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D7.5: PWN spread model (M35)
A spread model will be developed at the European scale based upon the previous results taking into account
local dispersal (results of WP3) and inadvertent transportation by humans at long-distance (results of WP4).
This risk will be calculated using the human population density, and eventually some connection means
(such as road network and ports) potentially involved in the transportation of infested materials. Because the
transportation of infested material from an infested region to a pest free region is a random process, a
stochastic model will be chosen and the probability of occurrence of PWN and PWD will be calculated at
different years in the future using several climate scenarios. For this purpose, environmental factors involved
in the expression of PWD, the survival of PWN, and host tree susceptibility will be identified from the fulldetail model (Task 7.1) and summarizing indicators that could be used at a large scale will be determined
(B4 in collaboration with B1 and B6). These thresholds will be combined in the spread model to determine
the possibility for the PWN presence and PWD expression. This spread model will be validated at small
scale using the history of infestation in Portugal (Task 6.1.4)
This task will start in the 2nd year (require inputs from Task 7.1 and from other WPs)

Work carried out by B4
1- Summary of progress:
The spread model that will be developed in this project will describe more precisely the
mechanisms of spread, nematode transmission and disease expression at the European
scale. A theoretical framework has been presented during the project meeting in March
2012. We are now looking for information and datasets over Europe to feed this model or
eventually adapt the model according to data availability.
It is important to consider different host tree species and their respective susceptibility. The
proportion of land covered by susceptible species (Figure 7.23) and by intermediate
susceptible species (Figure 7.24) (data kindly provided by EFI).
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Her

dad

(c)

Figure 7.23: Proportion of highly susceptible species, (a) Pinus pinaster, (b) Pinus
sylvestris, (c) Picea

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.24: Proportion of intermediate susceptible species, (a) other Pinus spp and (b)
other conifers.
The proportion of Monochamus beetles carrying the PWN will also be taken into account,
and their dispersal and growth will be simulated (Figure 7.25).
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Figure 7.25: Flow chart to simulate the carrier beetle dynamics
Pn is the density of beetles carrying the PWN; P0 is the density of beetles not infested by
the PWN; H0: living host tree without PWN;h0: dead host tree without PWN; Hn: living host
tree with PWN and without PWD; hn: dead host tree with PWN and without PWD; hd: host
tree with PWN and PWD (dead)
The spread model can more precisely be divided in three parts:
(1) Local spread
(1-1) Short distance dispersal
a) Results of the flight mill experiment (Task 3.2; B4) are expected
b) The analysis of the history of invasion in Portugal and Spain, and fine scale
climatic analysis could help us to identify pathways and favourable conditions for
the nematode and disease spread (Task 7.1.4 – D7.4).
c) Genetic analysis of Monochamus galloprovincialis individuals collected along a
colonization gradient could help us to identify the dispersal pattern in the field and
the connectivity. A PhD student (starting in Oct 2012; B4) will work on these
genetic and modelling approaches (see section concerning Task 3.4 for more
details).
d) Results from mark release recapture experiments that should be done in Spain
should help us to identify other important factors (Task 3.3).
(1-2) Population growth
Spread is driven not only by dispersal capability of the individuals but also by the
growth of the population. It is thus important to obtain some information about the
potential growth, or more precisely the change in the non-infested beetle density and
PWN-infested beetle density. Since this information is relatively difficult to obtain, we
will use a proxy, such as the change in the proportion of symptomatic trees in
infested areas in Portugal (Task 7.1.4 – see D7.4).
(1-3) Monochamus spp.
Monochamus galloprovincialis is the only species carrying the PWN until now in
Europe. However several longhorn beetles can potentially carry the PWN (RouxMorabito et al. 2012). We will consider this possibility in the model.
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(2) Long distance jumps
Long distance dispersal due to human activities was estimated by human population
density until now. Here it will be more precisely determined based on the invasion
history in Portugal, Madeira and Spain (Task 7.1.4). Moreover invasion routes could
be identified from the genetic analysis of PWN populations (Task 5.4).
(3) Climatic constraints
A model describing the climate conditions for disease expression will be used. Both,
an extrapolation from tree scale to continental scale of the simplified version of the
mechanistic model (Task 7.1.1 – see D7.1) and the analysis of infested areas in
Portugal (Task 7.1.4 – see D7.4) will be considered to build this model. The time for
latent infestation and delay for disease expression can also be inserted in the model
(Task 7.1.3).
2- Oral communications related to this task
The development of the spread model previously developed for China and applied to
Europe, with future perspectives in the REPHRAME project was presented at two different
meetings:
Robinet C, Sun J, Baker R, Evans H &Roques A (2012) A simulation model to predict the
potential spread of the pine wood nematode, Bursaphelenchus xylophilus over a range
of scales. XXIV International Congress of Entomology, Daegu (South Korea), 19-25
August 2012. (Oral Com)
Robinet C, Sun J, Baker R, Evans H &Roques A (2012) Potential range expansion of the
invasive pine wood nematode in Europe: current predictions and future improvements of
the model. International workshop on the impact of climate change on forest and
agricultural ecosystems and adaptation strategies, Krasnoyarsk, Russia, 20-23 Sept
2012.
Roux-Morabito G, Sousa E, Pajares J &Roques A (2012) Monochamus species as
potential vectors of the pine wood nematode in Europe: what could we learn from the
Asian situation? XXIV International Congress of Entomology, Daegu (South Korea), 1925 August 2012. (Oral Com)
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WP8: EU and international cooperation and collaboration
Objectives
Since Bursaphelenchus xylophilus was confirmed as the causal agent of catastrophic pine
mortality in Japan in the late 1960s, there has been an enormous research effort to
improve knowledge on this extremely damaging pest. This Work Package builds on this
accumulated knowledge base by gathering together data and fostering effective
international cooperation and collaboration, with particular reference to the requirements of
call KBBE.2010.1.4-09. The WP will achieve its objective of developing EU and
international cooperation and collaboration by assessing or interacting with:
• Previous relevant EU projects.
• Current relevant EU projects
• Phytosanitary organisations globally
• EUMAINE MSc program in Nematology
• International PWN research groups
Deliverables
D8.1) Knowledge from previous EU projects: Synthesis of knowledge from previous EU
projects. Month 12
D8.2) Interaction with EU/International projects: Interaction with current EU and
international projects and final synthesis. Month 36
Progress
Work carried out by B7 with input from all other beneficiaries
Task 8.1: Synthesis of knowledge from previous EU projects
The purpose of this task is to reflect on the results, conclusions and lessons learned from earlier EU
programs, directly or indirectly related to PWD, particularly:
• PHRAME (http://www.forestresearch.gov.uk/fr/infd-63kgef);
• PortCheck (http://www.portcheck.eu.com/).
This Task will be enhanced by fact that several members of the present consortium have participated in one
or both projects (B1, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, and B8).

Pine wilt disease is a major threat to European forests. It is defined as pine mortality
resulting from the activity of Bursaphelenchus xylophilus, the pinewood nematode (PWN).
The PWN has a wide distribution in North America, and is present throughout most of the
territories of Canada and the United States, where this species is considered to be native.
During the last century, this species has been transported by man to several non-native
regions of the world, associated with trade and the global flow of forest products. Up to
date, this invasive species has been reported from Asia (China, Japan, Korea and Taiwan)
and more recently in Europe (Portugal, Madeira archipelago and Spain).
The damage by this invasive species is clearly demonstrated by the devastation caused in
non-native regions where the disease became established, e.g. Japan and China. The
introduction of this nematode into non-native areas has resulted in huge annual losses due
to the effects on increased mortality and growth loss of the pine forest (for example, 26
million m3 of timber lost since 1945 in Japan), and by the increased costs in management
procedures and disease control. This is also the case in Portugal, where the discovery of
PWN has led to development of pest management strategies that have, of necessity, been
based on limited information making the task of managing the threat very difficult.
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Refinements in the pest risk analyses (PRA) are required to aid this management
requirement and increase confidence in assessing further risks and consequences of
management actions applicable to Portugal and the rest of Europe.
Knowledge regarding various aspects of the ecology of both the nematode and the insect
vector, coupled with knowledge concerning the degree of susceptibility/resistance of the
tree, and as well the environmental factors that play a decisive role in the development of
the disease are of the utmost urgency. Considerable progress has been achieved in
understanding the relationships between the PWN, its insect vector(s) and the host
tree/environmental factors that result in pine wilt in a European scenario (mainly from
Portugal). Four different international and multidisciplinary projects have focused on
different aspects:
1) FAIR-CT95-0034: The pinewood nematode: development of a sampling, extraction
and identification method (April 1996 - March 2000)
2) FAIR-CT95-0083: Pest risk analysis of pinewood nematode-related
Bursaphelenchus species in view of South European pine wilting and wood imports
from Asia, RISKBURS(April 1996 - March 2000)
3) QLK5-CT-2002-00672:Development of improved pest risk analysis techniques for
quarantine pests, using pinewood nematode, Bursaphelenchus xylophilus, in
Portugal as a model system. PHRAME - Plant Health Risk and Monitoring evaluation
(February 2003 - July 2007)
4)502348: Development of generic “on site” molecular diagnostics for EU
quarantine pests and pathogens, PortCheck(March 2004- November 2007)
The knowledge gained from these international projects address key interaction questions
between the main elements that determine risks from the potential and effective
establishment of PWD in non-endemic areas, such as the nematode, its vectors, the host
tree, and the immediate eco-climatic environment (Table 8.1).
Table 8.1.Main topics studied under the different projects related with the pinewood
nematode and pine wilt disease.

Topic/Project
Wood sampling and nematode extraction
methods
Molecular methods for the PWN or other
Bursaphelenchus species identification
Identification and distribution of
Bursaphelenchus species in Europe
Studies on the PWN biology, or other
Bursaphelenchus species, and host
distribution
Pathogenicity tests of PWN and other
Bursaphelenchus species
Studies on biology and distribution of the
insect vectors of Bursaphelenchus

FAIR
CT95-0034 RISKBURS PortCheck PHRAME
9
9

9
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9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Topic/Project

FAIR
CT95-0034 RISKBURS PortCheck PHRAME

species in Europe
Development of control methods for the
actors on pine wilt disease
Pathway analysis and introduction of
PWN into non-endemic regions
Eco-climatic risk factors and modelling for
the potential spread of pine wilt disease

9
9
9

The outcomes from these projects emphasize fundamental biological aspects of the PWN
and other related Bursaphelenchus species with their vectors/host tree. In the specific
case of PHRAME a strong emphasis and knowledge was achieved on the major biological
players of PWD and environment interactions, using as key study the establishment of the
PWN in Portugal (from laboratory to natural conditions). All these data provide a strong
basis of significant and multidisciplinary information that can be used to guide future and
better policies dealing with the PWN and the PWD in Europe.
B5 analysed both the EU-research project RISKBURS and PHRAME as a previous
beneficiary in these projects. The main issues covered the questions of pathogenicity tests
and population dynamics. As in RISKBURS as well as in REPHRAME, small seedlings
served as host trees for investigations on pathogenicity in combination with population
dynamics. WP2 of REPHRAME includes mature trees as well, which will provide a means
of assessing whether tests on seedling trees provide results applicable to more mature
trees in the field. Techniques, assessment schemes, isolation techniques, etc. will,
therefore, be transferred from experiences with small seedlings to mature trees. In
addition, in previous projects pathogenicity tests focused on any available tree
provenance. Therefore in WP 6 different provenances will be tested. To guarantee
comparable results the main parameters of similar investigations in RISBURS and
PHRAME will be transferred to REPHRAME.
Work carried out within Task 8.1 has been completed as planned (Year 1), and so a
synthesis of previous EU projects is now available
Task 8.2: Synthesis and interaction with current EU projects
Beneficiaries of this project will liaise with current EU projects of relevance including:
• COST872, a COST project on plant-nematode interactions (coordinated by SCRI, Scotland, UK)
http://cost872.scri.ac.uk/;
• PRATIQUE (Enhancements of Pest Risk Analysis Techniques, coordinated by FERA,)
https://secure.fera.defra.gov.uk/pratique/index.cfm), B4 participating;
• QBOL (KBBE-2008-1-4-01: Development of new diagnostic methods in support of plant health policy,
coordinated by The Netherlands, Switzerland and INRA) http://www.qbol.wur.nl/UK, B4 participating;
• EUPHRESCO (ERA Net on Plant Protection, http://www.euphresco.org/);
• ISEFOR (Increasing Sustainability of European Forests: Modelling for Security Against Invasive Pests and
Pathogens under Climate Change, coordinated by Aberdeen University, B1 and B4 participating).
• Other bilateral ongoing collaborations have been established between Beneficiaries and several EU or
neighbour countries, such as the Czech Republic, Slovenia, Russia, Turkey.
B7 will coordinate linkages and, where they exist already, those Beneficiaries involved in EU topics will
ensure a high level of bilateral exchange.
Relevant activities of International Phytosanitary Organisations include:
• the European and Mediterranean Plant Protection Organisation (EPPO) is working on the EPPO standard
PM 9 “Procedures for official control with the aim of containing and eradicating Bursaphelenchus xylophilus”.
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• The EU-Expert Working Group on PWN advise the Standing Committee on Plant Health (SCPH)
concerning contents of the EU-emergency measures for PWN (Decision 2006/133/EC).
• The International Forestry Quarantine Research Group (IFQRG) is working on a protocol for the
assessment of new phytosanitary treatments against PWN in wood. This is closely related to the work of the
IPPC/CPM Technical Panel on Forestry Quarantine of the FAO (IPPC TPFQ).
B1, B5 and B6 are partners of the EPPO EWG, and the EU EWG on PWN; B1 and B5 are members of the
IFQRG and B5 is a member of the IPPC TPFQ. B7 has extensive international cooperation with colleagues
from Asia, EU and North America. These Beneficiaries will work closely together to coordinate interaction
between REPHRAME and international phytosanitary organisations.
The Erasmus Mundus are considered to be the “flagship” of EU post-graduate level higher education. The
EUMAINE (http://www.eumaine.ugent.be/index.asp) MSc Programme in Nematology is coordinated by
Ghent University, a major nematological centre in the EU, together with three more EU universities (Bielfeld,
Germany, Jaen, Spain, and Evora, Portugal), and having four more nematological centres (Univ. Kiel,
Germany; SCRI, UK; Wageningen, The Netherlands; Catholic Univ., Leuven, Belgium) as satellite partners.
Although all types of nematological research are being undertaken, PWD is the focus given in one
Beneficiary institution (B7).
This task will aim at providing information on PWD to the EUMAINE programme in order to sensitise EU
colleagues and students to the seriousness of PWD, providing a major route to disseminate this information
among scientists, students and the public at large. B7 will coordinate.
International links directed at obtaining all possible experience from:
• countries that have PWN but whose forests are not directly affected by it (Canada, USA) and are sources
of indigenous populations;
• countries that have PWN and are seriously affected by its presence (Institute of Zoology of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China; University of Tokyo Japan; Korea);.
• other countries, such as Australia and Russia (Sukachev Institute of Forest and Wood, Siberian Branch of
the Academy of Sciences, Krasnoyarsk), where scientists are already working on the potential impact of
PWN.
The inclusion of non-EU teams as collaborators through this WP will also allow for the necessary contacts to
obtain material (nematode isolates from centres of origin, in particular), access to field conditions to
experiment (inoculation of trees in non-wilt areas in Canada or USA), and transfer of technology already
available for testing of rapid and early detection methods (China, Japan, Korea). All Beneficiaries with formal
input to this WP will contribute.

Within the REPHRAME consortium, collaborative research and exchange of expertise has
been developed among beneficiaries. This has been done mainly by contributions to
specific tasks in WPs led by these partners, but also by expanding the collaborative
networks. In addition to the established objectives, the exchange and transfer of
knowledge among different beneficiary members has been carried out in the following
way:
B4: Sophie Mallez, from B4 (Philippe Castagnone ́s laboratory) has stayed in B7
laboratory for 1 week (January 2012), learning PWN extraction and identification
techniques, and taking several Portuguese PWN isolates to INRA for further molecular
analysis.
B7: Margarida Espada, from B7 (Manuel Mota’s laboratory) has stayed in B4 laboratory for
2 weeks (March 2012), learning microsatellite technology for genetic studies of B.
xylophilus.
Several other partners have extended and liaised with other current EU projects,
specifically involved in other aspects of the PWN and pine wilt disease thematic. An
overview of the interactions between the different partners and other on-going projects are
presented in Table 8.2.
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Table 8.2.Participation of REPHRAME beneficiaries in other European projects, with some
tasks related to the PWN issue.
REPHRAME
Beneficiaries

Other European projects
COST8721

QBOL2

EU, EPPO and
IPPC Working
groups4
B1 is a member of
EFSA, EPPO and
IUFRO groups
dealing with
phytosanitary issues

Exploiting
genomics to
understand
plantnematode
interactions.
Development of
generic pathway
models that follow
the plant products
(sawn-wood or
wood
particles/wood
shavings) and
associated pests
and diseases
(PWN and pine
wilt disease).

B4: INRA
Orleans

B5 is a member in
several expert groups
regarding forest heath
on EU, EPPO and
IPPC level. The
phytosanitary risk of
infested wood chips
and bark in the
framework of nonvector transmission is
still not quantified.
Questions concerning
this issue influence
the work in WP5.

B5

B7

PPM-PIRATES3

Pathway Evaluation
and pest Risk
Management In
Transport (PERMIT).
B1 is Chair and
several beneficiaries
in REPHRAME are
active in this Action

B1: FR

B4: INRA

COST FP10025

Exploiting
genomics to
understand
plantnematode
interactions.

Exchange of PWN
material as well as
information has
been specifically
made with QBOL,
with a protocol of
exchange.

1

COST872: Exploiting genomics to understand plant-nematode interactions
(http://cost872.scri.ac.uk)
COST872 consisted of a EU networking action which gathered many partners from several
European countries, and took place between 2007-2011.
The main objective of the Action was to develop a coordinated approach to exploitation of
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genomics information that is appearing for plant parasitic nematodes and host crops,
including the pinewood nematode and pine species. The wealth of information from
genomics projects on plant parasitic nematodes and their hosts, and developments in
RNAi-based technologies, were exploited in order to develop new tools for control based
on an improved understanding of processes underlying nematode infection of plants and
the resistant response of plants. This COST Action coordinated research in this area
ensuring that the publicly available genomic information and new techniques would be
exploited in an efficient manner. This project (ended September 2011) was coordinated by
John Jones (CSRI, Scotland) and included partners from most European countries
2

QBOL: Development of a new diagnostic tool using DNA barcoding to identify
quarantine organisms in support of plant health
QBOL is a project financed by the 7th Framework Program of the European Union that
makes collections harbouring plant pathogenic quarantine organisms available.
Informative genes from selected species on the EU Directive and EPPO lists are DNA
barcoded from vouchered specimens. Sequences, together with taxonomic features, will
be included in an internet-based database system.
http://www.pri.wur.nl/UK/research/projects/qbol
3

EFSA project PPM-PIRATES: The probabilistic models for quantitative pathway
analysis of plant pest introductions for the EU territory
This project is supported and funded by the European Food and Safety Authority and is
carried out by Wageningen University and INRA, Zoologie Forestiere (Orleans), in close
collaboration with plant health agencies and stakeholders in the commodity market.
http://www.efsa.europa.eu/en/tendersawarded/tender/cftefsaplh201103.htm

4

EU, EPPO, IPPC and IUFRO Working groups
Specific working groups with expertise regarding forest health issues. The EPPO Forest
Quarantine Panel is particularly active on PWN.
5

EU COST Action FP1002 PERMIT
This COST Action deals with pathway analysis and development of mitigation measures. It
is chaired by B1 and there is active participation from B4, B5, B6, B9 and B10. Further
information can be found at www.forestry.gov.uk/fr/permit
Task 8.3: Interaction with international phytosanitary organizations, relevant to PWD
Contacts of interest have been maintained with several European and international
quarantine laboratories, on both scientific and technical issues related with the pinewood
nematode and pine wilt disease (Table 8.3).
Work carried out in Task 8.2 has been carried out as planned (Year 1) and is still ongoing.
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Table 8.3. List of international laboratories, including official quarantine laboratories,
cooperating on pinewood nematode research and diagnosis.
Country

Contact
person

Address

Goal and Results

Europe

CzechRepu
blic

Ing.
Vladimir
Gaar

Mr. Vaclav
Čermák

Poland

Romania

Dr. Witold
Karnkowski

Drª. Monica
Calin

State Phytosanitary
Administration, Division of
Diagnostics
Ztracená 1099/10, Praha
6
vladimir.gaar@srs.cz
State Phytosanitary
Administration, Division of
Diagnostics
Šlechtitelů 773/23, 779 00
Olomouc
vaclav.cermak@srs.cz
Plant Health and Seed
Inspection Service Central
Laboratory
87-100 Torun
w.karnkowski@piorin.gov.
pl

Study of Bursaphelenchus species
associated with conifers forests and
insect vectors from the CzechRepublic.
One paper has been published (1) and
another submitted in collaboration with
B7 (2).

B7 has provided support on the
morphological identification of species
belonging to the xylophilus group.

Central Phytosanitary
Laboratory
11 Voluntari, 077 190
Voluntari
calin.monica@lccf.ro

Support on the identification of the
genus Bursaphelenchus. Study of
Bursaphelenchus species associated
with conifer forests in Romania. One
paper has been submitted (3) and
another is under preparation in
collaboration with B7 (4).

Ningbo Entry-exit
Inspection and
Quarantine Bureau
9 Mayuan Road, Ningbo
315012, Zhejiang
gujf@nbciq.gov.cn

Collaboration
with
B7,
on
the
identification
of
Bursaphelenchus
species using standard molecular tools
for the genus.

EMBRAPA/ CENARGEN
Av. W5 Norte,
Brasiliavilmar@cenargen.
embrapa.br

This is the national quarantine of Brasil,
in Brasilia: the main technician and
responsible for PWN interception in
Brasil, Wilmar Gonzaga, has stayed in
Sep. 2011 for training with B7. B7 has
provided training on methods used for
the extraction of nematode from wood
and identification of species belonging to
the genus Bursaphelenchus. This not
only strengthens scientific and technical
ties between Portugal and Brasil, but
also represents a good opportunity for
future collaboration on PWN movement.

Asia

China

Dr.
Jianfeng
Gu

South
America

Brasil

Dr. Vilmar
Gonzaga

List of publications produced resulting from activities within this task:
(1) Cermák, V., Vieira, P., Gaar, V., Cudejková, M., Foit, J., Siroka, K. and Mota, M.
(2012). Bursaphelenchus pinophilus Brzeski & Baujard, 1997 (Nematoda:
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Parasitaphelenchinae) associated with nematangia on Pityogenes bidentatus (Herbst,
1783) (Coleoptera: Scolytinae), from the CzechRepublic. Nematology 14: 385 - 387.
(2) Čermák, V., Vieira, P., Gaar, V., Čudejková, M., Foit, J., Zouhar, M., Douda, O. and
Mota, M. (2012). On the genus Bursaphelenchus Fuchs, 1937 (Nematoda:
Parasitaphelenchinae) in the CzechRepublic. Forest Pathology (submitted)
(3) Calin, M., Vieira, P., Costache, C., Braasch, H., Gu, J., Wang, J. and Mota, M. (2012).
First report on the genus Bursaphelenchus Fuchs, 1937 (Nematoda: Aphelenchoidiade) in
Romania. EPPO Bulletin (submitted)
(4) Calin, M., Vieira, P., Costache, C., Braasch, H., Gu, J., Wang, J. and Mota, M.
Description of a new species to the genus Bursaphelenchus Fuchs, 1937 (Nematoda:
Aphelenchoidiade). Manuscript under preparation.
In addition, a new network has been established by B7, via the “listserv” of the US Plant
Disease Clinics (Table 8.4). The positive response from clinicians from nine US states,
opens the way for the acquisition of new and fresh PWN isolates from North America, the
centre of origin of PWN. Currently, the establishment of a new collection of B. xylophilus
isolates from the USA is under progress by B7, to be made available for the different WPs.
Contacts are also being made with the Natural Resources Canada (Drª. Isabel Leal,
Canadian Forest Service, Pacific Forestry Centre) for access to Canadian PWN isolates,
by B4.
This collection of North American isolates will be particularly important for the
microsatellite DNA analysis (with B4, WP5), for the assessment of the potential invasion
routes of the PWN within Europe, and pathways of the PWN around the world. It will also
benefit studies conducted in WP2, namely the study of potential secreted nematode
proteins involved in the pine wilt disease (“effectors”), as well as comparison of the
bacterial communities associated with the PWN from native areas and from Portugal (B7,
WP2).
Up to date, 34 samples have been processed, or are still under analysis, for the detection
and isolation of B. xylophilus (Table 5). It is predicted that by the end of 2012, an added
number of samples will be processed from other USA states by B7, and from Canada by
B4.
The infested wood material sent by the different “clinic labs”, or directly collected from
declining trees together with B7 (in the case of Nebraska, New Jersey, and Virginia), has
been processed by B7, in direct collaboration with Prof. Jonathan Eisenback, Director of
the Virginia Tech Nematode Diagnostic and Assay Lab. Wood samples were collected
from different states according to the following sampling procedures:
1) Random sampling procedure: wood samples were randomly collected from forest areas,
or isolated pine trees showing typical pine wilt disease symptoms or,
2) Hierarchical sampling procedure: 27 hierarchical wood samples were collected per
state, in 3 well separated forests or areas with symptomatic pine trees.
For each sampling procedure, samples were individually collected from a single tree (four
different points at DBH) and processed by Baermann funnel technique for 48 hours;
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Bursaphelenchus species identified under a microscope.
Table 8.4.List of USA laboratories involved in the identification and gathering infected
wood material with B. xylophilus.
STATE

Contact person

Arkansas

Ronnie Bateman

Delaware

Bob Mulroney

Kansas

Jason Griffin

Missouri

Julia Thompson

Montana

Linnea Skoglund

Nebraska

Mark Harrell

Ohio

Terry Niblack

Oklahoma

Virginia

Jen Olson

Jonathan Eisenback

Address
Arkansas Nematode Diagnostic Clinic
362 Hwy 174 North
Hope, Arkansas71801
870-777-9702
rbateman@uaex.edu
Plant and Soil Sciences Dept.
University of Delaware
148 Townsend Hall
302-831-4865
bobmul@udel.edu
Director of John C. Pair Horticultural Center – Wichita
1901 E 95th St. S., Haysville, KS67060
316-788-0492
jgriffin@ksu.edu
Missouri Department of Agriculture
Plant Industries, Plant Pathology Laboratory
P.O. Box 630
Jefferson City, MO65102-0630
573-522-6120
julia.thompson@mda.mo.gov
MSU Urban IPM Program Coordinator
Department of Plant Sciences and Plant Pathology
121 Plant BioScience Facility
MontanaStateUniversity
Bozeman, MT59717-3150
406-994-5150
linnea.skoglund@montana.edu
Forest Health Program Leader
204A Forestry Hall, Lincoln NE 68583-0815
402-472-6635
mharrell1@unl.edu
Department of Plant Pathology
The OhioStateUniversity
2021 Coffey Road
Columbus, OH43210
614-292-1375
niblack.2@osu.edu
Plant Disease and Insect Diagnostic Laboratory
Department of Entomology and Plant Pathology
Oklahoma State University
127 Noble Research Center
Stillwater, OK74078
405-744-9961
jen.olson@okstate.edu
Director of the Virginia Tech Nematode Diagnostic and Assay Lab
Dept. of Plant Pathology
103 Price Hall, Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA24601
540-231-4650
jon@vt.edu
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Table 8.5. Distribution and respective analyses of wood samples collected from declining
pine trees in the USA.

Worked carried out in Task 8.3 has been carried out as planned (Year 1) and is still
ongoing.
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Task 8.4: Interaction with the EUMAINE MSc programme in Nematology, based in
Ghent
During 2011/ 2012, a group of international students under this prestigious European MSc
programme EUMAINE (http://www.eumaine.ugent.be/index.asp), coordinated by Gent
University, Belgium, have become aware of the PWD issue in Europe and worldwide. As a
partner of this MSc program, B7 has supplied technical and practical training to several
EUMAINE students, including field trips to pine areas affected by the PWN, as well as
standard methodologies for extraction of PWN from wood samples, and morphological
identification of this species. Short lab mini-projects, involving molecular genetic analysis
and nematode-bacteria interactions have taken place. A significant action of sensitizing
these students to the PWD issue has taken place and will continue in 2012/ 2013. These
students, upon return to their home countries in Asia, Africa, Europe and South America,
will assume relevant job positions in nematological, plant protection and quarantine
institutions.
Beneficiary B8 has also contributed to the training of EUMAINE students, by participating
in a seminar specifically devoted to the PWN and pine wilt disease theme, in Gent
University.
Worked carried out in Task 8.4 has been carried out as planned (Year 1) and is still
ongoing.
Task 8.5: International and collaboration with international PWN research groups
Contacts of interest have been maintained with several laboratories, in different areas of
expertise related to the PWN. Beside the exchange in terms of nematode material and/or
information related to the field, different collaborations resulted in reciprocal training and
generation of new biological data concerning the mechanisms of pine wilt disease.
Table 8.5:List of international laboratories cooperating on pinewood nematode.
Country

Contact
person

Address

Goal and Results

Department of Plant
Protection Czech
University of Agriculture
zouhar@af.czu.cz
Institute of Parasitology
of the Slovak Academy of
Sciences
Hlinkova 3, 040 01
Kosice

Study of Bursaphelenchus species
associated with conifer forests in the
CzechRepublic, as well as student
training on this thematic with B7.

Europe
CzechRepu
blic

Prof. Milos
Zouhar

Slovakia

Drª. Andrea
Cerevkova

B7 will provide (October 2021) training
on
standard
morphological
and
molecular methods of species belonging
to the genus Bursaphelenchus.

Asia

China

Profª
Xinrong
Wang

College of Natural
Resources and
Environment China
Agricultural University
xinrongw@scau.edu.cn
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Development
of
direct
molecular
methods for the detection of the
pinewood nematode in wood and
insects, in collaboration with B7.

Country
Japan

Contact
person
Prof. Koichi
Hasegawa
Dr. Takuya
Aikawa

Dr. Taisei
Kikuchi

Address

Goal and Results

Institute for Biological
Function
Chubu University
1200 Matsumoto,
Kasugai 487-8501
hasegaelegans@hotmail.
com

One collaborator of B7 (post-doc
Cláudia Vicente) will spend 1 year in
Japan working with the group that has
fully sequenced the PWN genome (T.
Kikuchi) and Prof. K. Hasegawa with a
fellowship provided by the Technology
Center Fellowship and Foundation
Canon.

Forest and Forest
Products Research
Institute
Tsukuba, Ibaraki 3058687
kikuchit@affrc.go.jp

Work carried out in Task 8.5 has been carried out as planned (Year 1) and is still ongoing.
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WP9: Synthesis and development of PWN Tool Kit for monitoring and management
of PWN
Objectives
The key objective of this Work Package is:
• Development of a PWN Tool Kit (PTK). This will be a simple, web-based interface that
will provide access to the analysed data from the project and, particularly, to practical
advice and new or enhanced methodologies that REPHRAME will make available to
end-users. The PTK interface will provide a structured decision-tree interface to enable
non-specialists to post questions and interrogate data to access general and specific
advice on key management options for PWN and Monochamus spp.
Deliverables
D9.1: PTK interface: Design of the PWN Tool Kit (PTK) interface. Month 12
D9.2: Beta testing of PTK modules: Synthesis of results, construction & Beta testing of
PTK modules. Month 33
D9.3: Launch of PTK: Full public launch of the PTK. Month 35
Progress
Work carried out by B1 with input from all other beneficiaries
Task 9.1: PTK interface: Design of the PWN Tool Kit (PTK) interface
Task 9.1 Design of the PTK interface
While the precise content of the PTK will evolve throughout the duration of the project, early attention will be
paid to its format and user interface. The core will be a decision-tree expert system to enable users to
interrogate the data and obtain general and specific advice and outputs on all aspects of the PWN research
and development acquired during REPHRAME. Early versions of PTK will be populated with existing
datasets (e.g. derived from the EU PHRAME project and other sources synthesised in WP8 and developed
de novo within the project). B1 will work closely with B4 to develop the interface.

Progress towards an initial design of the PWN Took Kit interface has been slow, partially
due to the problems in slow start of the REPHRAME project and also reflecting the original
timing for this WP, which is highly dependent on information from the other WPs. However,
the results presented for some of the WPs in this report are now providing the basis for
determining the best structure for a public interface that will provide rapid and searchable
access to provide tailored information and advice. Specifically, there has been substantial
progress in the following WPs, which are now being used to consider the outline PTK
interface:
•
•
•
•

Statistically reliable survey methods for PWN in symptomatic and asymptomatic trees
(WP2)
Rapid and accurate diagnostic procedures for PWN in samples and in standing trees
(WP2)
Statistically reliable improved survey methods for Monochamus spp. based on
improved lures and traps (WP4)
Prediction of pine wilt expression by eco-climatic zone and likelihood of both local
(vector-driven) and long-distance (human-driven) dispersal (WP7)
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Based on progress in the above WPs, the outline structure of the inter-relationships that
will form the basis of the PTK interface has been initiated. This is shown in Figure 9.1,
which at this stage does not include the modules for interrogation and output that the end
users will use.
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Figure 9.1: Outline structure for modules to include in the PTK Interface
The further development of the PTK will depend on outputs from the WPs so that the
relationships in Figure 9.1 (and its further refinement) can be converted into a series of
queries entered by the user. Using a decision-tree expert system the queries will provide
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either direct advice and information or, because many of the variables in Figure 9.1 work
together, will guide the user through a series of related questions to account for the
relative influences of a range of factors. Emphasis will be on a simple to use web-based
interface that will be supported by algorithms that take the information entered by the user
and provide tailored outputs. Development of the PTK will be discussed at the
REPHRAME meeting in Portugal in October 2012.
Task 9.2 Synthesis of results and construction of PTK modules.
Although it is not possible to be precise about the final modules likely to be included in the PTK, it is likely
that, following analysis and synthesis of results, the following will be developed:
(i) Statistically reliable survey methods for PWN in symptomatic and asymptomatic trees (WP2)
(ii) Rapid and accurate diagnostic procedures for PWN (WP2)
(iii) Statistically reliable improved survey methods for Monochamus spp. (WP4)
(iv) Options for the management of vector populations (WP4)
(v) Quantification of the potential for non-vector transmission of PWN to host trees (WP5)
(vi) Recommendations for pathway-specific risk reduction (WPs2-5)
(vii) Recommendations for choice of conifer species choice in relation to susceptibility to PWN (WP6)
(viii) Prediction of pine wilt expression by eco-climatic zone (WP7)
(ix) Factors to be accounted for in dealing with new PWN infestations, including optimised and statistically
reliable survey techniques (WPs 2-5, 7)
B1 to coordinate, with input from all Beneficiaries in this WP.

See comments below in relation to Beta testing of the PTK
Delivery and Beta testing of the PTK
The PTK interface will be delivered at the end of Year 1 of the project and will then be extensively tested, to
assess its usability and stability as more data and modules are added during the course of the project.
Consortium Beneficiaries as well as the SOG members will provide the Beta testing community initially but,
gradually, more users will be added to increase the test base and to use their feedback to evolve and
improve the PTK.
B1 to lead and link back to the consortium.

As indicated in Task 9.1, there has been some progress in developing the PTK interface
and this will be accelerated during the period to mid 2013 so that various methods for
delivery of the information generated in REPHRAME can be tested and incorporated into
the test version of the PTK.
Task 9.3 Full public launch of the PTK
The full public launch of the PTK will take place during the final month of the project, although partial
versions will be made available once particular modules have been completed. However, the full value of the
PTK will be enhanced when all the data gathered during REPHRAME has been analysed and interpreted
into suitable outputs. The launch is likely to coincide with the International Conference on PWN to be held
during the final three months of the project (see WP10).
B1 to coordinate and ensure linkage to WP10.

This remains on schedule for the final phase of the project, which, in turn, will be
determined by negotiation with the EU Science Officer concerning extension of the end
date of the project.
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WP10: Stakeholder Engagement & Dissemination
Objectives
The objective of this Work Package is to ensure successful communication between
Beneficiaries, the European Commission and key stakeholders as part of an effective and
flexible dissemination package.
The key objectives are:
• To ensure that all outputs are in appropriate formats and are disseminated as soon as
possible after analysis and interpretation of data has been carried out.
• To establish the Stakeholder Observer Group and ensure that it is involved by
electronic and direct contact with the consortium.
• To deliver themed Workshops along with the current implementation of the PWN Tool
Kit.
• To hold an International Conference involving both REPHRAME Beneficiaries and
international experts during the final year of the project.
Deliverables
D10.1: REPHRAME website launch & maintenance: Website constructed and initial
version in place (Month 2). Regular updates and revisions for the remainder of the project
duration. Month 2-36.
D10.2: Project leaflet: Project leaflet prepared and printed with e-copy on REPHRAME
website Month 4.
D10.3: SOG minutes: Minutes of meetings of SOG. Month 12.
D10.4: Themed workshop 1: Themed workshops to be held in Portugal in years two
(month 22) and three (month 34) Month 22.
D10.5: Themed workshop 2: Themed workshop to be held in Portugal in year three. Month
34.
D10.6: International Conference on PWN: International Conference on PWN and its
vectors followed by publication of proceedings. Month 36.
D10.7: Plan for use & dissemination of foreground: Final plan for the use and
dissemination of foreground. Month 36.
D10.8: Awareness & wider societal implications: Report on awareness and wider societal
implications. Month 36
Progress
Work carried out by B1 with input from all other beneficiaries
Task 10.1: Production of appropriate dissemination media for project outputs
• Website. This will be a key resource for informing stakeholders, the wider world and also for keeping
Beneficiaries informed of progress, sharing information, and ensuring good communication.
• Project Leaflets. These can be a very effective and inexpensive way of informing people of the existence of
the project, especially during face-to-face communication.
• Reports. These are a key output of the project and form the main outputs of the work. These reports enable
detailed descriptions of the work and findings to be communicated within the project, to the EU and to a
wider audience.
• Scientific Publications. Publication in the peer reviewed literature is the Quality Assurance on the scientific
level of the work conducted during the project.
B1 to lead and work closely with the other Beneficiaries.
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D10.1: REPHRAME website launch & maintenance:
Although there were delays in signature and funding for REPHRAME, progress on
development of the website commenced soon after the kick-off meeting in Madeira in April
2011. The initial website was hosted by Forest Research and has been used for reporting
and maintenance during 2011 and 2012; www.forestry.gov.uk/fr/rephrame.
In keeping with most EU-funded projects, the decision was made at the meeting in Orleans
to set up a stand-alone website which would directly identify the project and also make
sharing of files and confidential documents easier. This site is under construction currently
and an initial page, with links to the existing project website, is now available;
www.rephrame.eu. This will be populated for full launch by the end of November 2012.
D10.2: Project leaflet: Project leaflet prepared and printed with e-copy on
REPHRAME website Month 4.
For the reasons explained previously in relation to late signature and funding, the
production of the project leaflet has been delayed. However, it is now in late draft stage
and will be published in hard copy and electronic form by the end of October 2012. Copies
of the late draft leaflet were distributed to participants at the meeting in Portugal in October
2012.
Task 10.2: Stakeholder Observer Group
• Set up the Stakeholder Observer Group (SOG) and elect Chair person for the group. Beneficiaries already
indicating willingness to contribute are EPPO, various EU NPPOs, IFQRG, IUFRO. B1 to lead.
• Establish specific Web portal for the SOG. This will also be a discussion forum to share information and
ideas in parallel with, but independently managed from, the main REPHRAME consortium pages. B1, in
liaison with Chair of the SOG.
• Meetings of the full SOG will be held at least once per annum, but the Chair will be invited to all consortium
meetings. B1 in liaison with Chair of the SOG.

D10.3: SOG minutes: Minutes of meetings of SOG. Month 12.
There have been no formal meetings of the Stakeholder Observer Group to date. This is
partially due to the slow start to the project that has been explained elsewhere and also to
the fact that interactions with Stakeholders have taken place, but in a range of different
fora. Some of the interactions have been described as part of WP8 and, in addition, there
has been direct interaction with Japanese researchers (particularly through the visit by the
Coordinator to Japan in June 2012), Canadian and Korean researchers (particularly at the
International Forestry Quarantine Research Group meeting in September 2012) and USA
(through B7 and others). A formal link to the PWN Group organised by Dr Christophe
Orazio of EFI has been established, to include their members in the REPHRAME SOG; a
joint meeting was held in Portugal to coincide with the REPHRAME meeting there during
22-24 October. Members of the PWN Group have agreed to be part of the SOG and to
continue strong interaction with REPHRAME
It is intended to have a full SOG meeting during 2013 when invitations to non-European
members will be issued.
Task 10.3: Themed Workshops
• Two Workshops in the second and third years of the project will be organised. These will be themed to
describe and enable users to use the PWN Tool Kit and to provide training and hands-on experience in
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laboratory techniques (Workshop 1) and field sampling and vector trapping techniques (Workshop 2). The
Workshops will be held in Portugal and Spain. B1, B6, B7 and B9 to coordinate.
• Appropriate training and dissemination packages (hard copy and electronic) will be produced to accompany
each Workshop. All Beneficiaries to contribute.

Valuable discussions on the nature and potential date and location of a technical workshop
were held at the REPHRAME meeting in Portugal in October 2012. In particular, it was
agreed to explore with the PWN Group a joint workshop targetting end users so that
practitioners and regulators could be informed of the latest developments from
REPHRAME and other sources. This will be held during 2013 and organised during winter
2012.
Task 10.4: International Conference on PWN and its vectors.
• An International Conference on all aspects of PWN research and development will be held during the final
three months of the project. This Conference will take place in the framework of the International Union of
Forest Research Organisations (IUFRO) unit 7.02.10 “Pine Wilt Disease” which is currently chaired by B5.
The Conference will follow up on the 2006 (Lisbon, organised by B7) and 2009 (Nanjing) IUFRO
international meetings on PWD. It was proposed by the last IUFRO-Unit meeting in Nanjing to carry out the
next meeting in a non PWN-infested country to discuss on site the management options after an initial
finding of PWN. AsB5 chairs the IUFRO group it is proposed to hold this Conference in Germany which
represents a country where PWN at this stage is not believed to cause symptoms on infested trees if
introduced. The outputs from REPHRAME will form a substantial part of the Conference, but wide
international involvement will be actively pursued so that the outcomes of the Conference will provide a state
of the art synthesis of knowledge. It is expected that more than 100 scientists from all countries where PWN
occurs and others will take part. B5 to coordinate.
• The proceedings of the Conference will be published as a printed book (B5 to coordinate). In addition, ecopies of the presentations and a summary of the main findings and outcomes of the Conference will be
made available on the REPHRAME website. (B1 assisted by all).

Arising from the delays in start of the project explained elsewhere in this report, the
organisation of an international conference will be dependent on negotiation of a potential
new end date for the project. Nevertheless, REPHRAME will link with the IUFRO meeting
being organised by B5 and this will form a substantial delivery of the state of the art during
the latter part of 2013. If an extension to the end date of REPHRAME is granted, then a
stand-alone final international conference will also be organised during the latter part of
2014.
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3.2.3 Project management during the period
This was designated as WP1 in the original proposal.
Consortium management tasks, achievements and problems/solutions
The REPHRAME project started on 1 March 2011 on the advice of the EU Science Officer
and with the purpose of being able to carry out fieldwork during the 2011 activity period of
Monochamus galloprovincialis, the vector beetle of pinewood nematode. At this stage, the
project was still in the final stages of negotiation and, although the science elements had
been completed, the Grant Agreement had not been finalised or signed.
Although the contract negotiation was not complete, the Consortium kick-off meeting was
held in Madeira on 1 April 2011 and successfully launched the project. This included
immediate interaction with the EPPO Forest Quarantine Panel which was also meeting in
Madeira (relevant to WP8 and WP10) and field visits to see the heavy damage arising
from PWN infestation on the island. The work within REPHRAME was planned according
to Annex I and on the assumption that contract negotiation and distribution of funds would
follow quickly.
Unfortunately, the Grant Agreement was not finalised and signed until 27 July 2011, which
posed problems for some beneficiaries in relation to being able to commit resources to the
project. In addition, and more significant in relation to the work plan of the project, there
were problems in setting up an interest-bearing bank account for the coordinator institute,
Forest Research (FR). Although a Declaration of Honour concerning the normal rule of the
UK Government that its own institutes did not hold interest-bearing bank accounts was
submitted, this was refused by the EU Finance Officer and, therefore, special permission
had to be sought for, exceptionally, FR to set up an appropriate account. Although beyond
the control of FR, this took several months to obtain approval and to set up the account
with the consequence that funding was not received for distribution to beneficiaries until
mid-October 2011. Whilst some beneficiary institutes had been able to support resource
allocation pending distribution of funds (i.e. on a financial accrual basis), not all were able
to do so. This had particular consequences for B5 and, to a certain extent, B6 who were
not able to commence work, including recruitment of staff, until funds were received.
Consequently, as seen from the report on scientific progress, there have been delays in
commencement of some elements of the Work Packages which, because it meant losing a
full activity period for the vector insect (May to late September), has actually had the effect
of delaying work on some topics by a whole year.
This was discussed with the Science Officer in Brussels and, therefore, an application for a
time extension for the REPHRAME project for one extra year will be made soon after the
mid-term meeting in Portugal.
Despite these problems, there has been excellent progress in most of the tasks planned
for REPHRAME and the Consortium is confident that its aims will be achieved provided
further time can be allocated to include an extra field season.
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Consortium Agreement
A signed and agreed Consortium Agreement has been concluded by the beneficiaries.
This remains an active document and, in fact, there have been a number of substantial
changes to some of the items included in the CA, which necessitated distribution of a
revised version and a new round of signatures to ensure full agreement. The document
provides for a wide range of activities, including IP protection and exploitation.
Project Meetings
1.

Kick-Off Meeting, Funchal, Madeira, Portugal. 1-2 April 2011

2.

Update and planning meeting, INRA Orleans, France. 12-14 March 2012

3.

Mid-term meeting, Estoril, Portugal. 22-25 October 2012. This meeting will have a
Stakeholder Observer Group meeting with the Nematode Group organised by Dr
Christophe Orazio (EFI).

Project planning
The main project planning events have been at the Consortium meetings, but there has
been regular email correspondence between beneficiaries concerning work within and
between Work Packages. This has also included full exchange visits (some of these have
been outlined in the WP descriptions, especially WP8) to learn and share techniques and
to plan laboratory and field work.
One of the major concerns arising during project planning has been the delay in starting
some of the field and greenhouse experiments, particularly in WP5. It became apparent for
a number of reasons (including exceptionally hot or exceptionally cold weather affecting
plant material) that a delay in setting up experiments was necessary. These have been
planned and will go ahead provided that sufficient time is added to the project to enable
the full spectrum of measurements over time to be carried out.
Legal status changes
Beneficiary 6 (previously INRB) went through a major re-structuring during 2012 which had
some impacts on the ability of the scientists to deliver the full planned work. Nevertheless,
they have achieved much of the planned work despite considerable uncertainty concerning
resources and infrastructure. The new name, address and contact information of the
organisation is:
Instituto Nacional de Investigação Agrária e Veterinária, I.P.
Unidade de Silvicultura e Produtos Florestais
Av. da República, Quinta do Marquês, 2780-159 Oeiras
PORTUGAL
Tel: (+351) 21 4463700 Fax: (+351) 21 4463701
Principal Investigator: Dr Edmundo Sousa
Email: edmundo.sousa@iniav.pt
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Project website
As indicated in WP10 the project website was initially:
www.forestry.gov.uk/fr/rephrame
but will shortly be www.rephrame.eu
Dissemination
This has been summarised in WP8 and WP10. Consortium participants have been active
in publication of results and in presentation of findings from the project at national and
international workshops and conferences. This has publicised REPHRAME and fostered
interaction and collaboration globally. For example, the coordinator presented the work of
REPHRAME at a number of meetings during 2012:
•
•
•
•

FP7 ISEFOR project workshop in Brussels, Belgium, February 2012
EU COST Action FP1002 (PERMIT) meetings, Farnham, UK, May 2012 and Antalya,
Turkey, September 2012
IUFRO Alien Invasive Species & International Trade meeting, Tokyo, Japan, June
2012
International Forestry Quarantine Research Group meeting, Cardiff, September 2012.

This has enabled direct discussion with potential members of the Stakeholder Observer
Group, particularly from Canada, Japan, Korea and USA, as well as European countries.
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